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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
 
Simulation is one of tools that have been used widely in several manufacturing 
areas and organizations as well as in automotive industries.  Using a valid simulation 
model may possible give several benefit and advantages in creating better 
manufacturing design in order to improve the system performances.  This project is 
concerning in implementing a computer based simulation model to design 
Manufacturing Process Re-engineering scenarios for performances improvement.  
The basic problem addressed by this project is that the current manufacturing system 
performances have to be improved to deal with the business environment.  Project’s 
objective is to develop/design four improvement alternatives design using Valid 
Computer Simulation model.  Three approaches which are: Line Balancing, Facilities 
re-layout and process enhancement, and manufacturing process automating were 
applied as the foundation in creating improvement scenarios of the real system.  
Simulation modeling formally followed the enhanced Discrete Event Simulation 
methodologies.  Simulation models were developed using Process Oriented 
Simulation Software which is ARENA version 7.1 while Statfit and Microsoft Excel 
software package were used for statistical analysis.  Project’s case study was taken 
from the Job Shop Manufacturing line / Intermittent Process Industries in Body 
welding and metal finish operations of Isuzu N-series Truck assembly line of PT. 
Pantja Motor, Indonesia.  The project deliverable might be differ into the initial 
simulation model of current system and four Manufacturing Process Re-engineering 
scenarios that will be based on three approaches as mentioned above.  Constraints 
and challenges in conducting the project seemed might be reduced wisely, so that the 
whole project outcome and deliverables are still achieved appropriately. 
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ABSTRAK 
Simulasi merupakan sebuah metodologi yang telah digunakan secara meluas 
dalam pelbagai industri pembuatan dan organisasi termasuk industri automotif. 
Dengan menggunakan model simulasi yang bersesuaian, ia dapat memberikan faedah 
dan kelebihan di dalam merancang rekabentuk sistem pembuatan bagi meningkatkan 
keupayaan sistem.  Projek ini memfokuskan kepada pelaksanaan model simulasi 
berkomputer dalam proses merekabentuk Kejuruteraan Semula Proses Pembuatan 
bagi meningkatkan keupayaan sistem.  Masalah utama bagi projek ini adalah 
keupayaan sistem pembuatan semasa harus dipertingkatkan untuk bersaing dalam 
persekitaran perniagaan kini.  Objektif projek adalah untuk membangunkan  model 
simulasi sistem semasa dan merekabentuk empat cadangan penambahbaikan 
menggunakan model simulasi berkomputer yang sah.  Tiga pendekatan iaitu 
Pengimbangan Barisan, Lay-out Semula Fasiliti, dan automasi proses pembuatan 
digunakan sebagai asas dalam perancangan penambahbaikan bagi sistem semasa. 
Pemodelan simulasi yang dilakukan adalah berdasarkan metodologi Simulasi 
Peristiwa Diskrit.  Model simulasi dibangunkan dengan menggunakan perisian 
aplikasi simulasi berorientasikan proses iaitu ARENA versi 7.1 manakala Statfit dan 
Microsoft Excel sebagai analisa statistik.  Kajian kes adalah berdasarkan daripada 
Bahagian Body Welding dan Kemasan Logam, sistem baris pembuatan kenderaan 
trak Isuzu N-Series, PT. Pantja Motor, Indonesia.  Hasil yang diperolehi daripada 
projek ini adalah berpandukan kepada simulasi model sistem semasa dan empat 
cadangan penambahbaikan.  Segala kekangan dan cabaran dalam melaksanakan 
projek ini dapat ditangani dengan baik seterusnya objektif dan skop dapat dicapai 
seperti mana yang dikehendaki. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
 
 
 
PROJECT OVERVIEW 
 
 
 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 Along with the rapid growth of technology in last four decades, industrial / 
manufacturing enterprises confronted in the situation that improvement of the 
manufacturing performance is the matter which very insist to be certainly achieved.  
At the other hand, experimental design in existing system will give negative impact 
for the enterprise.  This matter make many companies, finally choose not changed 
anything to their manufacturing system rather than take a high risk of trial and error 
processes in experimental design.  
  Simulation, as a contemporary computer/Information Technology (IT) based 
technology was raise to minimize that particular risk as mentioned above.  In 
advance to develop a valid simulation model, company can conduct experimental 
design to get the improvement design of their manufacturing system without 
disturbing the working system.  Computer Simulation model accommodates 
implementation of various Manufacturing Process Re-engineering Designs into 
computer based model and simulate it as well as justifying the performances.  
  So that, conducting experimental design based on Computer Simulation 
Model might be the favorable solution which is collaborate the necessity of 
improving manufacturing performance and minimize the risk of doing direct 
modification to the real working system.  
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  Manufacturing and material handling systems provide one of the most 
important applications of simulation.  Simulation has been used successfully as an 
aid in the design of new production and manufacturing facilities, warehouses, and 
distribution centers as well as in automotive industries.  It has also been used to 
evaluate suggested improvements to existing systems (Banks et al., 2001). 
Engineers and analysts using simulation have found it valuable for evaluating the 
impact of capital investments in equipment and physical facility, and of proposed 
changes to material handling and layout.  They have also found it useful to evaluate 
staffing and operating rules, and proposed rules and algorithms to be incorporated 
into warehouse management control software and production control systems. 
Managers have found simulation useful in providing a "test drive" before making 
capital investments, without disrupting the existing system with untried changes. 
  At the other side, as one of the most important sector in manufacturing filed, 
automotive industries also have been applying Simulation for decision support 
approach for more than 20 years since the rapid improvement of computer 
technologies.  Many automotive expertises believe that simulation still will be the 
important decision support approach in Automotive Industries. 
1.2 Automotive Industry Environmental Background 
  As realized, automotive manufacturing system is a complex task involving 
several steps of machining and assembly (Hee Han, 2002).  Typically, large 
components of an automobile such as the body, engine, etc are assembled over 
multiple systems.  As shown in Figure 1.1, three main stages of assembly line in the 
automotive industry are: the body shop, the paint shop, and the trim and chassis shop.  
Cars flow through the assembly line from stage to stage in sequence. 
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Figure 1.1 General step of cars assembly line 
  An automotive company will typically sequence cars based on several 
objectives, most dealing with line balancing and material management.  In the first 
and last stages (the body shop and the trim and chassis shop), different cars might 
require the installation of different components. Such imbalance of the workload at 
the automotive assembly line can be due to: 
1. Different options of the same car model (e.g. one car might have an 
automatic transmission and sunroof, while another car might have a 
manual transmission, but no sunroof),  
2. Different types of the same model (e.g. sedan vs. wagon), or  
3. Different models assembled in the same line.  
This project will cover how simulation can be applied into Manufacturing 
Process Reengineering Design in Automotive industries sub system (which is will 
explained more detail in the following section) in order to improve their 
performances using certain manufacturing performance improvement approaches.  
Manufacturing Process Reengineering will be conducted using simulation based 
experimental design. Each design will represent the solution alternative that proposed 
based on particular manufacturing improvement technique.  
  Furthermore, one of the improvement approaches that will be used is 
manufacturing line balancing. Firstly, this method will determine the workload of 
each section in manufacturing line and illustrate the manufacturing line efficiency. 
Next, in order to improve line efficiency, workstation’s workload imbalances will be 
minimizing using related algorithms which are described more detail in the following 
chapter. 
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Later on, as realized, material handling is one of the most important factors 
regarding to Manufacturing Performance Improvement.  Optimal material handling 
system must drive the manufacturing flow become lean and balance.  There are 
several techniques to increase the material handling performance, whereby one of 
them is determining the accurate and appropriate facilities layout that can 
accommodate the criteria of optimum material handling operation.  
  The other method that will be applied in this project to improve the 
manufacturing performances is automating the processes.  As Groover (2001) stated 
that Automated Manufacturing had become a popular approach to improve the 
performances of manufacturing system, especially for the system that produce large 
number of product with high level of similarities.  The common characteristic in 
automated manufacturing is that the system consists of automated components, such 
as industrial robot, automated guided vehicles, sensors, and controllers.  
1.3 Background of Problem 
The project will be based on the case study at Isuzu N-Series Truck Assembly 
Plant, PT. Pantja Motor, Tbk  Indonesia (PMI).  PMI is an official Isuzu licensed 
manufacturer in Indonesia. The company is currently produce two type of Isuzu cars, 
which are the passenger car and commercial car.  Commercial cars divide into bus 
and truck bases while passenger car have two main models whereby Multi Purposes 
Vehicle (MPV) and Sport Utility vehicle (SUV).  The truck and bus assembly line is 
located in Jl. Kaliabang, Pondok Ungu, Bekasi – Jakarta and the head office is 
located about 50 kilometers from this assembly line in Jl. Gaya Motor Selatan 
Jakarta Utara, just next to their one another assembly plant which is for passenger 
car.  Figure 1.2 illustrated the view of Isuzu Indonesia’s assembly plant and 
commercial truck models. 
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Figure 1.2 Isuzu Indonesia’s N-series assembly plant and commercial truck model 
PMI’s grand total production capacity of whole type is 15000 units per year, 
whereby the N-Series production is limited only about 6900 unit annually.  Since the 
significant raise of product demand in the past 3 years, so the PMI is facing the 
problem in improving their production capacity, especially of N-series truck model 
which is most demanding product.  
As mentioned earlier, like the other automotive type, the processes of N-
series truck assembly basically consists of three general stages, which are Body 
shop/welding, Paint shop, and chassis and cabin shop.  The appropriate performance 
improvement design has to be defined into the production section. Figure 1.3 
indicates the general process of Isuzu N-Series assembly. 
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Figure 1.3 Isuzu N-Series Truck General Assembly Process 
Based on the preliminary observation and survey, it is can be concluded 
clearly that the processes in N-series assembly line have several opportunities to be 
improved because of following findings: lack of process automating, un-lean 
manufacturing processes, poor facility layout orientation, Work In Process (WIP) 
problems, and also poor line efficiency. With the appropriate manufacturing re-
engineering design, using such as line balancing, facility re-layout, and automating 
the manufacturing process, the significant manufacturing performances may possible 
achieved promptly. 
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1.4      Statement of the Problem 
Based on the preliminary study and information gathering process through 
documentary analysis, this project will try to overcome the problems related to the 
real system. The basic problem of the current manufacturing system is that the 
production capacity does not meet the future business environment, so the current 
manufacturing system has to be improved significantly. This general problem also 
drives several major questions that have to be answered appropriately in order to 
solve the problem: 
1. Does the current manufacturing system is the optimal configuration in 
terms related to manufacturing system performance? 
2. What manufacturing designs may possible significantly improve the 
current manufacturing / industrial system? 
3. How to conduct experimental design to develop scenarios for 
Manufacturing Performances Improvement without disturbing the real 
working system? 
4. How far the new design can improve the manufacturing performance? 
1.5      Project Objective 
Based on the case study on PMI’s Body Shop N-series Assembly Line, the 
project will cover several objectives: 
1. To analyze the current Manufacturing or Industrial Performance  
2. To study what are the possible manufacturing improvement design which 
is able to significantly increase its manufacturing performances.  
3. To develop/design several improvement alternatives design using Valid 
Computer Simulation model. 
4. To propose the Manufacturing Process Re-engineering design for 
performance improvement related to the real system using three 
approaches: Line Balancing, Facilities re-layout and process 
enhancement, and automating the processes. 
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5. To identify the significances of improvement that achieved by 
implementing those three approach using computer based simulation 
based. 
6. To implement the most valuable manufacturing re-engineering design in 
the computer simulation model instead of disturbing the real system.   
1.6    Project Scope 
In case of project coverage area, the following assumption, environmental 
boundaries, and constraint can be mentioned in determining the project scope: 
1. Primary data is collected straightly to the Manufacturing Real system by 
observation, interviews, sampling methods and time study. 
2. Data types that used in this project are the manufacturing variables such 
as: process time, transfer time, set-up time, standard output, cycle time, 
number of work-in-process, working time, and other common 
manufacturing variables. 
3. Secondary data are used in case of unavailability of the primary data. 
4. Case study is taken from the Job Shop Manufacturing line / Intermittent 
Process Industries in Body shop and metal finish of Isuzu N-series Truck 
assembly line of PT. Pantja Motor, Tbk Indonesia (PMI).  
5. Simulation modeling formally will follow Discrete Event Simulation 
methodology. 
6. Simulation model is developed using a Process Oriented Simulation 
Software which is ARENA version 7.1. 
7. Statfit and Microsoft Excel software package will be used for statistical 
analysis.  
8. This project recommendations are only based on manufacturing variable 
aspect and assume that the real system have no constraint about anything 
outside the technical manufacturing aspect (e.g financial limitation, land, 
workforce, and technology). 
9. For justifying the significance of performance improvement, the 
Manufacturing Process Re-engineering design will be simulated and 
compared to the real system. 
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10. Complexity of the real system, time, and the capability in making 
computer simulation model will be the most consideration in determining 
how deep alternative designs will be proposed. 
1.7.   Importance of Project 
Based on what have been illustrated before, generally this project will 
recommend several scenarios of manufacturing improvement design for the certain 
case studies. The improvement significances will be determined by a valid 
simulation model so that the users or clients will more easily justifying the right 
policies. More detail, the project potential benefits to the organization can be defined 
as follows: 
1. Users can use the initial valid simulation model for analyzing their 
manufacturing process at particular stages more conveniently and 
efficient than studying directly through the real system. 
2. With the computer based simulation model, the company may conduct the 
experimental design iteratively to find their best solution regarding to 
improve manufacturing system accurately and safely rather than do the 
experiment in their working system whereby definitely disrupting and 
deal with high risk probability. 
3. Simulation model can be capable enough to predict what are the 
consequences and following effects that might be raised from a certain 
strategies implementation.  
4. The result of the project will contribute the management a valuable input 
and consideration for supporting their decision making processes. 
At the other hands, manufacturing simulation studies and research are still 
active and many more simulation studies are being done by time to time. So that, this 
project perhaps may little bit enriching the simulation studies discourse especially in 
applied simulation in automotives industries.  
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1.8.    Organization of Thesis 
 This Master Project report is consist of eleven Chapters which are describe 
about seventeen Project’s steps as attached in Appendix A. 
1.9.      Chapter Summary 
Simulation is one of tools that have been used widely in several 
manufacturing area and organizations. Using a valid simulation model may possible 
give several benefit and advantages in creating the better manufacturing design in 
order to improve the performances. This project is concerning in implementing a 
computer based simulation model to design scenarios for performances 
improvement. 
Manufacturing process reengineering design will be based on three approaches 
and principles: minimizing imbalance workloads in assembly line, improving 
material handling capabilities through facilities re-layout, and automating the 
manufacturing processes. Meanwhile, Body Shop and Metal Finish department of 
PMI’s Isuzu N-Series assembly plant will be the base of the project’s case study. 
 The project outcome is expected to give the significant contribution to the 
user or client in improving their manufacturing performances in order facing the 
business challenges and dealing with the problem environment. 
 
CHAPTER TWO 
 
 
 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
  Manufacturing industry has been one of the primary application areas of 
simulation technology.  It has been widely used to improve and validate the designs 
of a wide range of manufacturing systems.  Simulation is the process of designing a 
model of a real system and conducting experiments with this model for the purpose 
either of understanding the behavior of the system or of evaluating various strategies 
for the operation of the system.  Simulation in general is to pretend that one deals 
with a real thing while really working with an imitation. 
There continues to be widespread use of simulation to design and 
"optimize" manufacturing systems.  As a matter of fact, it could arguably be said 
that simulation is more widely applied to manufacturing systems than to any other 
application area. Some reasons for this opinion might be illustrated as follows: 
1. Increased competition in many industries has resulted in greater 
emphasis on automation to improve productivity and quality. Since 
automated systems are more complex, they typically can only be 
analyzed by simulation. 
2. The cost of equipment and facilities can be quite large. For example, a 
new semiconductor manufacturing plant can cost a billion dollars or 
even more. 
3. The cost of computing has deceased dramatically as a result of faster 
and cheaper Personal Computers. 
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4. Improvements in simulation software (e.g., graphical user interfaces) 
have reduced model-development time, thereby allowing for more 
timely manufacturing analyses. 
5. The availability of animation has resulted in greater understanding and 
use of simulation by manufacturing managers. 
  Perhaps the greatest benefit of using simulation in a manufacturing environ-
ment is that it allows the user to obtain a system-wide view of the effect of "local" 
changes to the manufacturing system.  If a change is made at a particular work 
station, its impact on the performance of this station may be predictable.  On the 
other hand, it may be difficult, if not impossible, to determine ahead of time the 
impact of this change on the performance of the overall system (Law and Kelton, 
2000). 
During the review the relevant materials were consulted and the 
contribution made by such material also noted. The following steps are adopted: 
1.  General search for related material: First few weeks were spent to 
source for materials relating to system simulation methodology, 
manufacturing improvement design, simulation application, and 
automated production system. In real terms the following steps were 
followed: 
• Internet browsing and downloading related materials from various 
web pages. 
• Text books on the subject were extensive flipped and relevant 
materials were explored. 
• Hard copies of manufacturing and simulation papers, research 
report and journal are examined and copied as well. 
• Lecture notes, theses and dissertations were searched for related 
ideas. 
2. Reading and coordinating the materials. The next line of action was 
studying the extracted materials critically and establishing their link with 
our current work. 
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3. Writing: The final step in this context was writing of what have been 
discovered and establishing the theoretical background of the project. 
This exercise has spread the understanding on the topic area and also unfolded 
the uncovered areas in literature which the study attempts to make a useful 
contribution.  This chapter will cover about Theoretical background of Simulation 
System, Line Balancing, Facilities Planning, and Automated Production System.  This 
section also illustrate the empirical findings what have been done by others parties in 
this project area while some conceptual issues will considered to enhance the project 
integrity. 
 
2.2 Theoretical Background of Simulation System 
A system is defined as a collection of entities, usually people and machines, 
which act and interact toward the accomplishment of some logical end (Law and 
Kelton, 2000).  Simulation is a powerful analytical tool for designing and 
experimenting with complex systems.  Simulation has been defined as the process of 
designing a model of a real system and conducting experiments with this model 
either to understand the system’s behavior or to evaluate various strategies for 
operating it.  Simulation is an important tool when the risk involved with modeling is 
low compared to trial and error with the real system. 
For example, suppose a new piece of machinery is going to be inserted into 
an established production line.  Management can buy the new machine and put it into 
production, checking later to see whether the new machine actually does increase 
productivity, variety, quality, or whatever the goals were and, of course, increase the 
profit.  If the system with the new machine does not meet the goals established, then 
management could remove the machine and lay off the employees hired to operate it. 
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2.2.1  Definition of Simulation 
 Simulation, according to Shannon (1975), is “the process of designing a 
model of a real system and conducting experiments with this model for the purpose 
either of understanding the behavior of the system or of evaluating various strategies 
(within the limits imposed by a criterion or set of criteria) for the operation of the 
system.”  
Simulation refers to a broad collection of methods and applications to 
mimic the behavior of real systems, usually on a computer with appropriate 
software. In fact, "simulation" can be an extremely general term since the idea 
applies across many fields, industries, and applications.  These days, simulation is 
more popular and powerful than ever since computers and software are better than 
ever. 
A system is defined to be a collection of entities, e.g., people or machines, 
which act and interact together toward the accomplishment of some logical end. 
(Law and Kelton, 2000).  In practice, what is meant by "the system" depends on 
the objectives of a particular study.  The collection of entities that comprise a 
system for one study might be only a subset of the overall system for another.  
For example, if one wants to study a bank to determine the number of tellers 
needed to provide adequate service for customers who want just to cash a check 
or make a savings deposit, the system can be defined to be that portion of the 
bank consisting of the tellers and the customers waiting in line or being served.  
If, on the other hand, the loan officer and the safety deposit boxes are to be 
included, the definition of the system must be expanded in an obvious way.  
Banks et al. (2001) defines the state of a system to be that collection of 
variables necessary to describe a system at a particular time, relative to the 
objectives of a study. In a study of a bank, examples of possible state variables 
are the number of busy tellers, the number of customers in the bank, and the time 
of arrival of each customer in the bank. 
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Systems could be categorized of two types, discrete and continuous.  A 
discrete system is one for which the state variables change instantaneously at 
separated points in time.  An Automotive assembly line is a discrete system, since 
state variables change only when the entities (parts) completed finished from one 
workstation to another workstation.  A system consider as continuous system 
when the state variables change continuously over the time.  
At some point in the lives of most systems, there is a need to study them to 
try to gain some insight into the relationships among various components, or to 
predict performance under some new conditions being considered. Figure 2.1 
shows different ways in which a system might be studied. 
 
Figure 2.1 Method for System Study (adapted from Law and Kelton, 2000) 
Computer simulation refers to methods for studying a wide variety of models 
of real world systems by numerical evaluation using software designed to imitate the 
system's operations or characteristics, often over time.  From a practical viewpoint, 
simulation is the process of designing and creating a computerized model of a real or 
proposed system for the purpose of conducting numerical experiments to give us a 
better understanding of the behavior of that system for a given set of conditions. 
Although it can be used to study simple systems, the real power of this technique is 
fully realized when we use it to study complex systems. 
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While simulation may not be the only tool could use to study the model, it's 
frequently the method of choice.  The reason for this is that the simulation model can 
be allowed to become quite complex.  Other methods may require stronger 
simplifying assumptions about the system to enable an analysis, which might bring 
the validity of the model into question. 
Like the others method in system study, simulation in not always become the 
most appropriate technique in system study.  Carson (2004) was opined Simulation is 
most useful in the following situations:  
1. There is no simple analytic model, spreadsheet model or “back of the 
envelope” calculation that is sufficiently accurate to analyze the situation. 
2. The real system is regularized; that is, it is not chaotic and out of control. 
System components can be defined and characterized and their interaction 
defined. 
3. The real system has some level of complexity, interaction or 
interdependence between various components, or pure size that makes it 
difficult to grasp in its entirety. In particular, it is difficult or impossible to 
predict the effect of proposed changes. 
4. In designing a new system situation : considering major changes in 
physical layout or operating rules in an existing system, or being faced 
with new and different demand. 
5. Considering a large investment in a new or existing system and it 
represents a system modification of a type for which only have little or no 
experience and hence face considerable risk. 
6. When need a tool where all the people involved can agree on a set of 
assumptions, and then see (both statistically and with animation) the 
results and effects of those assumptions. That is, the simulation process as 
well as the simulation model can be used to get all members of a team 
onto a (more) common understanding. 
7. Simulation with animation is an excellent training and educational device, 
for managers, supervisors, engineers and labor. (Don’t tell me, show me.) 
In fact, in systems of large physical scale, the simulation animation may 
be the only way in which most participants can visualize how their work 
contributes to overall system success or creates problems for others. 
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2.2.2 Type of Simulation 
  Law and Kelton (2000) stated that basically simulation maybe further 
classified as being Static or Dynamic model, Deterministic or Stochastic model, and 
Discrete or Continuous model. 
 A static simulation model is a representation of a system at a particular 
time, or one that may be used to represent a system in which time simply plays no 
role. Static models and dynamic models are classification by the dependency on 
time. A static simulation model, sometimes called a Monte Carlo simulation, 
represents a system at a particular point in time. Inventory level is the common 
example of this kind of simulation. Dynamic simulation models represent systems in 
which state of the variables change over time.  The simulation of a manufacturing 
assembly line from 9:00am to 4:00pm is an example of a dynamic simulation. 
Deterministic and Stochastic Simulation Models are classified based on the 
nature of the variables.  If a simulation model does not contain any probabilistic 
(i.e., random) components, it is called deterministic; a complicated (and 
analytically intractable) system of differential equations describing a chemical 
reaction might be such a model.  In deterministic models, the output is 
"determined" once the set of input quantities and relationships in the model have 
been specified; even though it might take a lot of computer time to evaluate what 
it is.  Many systems, however, must be modeled as having at least some random 
input components, and these give rise to stochastic simulation models.  Most 
queuing and inventory systems are modeled stochastically.  Stochastic simulation 
models produce output that is itself random, and must therefore be treated as only 
an estimate of the true characteristics of the model. 
Discrete and continuous models are defined in an analogous manner, 
classification by system nature.  It should be mentioned that a discrete model is not 
always used to model a discrete system, and reverse.  The decision whether to use 
a discrete or a continuous model for a particular system depends on the specific 
objectives of the study.  For example, a model of traffic flow on a freeway would 
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be discrete if the characteristics and movement of individual cars are important. 
Alternatively, if the cars can be treated "in the aggregate," the flow of traffic can 
be described by differential equations in a continuous model.  
 A discrete model is one in which the state variable(s) change only at a 
discrete set of points in time.  The manufacturing assembly line is an example of 
discrete model.  A continuous model is one in which the state variable(s) change 
continuously over time.  An example is the head of water behind a dam.  During and 
for some time after a rain storm, water flows into the lake behind the dam.  Water is 
drawn from the dam for flood control and to make electricity.  Evaporation also 
decreases the water level.  But, continuous system can be approximated by a 
discrete-event system, depending on the expected preciseness and the objective of 
the study (Banks et al., 2001). 
  Based on what have been mentioned above, it is could be conclude the 
system in this project is categorized as Dynamic – Discrete – Stochastic model.  For 
the next part of this documentary, it is should be understood that the term 
“simulation” being used is the same as Discrete Event System Simulation.  
  
2.2.3   Advantages of Simulation 
Simulation allows experimentation with a model of a system. Without a 
model, either experiment with a real system (if it exists) – probably causing major 
disruptions – or proceed without such experimentation and analysis – at some 
potential risk. Simulation allows the identification of problems, bottlenecks and 
design shortfalls before building or modifying a system.  It allows comparison of 
many alternative designs and rules of operation.  Evaluation and comparisons can 
take place before committing resources and investment to a project. 
Simulation allows study of the dynamics of a system, how it changes over 
time and how subsystems and components interact.  A simulation model provides 
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about the only method to study new, non-existent complex dynamic systems for 
which analytic or static (spreadsheet) models provide at best a low fidelity model 
with correspondingly low accuracy.  
A good simulation model provides not only numerical measures of system 
performance, but provides insight into system performance.  Insight comes from a 
good understanding of system behavior, an understanding that can be developed by 
intelligent use of animation and other visual aids, and an intelligent set of valid 
experiments together with a good statistical analysis. 
Regarding to implementation of simulation in manufacturing industries, 
Miller and Pegden (2000) said that simulation has a number of benefits that make it a 
significant solution in these applications.  These benefits include the following: 
1. Extremely fast execution. A simulation model can typically generate a 
new schedule in a few seconds or minutes. This is critical in responding 
to unplanned events such as material shortages or machine breakdowns. 
2. Flexible decision logic. Simulation can incorporate a wide range of 
decision rules to focus on any type of objective or represent any type of 
complex decision-making. 
3. Simple implementation. Simulation-based finite capacity scheduling is 
relatively simple to implement. This lowers the cost and reduces the 
implementation time. 
4. High quality schedules. Compared to alternate methods that load an entire 
job at a time, simulation can generate very high quality schedules that 
often do a better job of maximizing resource utilization. 
2.2.4  Component in Simulation Study 
Although there are various paradigms in discrete- event simulation, there has 
evolved a basic structure that is used by most simulation packages.  The structural 
components of a discrete-event simulation include entities, activities and events, 
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resources, global variables, a random number generator, a calendar system state 
variables and statistics collectors. 
The best way to understand the function of an entity is understand that 
entities cause changes in the state of the simulation.  Without entities, nothing would 
happen in a simulation.  As a matter of fact, one stopping condition for a simulation 
model is the condition where there are no active entities in the system.  Entities have 
attributes.  Attributes are characteristics of a given entity that are unique to that 
entity.  Attributes are critical to the understanding of the performance and function of 
entities in the simulation. 
Activities are processes and logic in the simulation.  Events are conditions 
that occur at a point in time which cause a change in the state of the system.  An 
entity interacts with activities.  Entities interacting with activities create events.  
There are three major types of activities in a simulation: delays, queues and logic.  
The delay activity is when the entity is delayed for a definite period of time. 
In a simulation, resources represent anything that has a restricted (or 
constrained) capacity.  Common examples of resources include workers, machines, 
nodes in a communication network, traffic intersections, etc. 
A global variable is a variable that is available to the entire model at all times. 
A global variable can track just about anything that is of interest to the entire 
simulation. 
Every simulation package has a random number generator.  The random 
number generator (technically called a pseudo-random number generator) is a 
software routine that generates a random number between 0 and 1 that is used in 
sampling random distributions. 
The calendar for the simulation is a list of events that are scheduled to occur 
in the future. In every simulation, there is only one calendar of future events and it is 
ordered by the earliest scheduled time first. 
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Depending on the simulation package, there can be several system state 
variables, but the one system state variable that every simulation package has is the 
current time of the simulation.  In order to keep from offending any simulation 
vendors, we will choose a different name for our simulation time variable. 
  Statistics collectors are a part of the simulation that collects statistics on 
certain states (such as the state of a resources), or the value of global variables, or 
certain performance statistics based on attributes of the entity.  There are three 
different types of statistics that are collected, counts, time-persistent, and tallies. 
 
2.2.5  Steps in Simulation Study 
 As stated in Figure 2.2, Law (2003) issued seven steps for simulation study 
which are:  
Step 1: Formulate the Problem  
The problem of interest is stated by the decision maker.  Note that when the decision-
maker first initiates a simulation study, the exact problem to be solved is sometimes 
not precisely stated or even completely understood.  Thus, as the study proceeds and 
a better understanding are obtained, this information should be communicated to the 
decision-maker who may reformulate the problem. 
Step 2: Collect Information/Data and Construct a Conceptual Model 
Collect information on the system structure and operating procedures.  Collect data 
(if possible) to specify model parameters and probability distributions (e.g., for the 
time to failure and the time to repair of a machine).  Two major pitfalls in this regard 
are replacing a probability distribution by its perceived mean value and the use of an 
inappropriate distribution (e.g., normal, uniform, or triangular). 
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Step 3: Is the Conceptual Model Valid? 
Perform a structured walk-through of the conceptual model before an audience that 
includes the project manager, analysts, and expertise.  This critical activity,which is 
called conceptual-model validation, is very often skipped. 
 
Figure 2.2 A Seven-Step in Conducting Simulation (As stated by Law, 2003) 
Step 4: Program the Model 
Program the conceptual model in either a general purpose programming language 
(e.g., C or C++) or in a commercial simulation-software product.  Several advantages 
of a programming language are familiarity, greater program control, and lower 
software purchase cost.  On the other hand, the use of a commercial simulation 
product will reduce “programming” time and overall project cost.  There are two 
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main types of commercial simulation-software products: general purpose (e.g., 
ARENA, Extend, SIMUL8, and SLX) and application oriented (e.g., AutoMod, 
Flexsim, ProModel, SIMPROCESS, WorkSpace, and WITNESS). 
Step 5: Is the Programmed Model Valid? 
If there is an existing system, then compare performance measures from a simulation 
model of the existing system with the comparable performance measures collected 
from the actual existing system.  This is called results validation, and is the most 
important model validation technique that is available. 
Step 6: Design, Conduct, and Analyze Simulation Experiments 
For each system configuration of interest, decide on tactical issues such as simulation 
run length, length of the warm up period (generally necessary if the steady state 
behavior of a system is of interest), and the number of independent model 
replications.  A major pitfall here is to make one replication of the simulation model 
of some arbitrary length and then to assume 
Step 7: Document and Present the Simulation Results 
The documentation for the model (and the associated simulation study) should 
include the conceptual model (critical for future reuse of the model, which is 
particularly important in the defense community where most analyses are done using 
legacy models), a detailed description of the computer program, and the results/ 
conclusions for the current study. 
2.2.6  Input Modeling 
Input modeling is a statistical issue that is concerned with determining what 
probability distribution best represents a source of system randomness.  The normal 
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or uniform probability distributions will rarely be a good model for the time to 
perform some task. 
Undoubtedly the most popular approach to evaluating input model fit is 
statistical goodness-of-fit (GOF) testing.  Understanding GOF tests is important 
because they can be both useful and misleading.  The GOF test starts with the 
premise that there is a true input model to discover; it then proceeds to determine 
whether there is substantial evidence that the model have chosen is not the truth.  In 
GOF tests, the null or status quo hypothesis is that it is correct (the true distribution 
and its parameters have founded), and the alternative is that it is wrong.  The test will 
reject the choice only if there is redundant evidence that the hypothesis is wrong. The 
more data that are available, the easier it is for the test to deduce that the initial 
hypothesis is wrong.  
Probability distributions are mathematical entities that approximate real 
processes, they are not real processes.  So if there are enough data, the test will 
definitely reject the distribution choice, whatever it is.  Thus, having lots of data—
usually considered to be a good thing—is bad if the goal is to get the input model 
endorsed by a GOF test.  The statistical term for this is power: the more data there 
are, the more powerful the test is for detecting differences between the distribution 
choice and the process data.  On the other hand, if only less data provided then 
almost any choice will be accepted by the test. 
More typical is that the input-modeling software will present a p-value for the 
test. The p-value can be confusing, especially in this context, so Law and Kelton 
(2000) suggested the simple rule that: A large p-value supports the choice of input 
model, and p-values greater than 0:10 are typically considered to be “large.” 
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2.2.7  Experimental Design 
  As mentioned earlier, discrete-event simulation modeling is a popular method 
for predicting the performance of complex systems, particularly systems that include 
random phenomena such us manufacturing system.  Simulation projects can fall 
short of their intended goals, however, unless the simulation model is exercised 
intelligently to get a better understanding of the likely performance of the real 
system.  This is where the design of experiments plays an important role.  Usually, 
simulation projects are conducted within time and budget limits.  It is important to 
use care in choosing the simulation runs that will be conducted.  Poorly planned 
simulation runs can result in a significant loss of information, or worse, provide 
misleading results.  
An experiment is any process or study which results in the collection of data, 
the outcome of which is unknown. In statistics, the term is usually restricted to 
situations in which the researcher has control over some of the conditions under 
which the experiment takes place (Walpole and Myers, 1997).  
Barton (2004) explains that for experimental design of simulation system 
requires a number of applied statistical methods unless it can be difficult to organize 
information about the system under study in a way that aids the design of the 
experiment.  To help clarify this process, the design task could be divided into five 
separate steps: (1) Define the goals of the experiment, (2) Identify and classify 
independent and dependent variables, (3) Choose a probability model for the 
behavior of the simulation model, (4) Choose an experiment design, and (5) Validate 
the properties of the chosen design 
2.2.8  Output Analysis 
One of the most important but neglected aspects of a simulation study is the 
proper design and output analysis of simulation experiments.  Output analysis of 
simulation system is cover about how to choose the simulation run length, the 
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warmup-period duration (if any), and the  required number of model replications 
which are using different random numbers each (Law, 2003). 
 Furthermore, regarding the way of how to analyze the output, simulations 
may be either terminating or non-terminating, depending on whether there is an 
obvious way for determining run length.  Measures of performance or parameters 
for non-terminating simulations may be of several types, as shown in the Figure 
2.3.  These concepts are defined more precisely below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A terminating simulation is one for which there is a "natural" event E that 
specifies the length of each run (replication).  The event E often occurs at a time 
point when the system is "cleaned out" or at a time point beyond which no useful 
information is obtained.  It is specified before any runs are made, and the time of 
occurrence of E for a particular run may be a random variable. Since the initial 
conditions for a terminating simulation generally affect the desired measures of 
performance, these conditions should be representative of those for the actual 
system. 
The Nature of 
System 
Terminating 
Simulation 
Non-Terminating 
Simulation 
Transient 
Parameter 
Steady-State 
Parameter 
Steady-State 
Cyclical Parameter 
Characteristic of  
its Behavior 
Figure 2.3  Type of simulation based to output analysis (adapted from Law and 
Kelton, 2000) 
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A non-terminating simulation is one for which there is no natural event E to 
specify the length of a run.  This often occurs when designing a new system or 
changing an existing system, and interested in the behavior of the system in the long 
run when it is operating "normally." Unfortunately, "in the long run" doesn't 
naturally translate into a terminating event E. A measure of performance for such a 
simulation is said to be a steady-state parameter if it is a characteristic of the steady-
state distribution of some output stochastic process Yt, Y,..... Yn. Figure 2.4 illustrate 
transient and steady-state density function for a particular stochastic process. 
 
Figure 2.4 Transient and steady-state functions for a particular stochastic process 
(adapted from Law and Kelton, 2000) 
 
2.2.9  Verification and Validation 
Models are used to predict or compare the future performance of a new 
system, a modified system, or an existing system under new conditions.  When 
models are used for comparison purposes, the comparison is usually made to an 
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initial model representing an existing system, to someone’s conception of how a new 
or modified system will work, or to current real-world system performance.  The 
model developed must be justified have a sufficient accuracy.  Sufficient accuracy 
means that the model can be used as a substitute for the real system for the purposes 
of experimentation and analysis.  Verification and validation tasks and exercises with 
model development in a complex and iterative process.  
Verification occurs when the model developer exercises an apparently correct 
model for the specific purpose of finding and fixing modeling errors.  It refers to the 
processes and techniques that the model developer uses to assure that his or her 
model is correct and matches any agreed-upon specifications and assumptions.  The 
purpose of model verification is to assure that the conceptual model is reflected 
accurately in the computerized representation. 
Validation occurs when the model developer and people knowledgeable of 
the real system or new/modified design jointly work to review and evaluate how a 
model works.  It refers to the processes and techniques that the model developer, 
model customer and decision makers jointly use to assure that the model represent 
the real system (or proposed real system) to a sufficient level of accuracy.  The 
verification and validation phases often detect bugs that require further debugging, or 
incorrect assumptions that require significant model modifications and then further 
model re-verification and re-validation.  Moreover, Banks et al. (2001) define 
Validation is the overall process of comparing the model and its behavior to the real 
system and its behavior 
The simplest and the most obvious techniques are usually the best.  First, they 
are more likely to be understood and used.  Second, they are often overlooked, but 
when used often uncover model defects.  Carson (2004) suggested a framework for 
verification and validation as follows: 
1. Test the model for face validity. 
2. Test the model over a range of input parameters. 
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3. Where applicable, compare model predictions to past performance of the 
actual system or to a baseline model representing an existing system.  
When designing a new system, compare implemented 
4. Model behavior to assumptions and specifications. 
2.2.10  Simulation Application Package 
There are many different manufacturing-oriented simulation packages on the 
market and each has its strengths and weaknesses.  Some packages focus on ease of 
use and compromise flexibility, while others focus on flexibility and are more 
difficult to use.  Because most manufacturing systems have some unique intricacy, 
the best packages allow the user to combine easy-to-use constructs with more 
flexible, lower level constructs.  There are some packages that are particularly good 
at representing material handling or some other aspect of manufacturing processes. 
Simulation packages also differ in their support for both input and output data 
analysis.  Some of the more popular manufacturing-oriented packages include 
ARENA, AutoMod, ProModel, Witness, and Workspace. 
The amount of simulation software available can be confusing for the new 
users. There are several things that make an ideal simulation package.  Some are 
properties of the package, such as support, reactivity to bug notification, interface, 
etc. Some are properties of the user, such as their needs, their level of expertise, etc. 
For these reasons asking which package is best is a sudden failure of judgement 
(Nikoukaran, 1999).  
Figure 2.5 depicted the example of ARENA’s interface and hierarchical 
structure as follows:  
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Figure 2.5 ARENA interface and hierarchical structure 
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ARENA firstly developed in mid ninety by Rockwell Software Incorporation.  
ARENA is one of the most popular process oriented simulation software nowadays. 
Certified as Microsoft Office compatible, ARENA provides a clean, crisp 
appearance. Its user interface features include customizable toolbars; natural 
interface control such as drag-and-drop and context-sensitive right-click menus; and 
a unique Project Bar for accessing modeling constructs and navigating model 
hierarchy.  
ARENA's technology creates the opportunity for organizations to craft their 
own simulation tool kits for these applications. As an enterprise matures in its use of 
simulation, suites of custom tools can be made available to new users, lowering the 
barriers to successful simulation use and encouraging standard practices and 
methodologies. 
To enhance the value of simulation and its use of existing corporate 
information assets, ARENA products deliver built-in, flexible interfaces with leading 
desktop applications. Data can be incorporated directly from Microsoft Excel into 
models. Model logic and data can be transferred from Visio drawings, providing an 
inexpensive, widely adopted front-end for creating models that are to be simulated in 
an ARENA product. And for animation, graphics in Visio or AutoCAD can be 
imported directly for ARENA's static background or for dynamic pictures of entities, 
resources, etc.  
2.3 Theoretical Background of Line Balancing 
The work content performed on an assembly line consists of many separate and 
distinct work elements.  Invariably, the sequence in which these elements can be 
performed is restricted, at least to some extent.  And the line must operate at a 
specified production rate, which reduces to a required cycle time.  Given these 
conditions, the line balancing problem is concerned with assigning the work elements 
to workstations so that all workers have an equal amount of work.  
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Two important concepts in line balancing are the separation of the total work 
content into minimum rational work elements and the precedence constraints that 
must be satisfied by these elements.  The objective in line balancing is to distribute 
the total workload on the assembly line as evenly as possible among the worker 
(Groover, 2001). 
Based on these concepts we can define performance measures for solutions to 
the line balancing problem.  The purposes of Line Balancing could be defined as 
follows: 
1. Shorten production / assembly time (efficiency). 
2. Reduce machine's idle time (increase machine utilization). 
3. Reduce work in process (inventory). 
Many manufacturing expertise categorized that the most acceptable methods in 
line balancing are (1) largest candidate rule, (2) Kilbridge and Wester method, and 
(3) ranked positional weights method (Helgeson – Birnie method).  However, the 
basic steps to balance the assembly line, although they are different methods, are 
similar.  The steps illustrate the general steps in Line balancing : 
1. Precedence Diagram 
2. Cycle Time (CT) = (Time / day ) / (Output / day) = time/unit 
3. Minimum number of workstations : N = Total time to produce 1 unit / CT 
4. Choose a method to do Line Balancing. 
5. Calculate each work station efficiency: E = Ci / Cmax . 100% 
 
In Largest Candidate Rule method, work elements are arranged in 
descending order. Given this list, the algorithm consists of the following steps: (1) 
assign elements to the worker at the first workstation by starting at the top of the list 
and selecting the first element that satisfies precedence requirements and does not 
cause the total sum of Tek at that station to exceed the allowable TS; when an element 
is selected for assignment to the station, start back at the top of the list for subsequent 
assignments; (2) when no more elements can be assigned without exceeding TS, then 
proceed to the next station; (3) repeat steps 1 and 2 for the other stations in turn until 
all elements have been assigned. 
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  The Kilbridge and Wester Method method has received considerable attention 
since its introduction in 1961 and has been applied with apparent success to several 
complicated line balancing problems in industry (Groover, 2001).  It is a heuristic 
procedure that selects work elements for assignment to stations according to their 
position in the precedence diagram.  In general, the Kilbridge and Wester method 
provides a superior line balance solution than the largest candidate rule. 
The ranked positional weights method was introduced by Helgeson and 
Birnie. In this method, a ranked positional weight value (call it RPW for short) is 
computed for each element.  Elements are compiled into a list according to their 
RPW value, and the algorithm proceeds using the same three steps as before. 
 
2.4 Theoretical Background of Manufacturing Facilities Layout and 
Planning 
Facilities design for manufacturing systems is extremely important because of 
the productivity dependence of the firm on manufacturing performance.  Since 
manufacturing is a value-adding function, the efficiency of the manufacturing 
activities will make a major contribution to the firm's short- and long-run productivity. 
Greater emphasis on improved quality, decreased inventories, and increased 
productivity encouraged the design of manufacturing facilities that are integrated, 
flexible, and responsive.  Tompkins et al. (2003) wrote that the effectiveness of the 
facility layout and material handling in these facilities will be influenced by a number 
of factors, including changes in: 
1. Product mix and design 
2. Processing and materials technology 
3. Handling, storage, and control technology 
4. Production volumes, schedules, and routings 
5. Management philosophies 
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Among many factors influenced in manufacturing facilities; production 
volume, production variety and product values are the most important in designing 
the plant and facility layout.   In manufacturing area, facilities might be consisting of 
the factory, the equipment in the factory, and the way in which the equipment is 
organized (Groover, 2001). 
As mentioned by Tompkins (2003), the manufacturing plant/facilities layout 
might be differentiate into four types which are: fixed position layout, process layout, 
cellular/group technology layout, and product layout.  In the fixed position layout, 
the product remains in one location and the equipment used in fabrication is brought 
to it.  For example, the production of aircrafts, the manufacture of the space shuttle 
and ship building.  
The main characteristic in process layout is that production machines are 
arranged in groups according to the type of function they perform.  In a job shop, 
lathes are in one area, the milling machines are in another area and so on.  It is used 
in batch production and in quantity-type mass production.  
Product flow layout usually used when the plant specializes in a class of 
products (example: automobiles), the machines and other facilities are arranged to 
produce the different parts and assemble them as efficiently as possible.  The 
processing and assembly machines are placed along the line of flow of the product 
and the work-in-progress is moved from one station to another. 
Group technology or Cellular manufacturing cell is a layout that achieves the 
economies of a product flow layout for a single product by making multiple 
dissimilar products on several product flow lines.  The key to group technology is the 
grouping of similar parts to take advantage of their similarities in manufacturing and 
design.  Figure 2.6 indicates four basic types of manufacturing plant/facility layout. 
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Figure 2.6   Manufacturing Plant/Facilities layout type: (a) Product Layout, (b) 
Fixed Layout, (c) Group Technology, and (d) Process Layout (adapted from 
Tompkins, 2003) 
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As explained earlier that the case study of this project will be taken in Body 
Shop Department of Isuzu N-Series Truck Assembly line, since the case study is 
considered in a single particular department, so that it is considerable to use the 
departmental machine or facilities layout.  Tompkins (2003), as illustrated in Figure 
2.7, explained that there are five part flow arrangements regarding to the 
departmental layout which are: end to end, back to back, front to front, circular, and 
odd-angle. 
 
Figure 2.7 Type of departmental facilities and product flow layout; (a) End-to-end, 
(b) Back-to-back, (c) Front-to-front, (d) Circular, and (e) Odd-angle (adapted from 
Tompkins, 2003) 
 
2.5 Theoretical Background of Automated Production System 
Automation is the technology that the process or procedure is 
accomplished without human assistance.  It is implemented using a program of 
instructions combined with a control system that executes the instructions.  
Although automation can be applied in a wide variety of areas, it is most closely 
associated with the manufacturing industries. It was in the context of 
manufacturing that the term was originally coined by an engineering manager at 
Ford Motor Company in 1946 to describe the variety of automatic transfer 
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devices and feed mechanisms that had been installed in Ford's production 
plants.  The examples of automated manufacturing system are shown below: 
1. Automatic machine tools to process parts 
2. Automatic assembly machines and Industrial robots 
3. Automatic material handling 
4. Automated storage and retrieval systems 
5. Automatic inspection systems 
6. Feedback control systems 
7. Computer systems for designing products and for analyzing them 
8. Computer systems for automatically transforming designs into parts 
9. computer systems for planning and decision making to support 
manufacturing. 
Figure 2.8 describes that manufacturing automation could be divided into 
three types, as Groover (2001) said which are: Fixed Automation, Programmable 
Automation, and Flexible Automation.  Fixed automation refers to the use of custom-
engineered (special purpose) equipment to automate a fixed sequence of processing 
or assembly operations.  It is typically associated with high production rates and it is 
relatively difficult to accommodate changes in the product design.  This is also called 
hard automation 
 
Figure 2.8 Automation Applications (Groover, 2001) 
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In programmable automation, the equipment is designed to accommodate a 
specific class of product changes and the processing or assembly operations can be 
changed by modifying the control program.  It is particularly suited to “batch 
production,” or the manufacture of a product in medium lot sizes (generally at 
regular intervals).  
As illustrated in Figure 2.9, in flexible automation, the equipment is designed 
to manufacture a variety of products or parts and very little time is spent on changing 
from one product to another.  Thus, a flexible manufacturing system can be used to 
manufacture various combinations of products according to any specified schedule.  
With a flexible automation system it is possible to quickly incorporate changes in the 
product (which may be redesigned in reaction to changing market conditions and to 
consumer feedback) or to quickly introduce a new product line. 
 
 
Figure 2.9 Type of Automation (adapted from Pisano & Hayes, 1996) 
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Groover (2001) illustrated the automated manufacturing system have a 
significant benefit and advantages to improve manufacturing performance, such as: 
1. Increase labor productivity 
2. Reduce labor cost 
3. Mitigate the effects of labor shortages 
4. Reduce or eliminate routine manual and clerical tasks 
5. Improve worker safety 
6. Improve product quality 
7. Reduce manufacturing lead time 
8. Accomplish processes that cannot be done manually 
9. Reduce unit cost 
 
2.6 Empirical Issues in Literature 
This section will describe the empirical study of applied simulation have done 
by several researchers respectively especially during last decades in three main area 
related to this project which are: Manufacturing system, facilities planning and 
layout, and automotive industries especially the assembly processes.  Different from 
previous section that illustrated the theoretical background of related topic regarding 
to the project, this section will be more identify the value of simulation in solving the 
real cases in practical and technical view of point. 
 
2.6.1  Empirical Issues of Manufacturing Simulation 
As explained earlier, simulation has been used widely in analyzing and 
improving manufacturing performance in many industries and companies.  One of 
the most frequent aspects of manufacturing that used simulation method is Line 
Balancing.  Since balancing the manufacturing workstation’s workload is also the 
important issue in manufacturing workshop, many manufacturing expertise and 
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researcher using simulation to deal with this particular problem. Grabau et al. (1997) 
illustrated the significant value of simulation in assembly line balancing in 
manufacturing sectors. 
In improving a certain manufacturing performances, it is must proceeded with 
the measurement of its manufacturing performance, so that the current performance 
will be justified before improved in the next steps.  At the other hands, measuring a 
manufacturing performance formally is not an easy task to be done.  Siemens AG 
Germany have proofed that a simulation based rapid modeling technique can be very 
useful in measuring manufacturing performance and improvement (Piekert et al., 
1998). 
Furthermore, simulation not only being used in functionality terms of 
manufacturing system, but also covers in wide scope of manufacturing types.  Beside 
automotive sector, simulation also have been used largely in several manufacturing 
area, such as; Electronic manufacturing and defense sector (Springfield et al., 1999), 
Food industries (Dahl and Jacob, 2000), Aeronautic industries (Lu and Sundaran, 
2002) and (Mills, 1988), Chemical industries (Berger et al., 1999), and also others 
industries sectors.  
Later on, one of the advantages of simulation is that simulation can apply 
satisfactorily in designing a new facilities or manufacturing operation in order to 
improve current system performance.  Since the current system often cannot be used 
for comparison for a new totally different system, in designing a new system 
simulation might be used for analyze and experimental design phases.  Figure 2.10 
was indicated by Farahmand (2000) which is used discrete event simulation to 
analyze a new design of flexible manufacturing cell in order to improve current 
system performances while Dahl and Jacob (2000) use simulation to conduct 
experimental design to improve production throughput in food industries. 
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Figure 2.10 Flexible manufacturing system cell model by (Farahmand, 2000) 
 Moreover, Silva et al. (2000) and Saand et al. (2003) used simulation model 
in practical study of Manufacturing Process Reengineering design and as an 
approach in analyzing a distributed manufacturing system.   What they had done 
actually enriching the area of simulation implementation area. 
 Along with the improvement on manufacturing technologies, using of an 
automated production system has been significantly raised.  Many manufacturing 
companies, changes their manually based processes into automated robotic based 
operation (Groover, 2001).   There were many simulation studies and researches 
have been done to illustrate the implementation of simulation to design and evaluate 
the automated robotic manufacturing system.  Kosfeld and Quinn (1999) illustrated 
the implementation of Dynamic Simulation to analysis Active Storage and Retrieval 
System strategy. 
Cheng (2000) is one of the researcher that define several steps in robotic 
workcell simulation models development methodology, while Williams and 
Chompuming (2002) respectively done the simulation study of robotic welding 
system with parallel and serial processes as illustrated in Figure 2.11. 
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Figure 2.11 (a) Robotic Simulation Model (Cheng, 2000) and (b) Robotic Workcell 
Design (by Williams and Chompuming, 2002)  
Using a valid robotic simulation, the optimum solutions to designs through 
evaluated alternatives can be offered.  As modifications are made to a workcell 
design, the process of incorporating modifications into the corresponding workcell 
simulation models is much easier and faster compared to making changes to a real 
workcell.  As stated by Cheng (2000), robotic simulation packages bring designers a 
safe design environment.  Whether designing a new workcell, optimizing its 
performance, or making modifications to an operational workcell, developing and 
testing required programs can be safely carried out.  Models in robotic workcell 
simulation are principles for studying the behavior of the actual workcell devices 
over time.  Fujii et al. (2000) emphasize this situation by investigate that simulation 
may also describe an automated machining cells locations in an agile manufacturing 
layout satisfactorily.  They do simulation based experimental design to suggest the 
ideal layout regarding to the product flow of agile manufacturing.  
2.6.2  Empirical Issues of Facilities Planning Simulation 
As explained earlier, one of the techniques for manufacturing system 
improvement is facilities layouts re-design.  Redesigning the manufacturing facilities 
deal with complicated factor of manufacturing shop floor.  Regarding to the high risk 
(a) (b) 
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probability that might taken in implementation of a new manufacturing facilities 
design directly to the real system, many manufacturing expertise believe that 
simulation is the appropriate tools for designing and evaluating the new 
manufacturing facilities and layout. 
 An integrated approach of how simulation being use in designing and 
evaluating a new manufacturing facilities layout was show by Shady et al. (1997) in 
their research paper entitled “Simulation of new product workcell”.  This paper 
illustrate that the new workcell design might achieve a significant improvement on 
manufacturing productivity.  Simulation used to model the real system and analyze 
the current manufacturing system and design several alternatives development model 
that may improve the performance.  Figure 2.12 illustrated simulation model in 
developing a new manufacturing model which is explained by Shady et al. (1997). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.12 Simulation model in developing a new manufacturing workcell ( by   
Shady et al., 1997) (a) Current system, (b) Final proposed workcell. 
 In facilities planning and design, manufacturing cells might be consider as 
one of the most area whereby simulation might be applied appropriately.  Cochran et 
al. (1998) form Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Altinkillinc (2004) from 
Old Dominion University depicted on their research paper that process layout and 
product layout can be modeled by discrete event simulation satisfactorily.  This 
(b) 
(a) 
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statement assured by Park et al. (1998) which are using simulation modeling 
technique in analysis and improves the production facilities at Mercedez-Benz 
Daimler Chrysler motor company, Germany.  Another supporting idea was written 
by Lu and Sundaran (2002) whereby respectively done the research of analysis in 
Boeing 747 Manufacturing flow line using a computer based simulation. Figure 2.13 
illustrates the simulation model of Boeing 747 manufacturing line by Lu and 
Sundaran (2002). 
 
Figure 2.13 Boeing manufacturing flow line simulation (Lu and Sundaran, 2002) 
 Although there was very limited resources explaining how simulation 
implements in fixed facilities layout design and analysis, basically simulation 
undoubtedly offers many advantages in analysis and design a new manufacturing 
facilities design.   Group technology layout or Cellular manufacturing layout is a 
popular approach in improving the manufacturing performance through redesigning 
the facilities and layout.  Mills (1988) and Mungwattana (2000) described that 
cellular manufacturing might be the best solution for improving the manufacturing 
performance based on facilities planning approach in moderate manufacturing 
company, and also simulation can give a significant decision support in manage the 
manufacturing lines. 
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 Finally, simulation has been used in wide area of manufacturing facilities 
planning. Not only on manufacturing shop floor, but also in warehouse planning 
(Kosfeld, 1999), Continuous process industries facilities (Berger et al., 1999), and 
supply chains management (Tan et al., 2003). 
  
2.6.3  Empirical Issues of Simulation in Automotives Industries 
This section will explain the use of computer simulation in design and 
operation in automotive industries especially in car and truck assembly plants.  Most 
of the automotive manufacturers world-wide, such as: Toyota (Roser et al., 2002), 
General Motors (Patel et al., 2002), Ford (Williams and Orlando, 1998), and 
Mercedes-Benz (Park et al., 1998) currently require all new and modified 
manufacturing system designs be verified by simulation analysis before they are 
approved for final manufacturing design.  In what follows, the mainly discussion will 
be the applications of discrete-event simulation in the automotive industry as well as  
some discussion of the emerging role of robotics simulation as mentioned earlier. 
As illustrated before, an automotive assembly plant typically has three major 
sections with respect stages of the assembly process: Body Shop, Paint Shop, and 
Trim and Final.  Each of these areas has different types of processes with features. 
There are many issues in an assembly plant that are effectively addressed through 
simulation.  
The major components of a vehicle body are assembled in the Body Shop.  
The major components typically come from stamping plants.  The inner and outer 
faces of doors, the inner and outer faces of body sides, the hood, and the trunk lid are 
some of those parts that go into the body shop operations. Once all major body parts 
are assembled, the body is sent to the Paint Shop as the second major phase in the 
assembly process.  A typical paint shop will consist of several painting processes.  
Once vehicles come out of a paint shop, they go into the Trim and Final Assembly 
area. This area is where all the major and minor components of a vehicle are put 
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together.  In a typical setup, some of the minor components are assembled to the 
vehicle body in the trim shop. 
Ulgen et al. (1994) explains that discrete event simulation was successfully 
used in design and analysis the improvement design in car body shop processes.  The 
alternative system studied consisted of the following components:  
1. A car track system with several sections,  
2. 90 degree turn tables between various sections of the car track system,  
3. Several robotic welding stations,  
4. Two load/unload stations for two different car models, and  
5. A variable number of carriers for each car model.  
In this research report, there was mentioned that the ordinary objectives in the 
simulation study of car body shop department are: 
1. Determine the best equipment configuration and the corresponding line 
throughput under a given set of operating parameters. 
2. Determine the best manufacturing facilities layout regarding to the line 
efficiency and productivity. 
3. Determine the best material handling method that can support the lean of 
entire manufacturing lines. 
4. Determine the maximum allowable cycle time at the loading stations, and  
5. Determine the best number of carriers for car model. 
 
Figure 2.14 depict that based on the research done by Ulgen et al. (1994), 
implementation of robotic welding stations and flexible station configuration will 
achieve the highest productivity rate in body shop assembly. 
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Figure 2.14 Improvement alternatives in car body shop assembly (by: Ulgen et al., 
1994) 
As depicted in Figure 2.15, Williams and Sadakane (1997) illustrated the 
analysis of paint shop operation using simulation model at Ford Motor Company 
while Hee-Han et al. (2002) developed alternatives to improve the departmental 
performance like line reduction and process automation as shown in their research 
result.  
 
Figure 2.15 Paint Shop Operation Scheme as stated by Williams and Sadakane 
(1997) 
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Figure 2.16 Paint Shop Line reduction Strategy by Hee-Han et al. (2002) 
Usually, an assembly plant would be making several different models of cars 
on one trim and final line.  The process and flow of jobs in the system showed 
differences with respect to model of cars.  To ensure that the system could move the 
desired product quantities between various parts of the system, a detailed simulation 
model was built.  An important parameter of the design was the mix of models in the 
target production rate.  Several researches work in using a discrete event simulation 
in trim and final process had been done respectively during the time, such as Patel et 
al. (2002) who did the simulation study for trimming and final section on General 
Motor car assembly line while Williams and Orlando (1998) did in Ford motor 
company. 
 
2.7 Chapter Summary 
During this chapter’s illustration, there was solid reason might be found why 
Simulation may possible as one of the most appropriate method in analyzing, 
evaluating, designing, and implementing a new manufacturing design, especially in 
automotive industries in order to improve its performances.  
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Next, however simulation might be not able to be an appropriate solution 
method in manufacturing performance improvement without collaboration with other 
technical and analytical methods, such us line balancing, manufacturing facility 
designing and planning, and also automating the manufacturing processes.   
Furthermore, many respective research work had been done by distinguish 
researchers and expertise that support and assure this important “position” of  
simulation in manufacturing problem solving area which is being use as the 
foundation of this project.  
In conclusion, using a computer based simulation model may possible as the 
most favorable approach in analyzing, evaluating, designing, and implementing the 
new manufacturing process configuration in order to improve its performances, 
especially in automotive assembly line  without taking a high risk probability of 
experimental design in the real system. 
CHAPTER THREE 
 
 
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 
 
3.1 Introduction  
This chapter determined the step and methodology used in this project and 
also the environmental frameworks of the project, such us object, data source, data 
collecting method, and analysis tools.  The project methodology will cover the 
analysis the real system and several improvement designs as mentioned in earlier 
chapter.  The object of the project will take in Body Shop and Metal Finish 
department of Isuzu’s N-series truck assembly plant at PT. Pantja Motor, Indonesia 
(PMI). 
As illustrated before, this project will cover how simulation can be applied 
into Manufacturing Process Reengineering Design in Automotive industries sub 
system in order to improve their performances using certain manufacturing 
performance improvement approaches.   Manufacturing Process Reengineering will 
be conducted using simulation based experimental design.  Each design will 
represent the solution alternative that proposed based on particular manufacturing 
improvement technique.  
Based on the theoretical and empirical frame work in literature study defined 
in Chapter 2, there was clear explanation that simulation might be differ in several 
categories.  Moreover, manufacturing system especially automotive assembly 
processes might be categorize as stochastic-dynamic-discrete system whereby the 
Discrete Event simulation methodology will be used as basis in this project.  
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3.2 Project methodology and Flow Chart 
   
 
Figure 3.1   Project methodology and flow chart (adapted from Banks, 2001) 
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Figure 3.2 depicted the basic Discrete Event simulation methodology was 
introduced by Banks et al. (2001) which is quite similar with was Law and Kelton 
(2000) defined.  Because of its easiness, clarity and also the public acceptableness, 
the project basic methodology will be adapted from Banks et al. (2001).  Based on 
the methodology above, the basic steps of the project in implementing discrete event 
simulation in order to improve manufacturing system in the case study might be 
explained as follows: 
 
3.2.1  Step 1 and 2:  Start and Literature Study 
This step is concerned with presenting a survey of simulation study 
background relevant to the area of investigation, leading to an evaluation of pre-
existing implementations or designs and of candidate re-usable components.  The 
selection of what to review should be guided by a clear understanding of the aims 
and requirements of the project.  The source for the background is published 
material, in general, journal and conference papers, theses, research documents, and 
textbooks. Several PMI’s manual document and report from previous research and 
data collection activities also used regarding to the preliminary data collection. 
 
3.2.2   Step 3: Problem Formulation 
Basically, the problem formulation might come from users or the analysts.  If 
the statement is provided by the policy makers, or those that have the problem, the 
analyst must ensure that the problem being described is clearly understood.   If a 
problem statement is being developed by the analyst, it is important that the policy 
makers understand and agree with the formulation.  In this project, problem 
formulation was created by the analyst based on the preliminary communication to 
the users, documentary analysis and also the recommendation of the previous PMI’s 
related reports.  As mentioned in Chapter 1 the basic problem that the project 
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addressed is how to improve the production capacity and manufacturing 
performances in Body Shop and Metal Finish department, PT. Pantja Motor 
Indonesia.  
 
3.2.3 Step 4:  Setting of Objectives and Overall Project Plan 
The objectives indicate the questions to be answered by simulation study.   
The overall project plan should include a statement of the alternative systems to be 
considered, and a method for evaluating the effectiveness of these alternatives.  This 
part of the steps also mentioned in Chapter 1 Section 1.4 until 1.6. 
 
3.2.4 Step 5: Model Conceptualization 
This is another important and difficult subject.  The basic steps are to 
consider all the related factors first, then evaluate each one (keep or ignore) and 
reach the final model.  Setting up the project scope, boundaries, and also appropriate 
methodologies are consider in this steps.  This chapter explains the detail of the 
project methodologies while the following chapter will cover the initial findings of 
the project. 
 
3.2.5 Step 6:  Data Collection 
Data collection will conducted in order to understand the as-is (current) 
system.  The current manufacturing performances must be measured by appropriate 
indicators and parameters.  Data gathering will conducted using a certain method as 
explained in the following section.  Common manufacturing variables will be the 
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basis for the data  types that used in this project as mentioned in project scope in 
chapter 1. Preliminary data collection was conducted using document analysis 
method while the detail data collection will be done using observation, interview, 
and also time and as mentioned in following chapter. 
 
3.2.6.   Step 7: Data Validation 
 The basic purpose of this section is to ensure that the collected data are valid. 
Term “valid” could be defined as the quantitative and qualitative sufficiency and also 
quality of the data.  In statistical side, as mentioned by Walpole and Myer (1997), the 
quality of the data can be described as the data homogeneity whereby might 
measured using the statistical control chart.  Regarding to the real case study, so that 
the manufacturing performance data as mentioned in previous step will be justified 
whether their quantitative and qualitative sufficiency and also the quality of the data 
using an appropriate statistical analysis. 
 
3.2.6 Step 8 and 9: Model Translation and Running the Program 
Program the model into a computer language.  Simulation languages are 
powerful and flexible.   In this project ARENA Simulation packages will be used for 
the bases either for initial modeling and development scenario.  The model 
development time is expected greatly reduced with the aid of computer base 
simulation model.   
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3.2.7 Step 10: Model Verification  
Verification pertains to the computer program prepared for the simulation 
model.  Verification is dealing with justification whether the computer program 
performing properly or not.  If the input parameters and logical structure or the 
model are correctly represented in the computer, verification has been complete. The 
internal verification tools of ARENA simulation package will be use to verify the 
initial model. 
 
3.2.9 Step 11:  Model Validation 
Validation is the determination that a model is an accurate representation of 
the real system.   Validation is usually achieved through the calibration of the model, 
an iterative process of comparing the model to actual system behavior and using the 
discrepancies between the two, and the insights gained, to improve the model.  Law 
and Kelton (2000) illustrated that the model validity can be justified as physical 
validity (face validity) and also the behavior validity.  Furthermore, many simulation 
expertise determines that behavior validity should be measured using statistical 
hypothetical test of population comparison, such as: t-test (using student t 
distribution), F-test, Z-test (using normal distribution), and also goodness of Fit 
(GOF) test (Law and Kelton, 2000; Barton, 2004). 
The output simulation data can be analogue to the real data from the system. 
To determine the model validity, the output simulation data will be compared to the 
real data.  If both set of data can not justified have a significant differences, so the 
model in term of output data might be determined valid, otherwise the initial model 
must be revised to obtain the valid input-output coherences.  
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3.2.10 Step 12:  Experimental Design 
The alternatives that are to be simulated must be determined.  For each 
system design that is simulated, decisions need to be made concerning the length of 
the initialization period, the length of simulation runs, and the number of replications 
to be made of each run.  As defined before, this project will accommodate three 
approaches in system improvement, which are Line balancing, Facilities Planning 
and re-design, and automated process development with collaboration with 
automated material handling system. ARENA simulation packages also will be used 
in this phase. 
 
3.2.11 Step 13 and 14:  Output Analysis  
Production runs, and their subsequent analysis, are used to estimate measures 
of performance for the system designs that are being simulated.  The analyst 
determines whether the design will have the better performance or not, whether 
additional runs are needed or not, and also what design those additional experiments 
should follow.  Graphical chart, diagrams, other data presentation tools and also the 
descriptive statistic approach will be used in output determination and analysis. 
Ms.Excel statistical  tool will be used to analysis the output of simulation model. 
 
3.2.12 Step 15:  Documentation and Reporting 
The next steps in doing the experimental design is to documented the 
experimental design operation and activities.   If the program is going to be used 
again by the same or different analysts, it may be necessary to understand how the 
program operates.  The model users can change parameters at will in an effort to 
determine the relationships between input parameters and output measures of 
performance, or to determine the input parameters that “optimize” some output 
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measure of performance.  Progress report will provide the important written history 
of a simulation project. 
3.2.13 Step 16:  Implementation 
The success of the implementation phase depends on how well the previous 
15 steps have been performed and usually this step is totally controlled by the user or 
decision maker. 
3.3 Data Sources 
Basically, the sources of data that will be used in this project are the related 
data to the real system as mentioned in Chapter 1 section 1.6. The detail  explains the 
extension of the data source characteristic: 
1. Primary data are collected straightly to the Manufacturing Real system by 
document analysis interviews, and observation using sampling methods 
and time study. 
2. Data types that used in this project are the manufacturing variables such 
as: process time, transfer time, set-up time, standard output, and cycle 
time, number of work-in-process, working time, and other common 
manufacturing variables. 
3. Another data used in improvement steps are the facilities dimension and 
layout that might collected form the real system. 
4. The data that was related to the improvement design that not provided in 
the real system will be searched in the same method as literature review, 
expertise’s opinion, and other valid resources. 
5. Secondary data are used in case of unavailability of the primary data. 
6. Case study is taken from the Job Shop Manufacturing line / Intermittent 
Process Industries in Body shop and Metal Finish of Isuzu N-series Truck 
assembly line of PT. Pantja Motor, Tbk Indonesia (PMI).  
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3.4 Data Collection Technique 
Most of researchers believe that there are five general methods which are: 
interview, JAD, observation, questionnaire, and document analysis to gather 
information from current system (Dennis et al., 2002). In brief, those methods will be 
explained as follows: 
3.4.1 Interview 
The information needed will be the primary determinant of which to 
interview which usually means the key stakeholders from multiple levels of the 
organization Unstructured interviews seek a broad and roughly defined set of 
information whereas structured interviews seek specific information. Closed-ended 
question are those that require a specific answer; open-ended questions leave the type 
answer open to the interviewee.  Probing questions follow up on what has just been 
discussed to allow the interviewer to learn more.  During the interview, it is critic to 
carefully record all the information that the interviewee provides. 
3.4.2 Joint Application Design (JAD) 
Joint application design (JAD) is a structured process in which users meet 
together for several hours, days, weeks, or months under the direction of skilled 
facilitator.  Most JAD session try to follow a formal agenda and most have formal 
ground rules that define appropriate behavior.  The facilitator is responsible for 
conducting the JAD session and making sure the group follows the agenda, for 
guiding the group through the techniques being used, and for helping the group to 
organize and structure ii information. 
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3.4.3 Questionnaires 
Questionnaires are often used when there are a large number of people from 
which information and opinions are needed.  On average, only 30% to 50% of 
questionnaires are returned.  Questions on questionnaires must be very clearly 
written and leave little room for misunderstanding, so closed-ended questions tend to 
be the most commonly used. 
3.4.4 Document Analysis 
Document analysis is the examination of the policies, forms, and reports used 
by the existing system are quite often, the "real" or informal system differs from the 
formal one described in the policy manuals.  In most cases, the differences are not 
large, but any differences give indications of what needs to be changed in a new 
system. 
3.4.5 Observation 
Observation is a powerful tool for gathering information because it enables 
the analyst to see the reality of the situation rather than to listen to others describe it 
in interviews or JAD sessions.  In many ways, the analyst becomes a detective or 
anthropologist as he or she walks through the organization and observes the business 
system as it function.  However, the normal day-to-day routine may changed when 
people are watched, so what is observed may not be normal.  
Each of the information-gathering techniques discussed has its strengths and 
weaknesses.  No one technique is always better than the others, and in practice, most 
projects use a combination of techniques.  Thus, it is important to understand the 
strengths and weaknesses of each technique and when to use each.  In general, 
document analysis and observation require the least amount of skills, whereas JAD 
sessions are the most challenging.  There are several factors influenced in 
determining the data collection methods, which are: Type of information, depth of 
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information, breadth of information, integration of information, user involvement, 
and cost, 
 
Figure 3.2   Data collection method characteristic (adapted from Dennis et al., 2002) 
Based on data collection method characteristic as stated in Figure 3.2 and as 
mentioned before, JAD requires the extensive user involvement and others resources 
including time and cost that might not acquired appropriately and questionnaires 
usually only take a little advantages in low-narrowed information resources, for the 
data collection in this project might be choose three techniques which are Interview, 
Documents Analysis, and Observation.  
3.5  Project schedule 
     The duration of the project passed through 226 effective working days 
divided into two major phases which are Project 1 and Project 2.  The project was 
started at July 4th 2005 and expected to be completely finish by June 29th 2006.  
Project 1’s activities required about 82 working days while 144 working days are 
allocated for Project 2. Project Work’s Breakdown Structure (WBS) can be shown in 
Figure 3.3 and 3.4 while the Project’s Gantt chart are attached in Appendix B.  
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START (20 days) 
• Subject registration 
• Project briefing 
• Preliminary Study 
• Title submission 
• Find a case study 
LITERATURE STUDY (25 days) 
• Search and read the related references 
• Theoretical framework in literature 
• Search and read the related empirical study 
• Empirical framework in literature 
• Study the real system 
PROBLEM FORMULATION (3 days) 
SETTING OBJECTIVES AND OVERALL PROJECT PLAN (3 days) 
? Setting the project objectives 
? Setting the project scope 
? Setting the project boundaries 
MODEL CONCEPTUALIZATION (4 days) 
• Setting the project methodology 
• Determine the data sources 
• Setting the data collection method 
• Setting the analysis tools 
REPORT WRITING (7 days) 
• Chapter 1 
• Chapter 2 
• Chapter 3 
• Chapter 4 
• Chapter 5 
CONSULTATION (10 days) 
FINAL REPORT SUBMISSION (3 days) 
PROJECT 1 PRESENTATION (1 day) 
REVISION (5 days) 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Project 1 Work’s Breakdown Structure 
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DATA COLLECTION (20 DAYS) 
• Preparation 
• Primary data collection 
• Secondary data collection 
DATA VALIDATION (10 DAYS) 
• Data analysis 
• Data validation test 
INITIAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT (15 DAYS) 
• Interface design 
• Programming 
• Animation modeling 
MODEL VERIFICATION AND TESTING (5 DAYS) 
MODEL VALIDATION (5 DAYS) 
• Face and assumption validation 
• Input – output validation 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN (30 DAYS) 
• 1st re-engineering scenario 
• 2nd re-engineering scenario 
• 3rd re-engineering scenario 
• 4th re-engineering scenario 
OUTPUT ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON (20 DAYS) 
• 1st re-engineering scenario 
• 2nd re-engineering scenario 
• 3rd re-engineering scenario 
• 4th re-engineering scenario 
DOCUMENTATION AND REPORTING (27 DAYS) 
• Documentation 
• Reporting 
• Consultation 
• Report submission 
PROJECT 2 PRESENTATIONS (1 DAY) 
REVISION (8 DAYS) 
FINAL REPORT SUBMISSION (1 DAY) 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Project 2 Work’s Breakdown Structure 
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3.6. Chapter Summary 
As illustrated in this chapter, there was might be conclude that project 
methodology basically will follow the discrete event simulation study methodology 
whereby introduced by Banks et al. (2001). The modification of the methodology 
might be conducted base on real system situation, yet not will interfere with the basic 
methodology. 
Data gathering process will be set up using observation, document analysis 
and interview while the primary data will be prioritize.  However, secondary data 
collection and gathering also will be conducted if there are no possibilities to get the 
primary in the real systems. 
Some data representation method, such us histogram, diagram, and chart will 
be used in analyzing both of real system and improved alternatives design.  
Statistical test also will be applied to measure the validity of the model and data as 
well as to justify the alternatives model performances. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
 
 
 
 
INITIAL FINDINGS 
 
 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 This chapter is concerned with the analysis of the problem that the project 
addresses, the organizational analysis, initial (as-is) system, and also the detailed 
improvement methodologies. How the analysis and design will be carried out further, 
the approaches used, and the analysis tools also will explained appropriately through 
this section. 
 
4.2 Organizational Analysis  
 As explained in Chapter one, the project will be based on the case study at 
Isuzu N-Series Truck Assembly Plant, PT. Pantja Motor, Tbk  Indonesia (PMI). PMI 
is an official Isuzu licensed manufacturer in Indonesia. The company is currently 
produce two type of Isuzu cars, which are the passenger car and commercial car. 
Commercial cars divide into bus and truck bases while passenger car have two main 
models whereby Multi Purposes Vehicle (MPV) and Sport Utility vehicle (SUV). 
The truck and bus assembly line is located in Jl. Kaliabang, Pondok Ungu, Bekasi – 
Jakarta and the head office is located about 50 kilometers from this assembly line in 
Jl. Gaya Motor Selatan No.1 Jakarta Utara, just next to their one another bigger 
assembly plant which is for passenger car. The following section will describe the 
general organizational condition on the PMI, the place where the project problem’s 
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addressed.  Figure 4.1 describe the Plant Layout area of PMI in Pondok Ungu, 
Bekasi – Jakarta. 
 
Figure 4.1 Pondok Ungu assembly plant layout 
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4.2.1  Historical Background 
PT. Pantja Motor, tbk Indonesia (PMI), was formerly founded in May the 1st, 
1974 located in Indonesia capital city, Jakarta. Based on the Indonesia’s industrial 
environment that time, the Indonesian government supported to new companies for 
reducing the unemployment rate. They also assured PMI by giving the Certificate of 
License number. 50/IPA/UU, dated on May the 31st 1974. with the approval from the 
Ministry of Trading and Industrial Affairs, With the Certificate of license in hand, 
PMI directly being the only formal imported ISUZU’s branded cars in Indonesia.  
The PMI’s operation was going well until the end of year 1979 when the 
Indonesian government decided that all of the Indonesian Licensed car imported 
must develop their own assembly plant to improve the employment rate and also 
reducing car prizes in market. The licensed car importer like PMI would not be able 
to import a fully assembled car again from the principal, however they still can 
import the CKD’s (completely knock down) part, and also engine’s components. 
Being realized the circumstances faced, PMI finally decided to built the 
Assembly line located in Jl. Kaliabang No. 1 Pondok Ungu – Bekasi – Jakarta. At the 
first time, this assembly plant is use to both of passenger and commercial cars before 
in 1985 being dedicated to the commercial cars only while they accomplished the 
other assembly plant development in about 50 km away from this location. 
 
4.2.2  Core Business 
PMI’s core business is play role as the Isuzu’s branded car authorized 
licensed company in Indonesia. So PMI have a legitimated authorization (both from 
Indonesian Government and Isuzu principal in Japan) to manage the Isuzu’s car 
business operation in Indonesia including as an assembler, manufacturer, marketer, 
company management, and also the after sales service. 
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Figure 4.2 and 4.3 shows the Isuzu’s logo and truck portfolio in market. From 
all types, only two types which are the F-Series and N-series that manufactured in 
PMI. Moreover, basically in term of world-wide car manufacturer, Isuzu have been 
known as the reliable and welled acceptable light and heavy truck manufacturer. 
However, in Indonesia the segmentation of Isuzu’s product seemed not too clearly as 
the global views since PMI also produced passenger cars that well accepted enough 
by Indonesian market. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Isuzu’s official brand logo and PMI logo 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Isuzu’s Truck product portfolio 
This Project, as explained early, will only focused on N-Series model which is 
the full picture and dimension are attached in Appendix C. 
 
 
N-Series 
F-Series 
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4.2.3  Organizational Vision and Mission 
Facing the global business circumstances, PMI have decide the organizational 
vision and mission as well as a strategic planning to compete in the world class 
automotives business. The PMI’s vision might be defined as follows: 
1. To be the best company in diesel engine’s based commercial vehicle in 
Indonesia. 
2. To be a main supplier in the world’s Isuzu’s components and parts. 
3. To be a main World-wide Isuzu’s strategic partner. 
Later on, to fasten the vision achievement, PMI decide to run the strategic 
plans which are:  
1. Create the winning manufacturing system for the prominent products. 
2. To be truck specialist. PMI will strengthen the “brand image” and market 
segmentation as truck manufacturer, even though they will not leave  the 
passenger car market in term for filling “the nice market” locally, while 
try to optimize the assembly plant as a sub contractor in other car brands 
assembler.  
In order to translate their strategic planning management in the operational 
level, PMI have been structures their organizational hierarchy in a functional 
Organizational Chart as mentioned in Appendix D.   
4.2.4  Problem Statement in Organizational Context 
PMI’s grand total production capacity of whole type is 15000 units per year, 
whereby the N-Series production is limited only about 6900 unit annually. Since the 
significant raise of product demand in the past 3 years, so the PMI is facing the 
problem in improving their production capacity, especially of N-series truck model 
which is most demanding product. The product profile of N-Series can be figured in 
PMI product profile website as shown in Appendix E. 
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4.3  Analysis of Current Manufacturing Process (as-is system) 
The current PMI’s manufacturing processes consist of 13 main processes 
which are the first half of the processes will be done parallel while the rest will be 
conducted as a sequence.  Figure 4.4 describe the diagrammatic model of general 
truck manufacturing processes.  Process sequences of Body shop, Metal finish, Paint 
Shop, and Trimming Cabin will operate parallel with process sequence of Rivet, 
Axle, Trimming Chassis and Engine Drop. Those two sequences will combine at 
cabin drop section and will be followed by  Final Assembly, Quality Control, Recty, 
and directly go to delivery center.  
In body shop section, press parts will be welded using certain welding 
technique to assembly the truck body.  After the general body has been built, the 
body will go to the metal finish section to have door fitting and pre-paint processes. 
Next, truck body will painted in paint shop section with a high quality technique.  
The painted truck body which just came from the oven must be stored for while in 
the buffer for cooled down the painting. In trimming cabin, painted truck body will 
be assembled with any accessories like seat, harness, dashboard, and lamps.  
 
Figure 4.4 General truck assembly processes 
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Rivet section is responsible to assemble the truck chassis, cross members, and 
also the engine mounting before go to the Axle section which the tires, axle, and 
brake will be assembled to the completed truck chassis. After that, the engine, 
radiator, air tank and others related accessories will be pasted to the truck chassis. 
 The next process in truck assembly is to combine the finished body to the 
finished chassis. This process called cabin drop.  After the cabin drop, truck will 
moved to the final assembly section, while all the un-assembled parts, such as wiring 
system, battery, and electronic parts will be tided.  The finished truck from final 
assembly will be tested in quality control section and will be repaired if necessary in 
recty section before sent to the delivery area. 
 The detail diagrammatic scheme of N-Series production Flow is illustrated in 
Appendix F and Appendix G. 
Based on the Figure 4.5, there might be seen that the truck manufacturing 
process will be detailed into several separated sub processes in each section.  The 
following explanation will focused in detailed process for Body shop and Metal 
finish department/section, which is the project, will be addressed.  The Body shop 
section contains seven workstation/main processes (pos) while the Metal finish 
section will cover only four workstations. 
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Figure 4.5 PMI’s Truck flow processes 
In Body shop section, press parts (stamped parts) and CKD’s will assembled 
to be a main truck body. The basic operation of Body shop section is welding 
process, so that some other car manufacturer called this section also as Body 
welding.  PMI’s Isuzu N-Series truck body welding processes consist of seven main 
workstations with several sub operations. Figure 4.6 illustrate the N-Series body shop 
operation while Table 4.1 describes the operation of N-Series body welding 
workstations (Pos). 
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 Legend: 
 
Figure 4.6 N-Series Body shop operations 
Component TrolleyComponent Rack
Jig + machine 
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Based on the N-Series Body shop operations and also the Bill of Materials 
(BOM) analysis as shown in Appendix H, the operations of the N-Series Body 
Welding operations and parts in each workstation can be presented in a tabular 
format in Table 4.1.  
Table 4.1: Isuzu’s N-Series Body welding operations 
Workstation(s) Operation(s) Technique(s) Component(s) 
Workstation 1 
 
Rear Floor 
Assembly 
 
 
 
Front Panel 
Assembly (RH/LH) 
Spot Welding 
Rear mounting(*) 
Rear floor panel(*) 
Rear closing panel 
 
Front panel side 
Front panel bracket 
upper 
Front panel bracket 
lower 
Workstation 2 Front Floor Assembly Spot Welding 
Floor asm(*) 
Reinf asm(*) 
Rail asm:front 
mounting(*) 
Workstation 3 Floor Assembly CO Welding Spot Welding 
Rear Floor (from 1) 
Front Panel (from 1) 
Front Floor (from 2) 
Gasket floor side (*) 
Closing front panel (*) 
Frame under(*) 
Workstation 4 Floor Assembly : Finalize 
 
Spot Welding 
CO Welding 
 
 
Workstation 5 
Back Assembly 
 
 
Roof Assembly 
Spot Welding 
Electric 
Welding 
Back panel 
Reinf back panel 
 
Roof panel 
Reinf roof panel 
Workstation 6 Main Body Assembly 
Spot Welding 
CO welding 
Floor (3&4) 
Back (5) 
Roof (5) 
Workstation 7 
 
Main Body 
Assembly : Finalize 
 
Spot Welding 
CO welding 
 
 (*) Was assembled in sub processes (sub workstation)  
 (Number) The output of the precedence workstation 
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Based on the table above, there might be concluded that every workstation 
seemed have different number of component types to be assembled. Since the 
differences number component types  between every workstation is quite significant, 
its can be presumed that there is possibility that every workstation might have 
different workload each others, in another ways its can be presumed that the body 
welding operations might be have in balance workloads that drive less manufacturing 
line efficiency. 
At the other side, Appendix H shows the Bill of Materials of N-Series Body 
which are consisted of more than 189 type of main component to built one N-Series 
Main Body.  Table 4.2 shows number of component type assembled in every 
workstation.  
Table 4.2:    Number of component types assembled in each workstation based on 
N-Series main body Bill of Materials. 
Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4
1 Rear Floor Asm 1 4 12 20 20 57
2 Front Floor Asm 1 2 18 16 18 55
3 & 4 Floor Asm 1 9 14 20 0 44
Back Asm 1 2 0 0 0
Roof Asm 1 2 0 0 0
6 & 7 Main Body 1 7 5 4 10 27
8
9
10
11
189TOTAL NUMBER OF COMPONENT ASSEMBLED
Metal 
Finish
Sub Cover and Door Hinge Assembly
Door Fitting and Assembly
Repairing/grinding
Finishing and Final Check
Num of Comp 
Assembled
Body Shop 
(Welding) 5 6
Section Work stations Product Name
Component / Material Types of BOM
 
As mentioned before, Figure 4.6 show the flow processes in N-Series Body 
shop operations, while Figure 4.7 more emphasize on the manufacturing layout of 
the facilities, such us material handling devices, machine, jig and fixture, control 
board, tools, and others resources that used in the Body shop section. Furthermore, 
the finished assembled truck body will sent to Metal finish section to finalize and to 
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add some additional body parts. These sections consist of four workstations which 
are: Sub cover and door hinge assembly, Door fitting and assembly, Repairing 
(grinding) and finishing and final check. In the grinding workstation the spot welding 
location will be grinded gently to attenuating the welding scratch. 
From the current manufacturing layout, conclusion might be taken that there 
are still significant possibilities to improve the current layout since the current layout 
seemed not followed the supported manufacturing layout as illustrated in Chapter 2.  
The layout might possible to re-design using certain approaches (such us product 
layout, process layout, cellular) an also implement a better departmental flow.  
The other problem that could be found in the current system is the significant 
discrepancies of periodic production capacity. It is indicating that the current 
manufacturing system was not well standardized. Appendix I describe the monthly 
production capacity of N-Series that simplified as follows: 
1. Number of N-Series produced in January  : 720 Units 
2. Number of N-Series produced in February  : 525 Units 
3. Number of N-Series produced in March : 450 Units 
4. Number of N-Series produced in April  : 598 Units 
5. Number of N-Series produced in May  : 581 Units 
6. Number of N-Series produced in June  : 444 Units 
7. Number of N-Series produced in July  : 564 Units 
8. Number of N-Series produced in August : 779 Units 
9. Number of N-Series produced in September  : 769 Units 
10. Number of N-Series produced in October : 600 Units 
11. Number of N-Series produced in November  : 360 Units 
 
This condition will make some difficulties for the management to predict the 
favorable production capacity in the future and deal with product demand forecast. 
To standardize the manufacturing operation, the automated manufacturing cell could 
be suggested as one of the solution approach. 
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Figure 4.7 N-Series Body shop manufacturing resources layout 
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4.4 Current System’s Manufacturing Technology 
 
The manufacturing processes in PMI’s assembly plant generally categorized 
as a hybrid system, which is combination of manual processes, semi-automatic, and 
automatic processes.   In Trimming operation, which are trimming cabin, rivet, axle, 
trimming chassis,  and cabin drop are still occupied with manual operation, while the 
automatic system done in certain part on paint shop.  In Body welding operation 
mixed manual and semi-automatic are still carried out, while Metal finish steps still 
depend on manual operations. 
 
Material handling system in PMI’s truck assembly plant might are seemed 
not quite different with the manufacturing processes technology.  Full automatic 
crane / overhead, and belt conveyor are use in Paint shop department, basically for 
inter-departmental material handling: belt conveyor, load truck, trolley, and crane are 
generally implemented, while Body shop’s internal material handling are still using 
the manual operation.  
 
Like the techniques that usually implemented by the other common 
automotive manufacturer, PMI also applying the Kanban System for material 
delivery and inventory control system in their manufacturing plant. Kanban Supply / 
production kanban used for material delivery in manufacturing plant while Kanban 
transport / withdrawal kanban used to order material from the supplier.  Appendix J 
shows the example of the kanban card that being used in PMI. 
 
For product quality control, separated from the Quality Control department 
and formal final check of the product, the quality control process  also conducted in 
every operation steps, included the Body Shop and Metal Finish. PMI management 
defined the quality control process in each section/department as Built In Quality 
(B.I.Q) processes. Appendix K shows how B.I.Q. implemented in Body Shop 
section. 
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4.5    System Modeling and Improvement Framework 
 
This section will explains the detail of system modeling and improvement 
frameworks, steps of activities and sub activities, analysis tools that used in each 
modeling and improvement processes, and also including supporting software used. 
As illustrated earlier in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 since discrete event simulation used 
for modeling and improvement of real system, so basically the framework of system 
modeling and improvement will follows discrete event simulation methodology with 
some expansion and modification as long as not interfering the basic methodology. 
The system modeling and improvement framework described in tabular format in 
Table 4.3 as follows: 
 
Table 4.3: System modeling and improvement framework 
Steps Sub Activities and task explanation 
Modeling, 
improvement, or 
analysis tools 
Software used 
START 
 
 
 
 
 
Subject registration 
Project briefing 
Preliminary study 
Title submission 
Find case study 
   
LITERATURE STUDY 
 
 
 
 
 
Search and study the 
relevant theoretical and 
empirical  background  
Study the real system 
• Internet 
searching 
• Book reading 
• Precedence 
research study 
Microsoft Word 
Internet Browser 
UTM’s Library 
Information System 
PROBLEM FORMULATION 
 
 
 
 
 
Formulating the project 
problem and 
background  
 Microsoft Word 
SETTING THE OBJECTIVES AND 
PLAN 
 
 
 
Setting the project 
objectives 
Setting the project 
scope 
Setting the project 
boundary 
 Microsoft Word 
MODEL CONCEPTUALIZATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Setting the project 
methodology 
Determine the data 
source 
Setting data collection 
methods 
Setting the analysis 
tools 
• Setting the 
current 
methodology 
• Determining 
data sources 
• Setting data 
collection 
method 
Microsoft Word 
Microsoft Excel 
Microsoft Project 
Start 
Literature Study 
Problem Formulation 
Setting of objectives and 
overall project plan 
Model 
Conceptualization 
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• Setting the 
analysis tools 
DATA COLLECTION 
 
 
 
 
 
Preparing the collection 
tools. 
Data collection will 
conducted in order to 
understand the as-is 
(current) system. The 
current manufacturing 
performances must be 
measured by 
appropriate indicators 
and parameters. 
Primary data : 
• Observation 
• Interview 
• Document 
Analysis 
 
Secondary data 
searching 
Microsoft Word 
Adobe acrobat 
Microsoft Excel 
Statfit 
DATA VALIDATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The purpose of this 
section is to ensure that 
the collected data are 
valid. Term “valid” could 
be defined as the 
quantitative and 
qualitative sufficiency 
and also quality of the 
data.  
• Test of data 
quantity 
sufficiency 
• Control Chart 
• Goodness of 
Fit Test 
Microsoft Excel 
Statfit 
MODEL TRANSLATION and 
RUNNING THE PROGRAM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Program the model into 
a computer language.  
Simulation languages 
are powerful and 
flexible.  In most cases, 
some computer 
software packages are 
involved.  
 
 
 
 
 
  Microsoft Visio 
AutoCAD 
ARENA version 7.1 
MODEL VERIFICATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Verification pertains to 
the computer program 
prepared for the 
simulation model.  Is 
the computer program 
performing properly?  
Software’s internal 
verification tools 
 
MODEL VALIDATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Validation is the 
determination that a 
model is an accurate 
representation of the 
real system.  The model 
validity can be justified 
as physical validity 
(Face validity) and also 
the behavior validity.  
Many simulation 
expertise determines 
that behavior validity 
should be measured 
using statistical 
hypothetical test of 
population comparison. 
 
Dace Validity 
(qualitative validity) 
 
Statistical 
Hypothetical test : 
• T- Test  (student 
t dist) 
• Z-Test  ( norm 
dist ) 
• Goodness of Fit 
Test 
Microsoft Excel 
Statfit 
Data Collection 
Valid ? 
Model translation using 
particular simulation packages 
Running the program 
Verified ? 
Valid ? 
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The alternatives that 
are to be simulated 
must be determined.  
As defined before, this 
project will 
accommodate three 
approaches in system 
improvement, which are 
Line balancing, 
Facilities Planning and 
re-design, and 
Automated process 
development  
 
• Alternative 1 : 
Using Line 
balancing 
• Alternatives 2: 
Using Facilities 
Planning 
Approaches, 
Parallel 
Processing 
• Alternatives 3 : 
Parallel 
Processing 
separated 
automated 
material 
handling 
system 
• Alternatives 4 : 
Full automatic 
Workstation 
and 
synchronized 
Material 
Handling 
Microsoft visio 
AutoCAD 
ARENA version 7.1 
MODEL JUSTIFICATION AND  
OUTPUT ANALYSIS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Production runs, and 
their subsequent 
analysis, are used to 
estimate measures of 
performance for the 
system designs that are 
being simulated. The 
analyst determines 
whether the design will 
have the better 
performance or not, 
whether additional runs 
are needed or not, and 
also what design those 
additional experiments 
should follow.  
 
• Graphical chart 
• Histogram 
• Statistic 
Descriptive 
 
Microsoft Excel 
Statfit 
DOCUMENTING AND REPORTING  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Progress report will 
provide the important 
written history of a 
simulation project. 
 
 Microsoft Word 
Microsoft Excel 
Microsoft 
Powerpoint 
Microsoft Project 
Adobe acrobat 
 
IMPLEMENTATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The success of the 
implementation phase 
depends on how well 
the previous 15 steps 
have been performed 
and usually this step is 
totally controlled by the 
user or decision maker. 
 Microsoft Word 
Microsoft Excel 
Microsoft 
Powerpoint 
Microsoft Project 
 
 
 
Experimental 
design 
Output analysis 
Better than the 
initial model ? 
Documentation 
and reporting 
Implementation 
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4.6.      Software and Hardware Requirements 
 
 As mentioned in Table. 4.3, the software requirement for conducting this 
project might be concluded as follows: 
 
1. Microsoft office Software application 
• Microsoft Word 
• Microsoft Excel 
• Microsoft Project, and 
• Microsoft Powerpoint 
2. Statistical software  
• Statfit 
3. Technical drawing software 
• AutoCAD version 2005 
• Microsoft Visio 
4. Simulation software application  
• ARENA version 7.1 academic edition. 
 ARENA version 7.1 academic edition is a free-licensed edition for 
 ARENA version 7.1 which is can be used only for academic 
 matter and non-profit orientation project. 
5. Word converter application 
• Adobe acrobat professional version 7.0 
 
While the hardware specification required for those software might 
determined as follows: 
 
1. Personal computer, with specification: 
• Processor  : Intel Pentium – 4 2.0 GHz 
• Graphic Card  : 64 MB 
• RAM   : 512 MB 
• Monitor   : 1024 x 768 resolution 
• Ethernet card enable 
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2. Scanner   : 1000 dpi 
3. Printer   : Inkjet  
4. Internet connection 
4.7      Chapter Summary 
PMI is a licensed authorized Isuzu’s brand manufacturer in Indonesia, which 
is firstly built in year of 1974. Their main product is light truck which is N-Series is 
the most demanding product. Now, they are facing the problem that regarding to the 
business challenges, they have to improve their manufacturing performances.  
 
Based on their manufacturing plant configuration, there was founded that the 
manufacturing system still have high probability to be improved. The project 
problem will be based at Body shop and Metal Finish section of PMI’ Truck 
assembly plant located in Jakarta, Indonesia. 
 
Manufacturing system modeling and improvement framework will be 
conducted based on the discrete event simulation methodology with little expansion 
and modification. 
 
CHAPTER FIVE 
 
 
 
 
PRIMARY DATA COLLECTION AND VALIDATION 
 
 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
This Chapter explains the primary data collection process taken from the real 
system. As mentioned earlier, data collection process was conducted trough three 
techniques which are observation, interview, and time study.  Interview was used 
only in secondary data collection for current system characteristic as illustrated in 
Chapter 4.  Direct observation and stopwatch time study was used in primary data 
collection and will elaborate through this Chapter.  
Moreover, there are four type of primary data have collected for this project. 
The first type is the Factory layout and dimension.  This data will used as primary 
consideration in developing a new propose layout for the improvement system 
scenarios that will be explained more detail in the following Chapter.  The other data 
type is operation time.  The operation time will cover the workstation operation 
processes and transfer time.  Manufacturing standard time (STT) parameter will be 
used to represent workstation operation time while transfer time will be divided into 
inter – workstation transfer time and inter-section transfer time that describe the time 
required to transfer work in process product from Body Welding section 
(Workstation 1 – 7) to Metal Finish section (Workstation 8 – 11). Figure 5.1 
describes the classification diagram of the primary data. 
After that, the data will be examined to ensure the validity for being used for 
further analysis and system transformation steps.  In this case, data validity will be 
based on two categories which are data sufficiency and data quality.  
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The other two types of primary data that collected during this phase are 
number of daily finish product or called Output standard and number of additional 
Work-in-process in buffer area.  Both of these data will be used in the model 
validation phase as a compared system performance to the model output. 
 
Figure 5.1 Primary data classification 
5.2 Primary Data Collection 
Data collection conducted directly to the factory with two kind of technique 
which is observation and stopwatch time study.  The data collection phase was 
conducted in 10 working days duration in December 2005.  Based on the time 
availability, so that only 30 series of data have collected for operation time and 15 
series of data for output standard and work-in-processes whereby 10 series of them 
ware taken directly from the current operation and the rest were taken from company 
documents. 
5.2.1 Facility Layout and Dimension 
Facility layout and dimension data was collected based on the shop floor 
observation and also document verification.  The dimension of the Body Shop and 
Metal Finish section was redrafted using AutoCad software and exported to 
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Microsoft Visio for easiness of animation purpose.  The total area of Body Welding 
and Metal Finish section is around 1150 meter square and spread in L - Shape area.  
Figure 5.2 illustrated the dimension and facility layout of Body Shop and Metal 
Finish section while the more detail structure can be found in Appendix L.  
 
 
Figure 5.2 Current system facilities layout and dimension 
(a) 
(b) 
MAIN ASSEMBLY LINE 
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As shown in Figure 5.2 (b), numbered rectangle depicted the workstation of 
Body shop and Metal finish operations.  As mentioned in earlier Chapter, 
workstations 1 to 7 are body welding operation and workstation 8 to 11 are Metal 
finish operations.  The names of workstations are can be highlighted as follows: 
1. Rear Floor Assembly 
2. Front Floor Assembly 
3. Floor Assembly 
4. Re-spot Floor 
5. Back and Roof Assembly 
6. Main Body Assembly 
7. Re-spot main body 
8. CO2 welding process 
9. Door Assembly 
10. Repairing 
11. Finishing 
Boundary of the Body Shop and Metal Finish area will be used as a constraint 
in layout revising for improvement scenarios in the following Chapter, so that any 
modification of facilities layout basically can be arranged in order to improve the 
manufacturing performance as long as accommodated by shop floor area constraint. 
5.2.2 Operation Time 
Operation time can be considered as one of the most important data should be 
taken for system modeling steps.  Operation time represent the time duration required 
for workstation related operation. In this case, standard time is the variable to cover 
workstation operation time. 
Later on, in order to calculate standard time, several variable should be 
accommodated: loading time, unloading time, set-up time, process time, cycle time, 
normal time, performance rating, and time allowance. Workstation cycle time in the 
time required during the workstation operation included loading time, unloading 
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time, set-up time, and process time.  Normal time is workstation operation time that 
incorporated with operator performance rating (PF).  
Performance rating is an index that describe the capability / competence of 
the operator for certain task.  Operator who have PF = 1 means that operator have 
standard capability to finish the task, usually, PF = 1 called machine / standard PF. 
For those operator who have capability than average so the PF will be larger than 1 
and for those who have less than average capability PF will be smaller than 1. In this 
case, since the entire operator related to the project’s case study is experienced 
employee, so that the performance rating can be assumed as 1.  
Moreover, standard time is normal time which is incorporated with time 
allowance assumption. Time allowance is the assumed percentage time loss during 
working hours because of common reason: personal needs, fatigue, and unavoidable 
delays. Figure 5.3 describe how to calculate the standard time as explained by 
Stevenson (2005) and Krajewski and Ritzman (1996). 
 
 
 
 
NT = CT. PF and ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
−= allowanceNTSTT 1
1. = ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
− 125.01
1.NT  
 
Performance Rating (PF) = 1 
Daily working time = 8 hours (480 minutes) 
 
Daily time allowance  : Personal needs  = 30 minutes 
     Fatigue  = 15 minutes  
     Unavoidable delays = 15 minutes 
     Total allowance           = 60 minutes (1 hour) 
 
Time allowance  = (Total allowance / Working hours) 
   = 60 / 480 = 12.5% 
 
 
Figure 5.3 Standard time calculation 
Next, during the data collection stage, 30 series of data have been collected 
for workstation operation time.  After data was collected, statistical descriptive 
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calculation was applied to gather the parameter from the data. Figure 5.4 shows the 
series of workstation standard time data and Figure 5.5 Illustrate the example of 
standard time calculation of one workstation operation included with their statistical 
descriptive calculation.  The complete calculation of workstation operation time can 
be found in Appendix M.  
At the other hand, in conducting this research project, several statistical 
assumptions were already settled up: 
1. Confidence interval (1-α)    : 95% ? α = 0.05 
2. Index of significant level for α = 0.05  : 1.96 ~ 2 (2 sigma) 
3. Degree of desired accuracy / precision (β) : 0.09  
  
WS1 WS2 WS3 WS4 WS5 WS6 WS7 WS8 WS9 WS10 WS11
1 6.47 6.03 6.25 3.77 10.79 7.71 7.00 13.24 13.61 16.30 15.55
2 6.25 8.87 7.30 3.67 9.22 9.17 7.89 15.21 15.22 17.62 16.49
3 6.66 8.15 7.35 3.91 10.26 7.87 8.87 14.73 13.47 15.44 18.37
4 8.17 7.50 7.20 3.89 9.40 8.78 5.32 13.44 14.52 18.79 13.02
5 6.30 8.92 7.29 3.65 9.20 9.04 7.83 15.24 15.06 17.67 16.30
6 6.69 7.68 8.19 5.31 10.65 10.07 8.92 14.28 15.77 16.88 18.30
7 6.92 7.20 7.70 4.73 10.14 8.94 8.17 13.65 14.42 16.85 16.78
8 7.20 8.42 8.33 5.31 10.64 8.61 8.14 14.84 13.98 19.72 16.83
9 8.12 6.83 8.30 5.74 11.02 9.51 7.21 13.03 14.80 19.48 16.39
10 7.04 7.55 7.42 4.20 9.68 10.54 6.65 13.63 15.67 18.73 14.81
11 6.76 6.21 6.65 3.45 9.02 7.15 6.55 12.29 12.46 15.00 14.52
12 6.73 8.68 8.76 5.89 11.15 9.64 9.03 15.28 15.14 19.81 19.01
13 6.66 7.02 6.37 2.85 8.50 7.79 8.52 13.55 13.45 18.64 17.28
14 7.08 7.13 7.37 4.68 10.09 8.44 5.64 10.88 13.65 17.37 13.48
15 6.25 9.89 8.31 5.11 10.47 6.52 7.21 16.02 11.39 16.08 16.23
16 7.48 7.51 6.54 2.94 8.58 6.98 8.06 13.92 12.48 12.51 16.80
17 6.51 8.99 8.42 5.34 10.67 8.20 7.88 15.33 13.51 14.06 17.05
18 6.20 9.13 7.92 4.57 10.00 8.60 5.90 15.06 14.24 16.76 14.33
19 6.37 6.37 6.92 3.82 9.34 7.84 7.14 12.57 13.25 15.09 15.97
20 8.80 8.82 8.13 4.92 10.31 6.84 7.16 14.98 11.86 15.24 16.39
21 6.55 6.86 7.93 5.20 10.54 8.21 5.71 12.83 13.33 19.26 13.88
22 7.06 9.06 7.71 4.26 9.73 7.86 9.03 15.64 13.42 16.78 18.20
23 6.48 7.61 6.31 2.58 8.28 9.46 7.72 13.93 15.68 15.17 17.01
24 6.49 6.43 7.32 4.40 9.85 9.28 8.20 12.89 14.87 12.86 17.59
25 7.26 7.23 8.63 6.10 11.33 9.41 7.25 13.44 14.65 12.55 16.09
26 6.97 8.06 6.54 2.77 8.44 8.55 7.39 14.30 14.52 16.53 15.67
27 6.61 6.27 8.20 5.75 11.03 7.59 7.68 12.61 12.34 17.36 16.89
28 6.33 5.62 7.52 4.84 10.24 8.60 6.12 11.65 13.81 17.71 14.38
29 6.97 8.97 7.29 3.64 9.19 8.96 7.79 15.28 14.96 17.73 16.17
30 6.24 6.47 8.30 5.84 11.10 7.44 7.65 12.80 12.14 17.67 16.67
N Workstation's Standard Time (Minutes)
 
Figure 5.4 Workstation’s Standard Time 
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WORKSTATION NAME : (1) REAR FLOOR ASSEMBLY
OPERATION TECHNIQUE : SEMI - AUTOMATIC
Time Unit : Minutes
N LT ST PT UT CT/NT STT
1 0.54 4.87 0.26 5.66 6.47 6.
2 0.60 4.77 0.10 5.47 6.25 6.
3 0.73 4.23 0.87 5.83 6.66 6.
4 0.89 4.88 1.38 7.15 8.17 6.
5 0.83 4.32 0.36 5.51 6.30 6.
6 0.81 4.56 0.49 5.86 6.69 6.
7 0.78 4.35 0.93 6.05 6.92 6.
8 0.92 4.91 0.47 6.30 7.20 6.
9 0.89 4.65 1.56 7.11 8.12 6.
10 0.87 4.80 0.49 6.16 7.04 6.
11 0.73 4.71 0.47 5.91 6.76 6.
12 0.72 4.91 0.26 5.89 6.73 6.
13 0.86 4.80 0.16 5.83 6.66 6.
14 0.81 4.88 0.50 6.20 7.08 6.
15 0.76 4.25 0.45 5.47 6.25 6.
16 0.61 4.34 1.59 6.54 7.48 6.
17 0.69 4.46 0.54 5.70 6.51 6.
18 0.78 4.51 0.13 5.42 6.20 6.
19 0.72 4.58 0.28 5.57 6.37 6.
20 0.72 4.71 2.26 7.70 8.80 6.
21 1.01 4.26 0.45 5.73 6.55 6.
22 0.80 5.32 0.06 6.18 7.06 6.
23 0.70 4.29 0.67 5.67 6.48 6.
24 0.58 4.72 0.38 5.68 6.49 6.
25 0.60 4.83 0.92 6.35 7.26 6.
26 0.78 4.29 1.03 6.10 6.97 6.
27 0.82 4.42 0.54 5.78 6.61 6.
28 0.83 4.64 0.07 5.54 6.33 6.
29 0.83 4.31 0.96 6.10 6.97 6.
30 0.83 4.38 0.25 5.46 6.24 6.
Statistical Summary :
Average : 0.77 4.60 0.63 6.00 6.85
Standart Deviation : 0.110 0.270 0.518 0.542 0.62
Maximum : 1.01 5.32 2.26 7.70 8.80
Minimum : 0.54 4.23 0.06 5.42 6.20
Median : 0.78 4.61 0.48 5.84 6.68
N : Sequence of data CT/NT: Cycle Time / Normal Time
LT : Load Time STT: Standart Time
ST : Set-up Time Manual Operation : CT = LT + ST + PT + UT
PT : Process Time Semi Automatic Operation : CT = LT + PT + UT
UT: Un-load Time Automatic Operation : CT = PT
DATA COLLECTION RESULT : OPERATION TIME
 
Figure 5.5 Example of Standard time calculation 
It should be noted, that all processes in workstation 1 until 9 are semi 
automatic operation while workstation 10 until 11 are considered manual operations. 
For semi automatic operation Set-up time was not considered as element for standard 
time because the machine (welding gun) was categorized as specialized purposes so 
that the setting was fixed once before the operations.  In workstation 10 and 11, 
although the operation considered as manual operation, but there are no loading and 
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unloading time because in those workstation, product was processed in the pallet / 
carrier, so no loading and unloading activities needed.  The detail of assembly 
process modeling will be described in the following Chapter. 
5.2.3 Transfer Time 
As illustrated before, transfer time in this case divided into inter workstation 
transfer time and Body welding – Metal finish.   Since inter workstation distance and 
material handling method is not significantly different, so the transfer time between 
inter workstation can be assumed similar. At the other hands, as shown in Figure 5.6, 
body welding processes (workstation 1-7) and metal finish processes (workstation 8-
11) are located in different section so that the transfer time between Body welding 
processes and Metal Finish processes is quiet different that inter workstation transfer 
time.  
 
Figure 5.6 Body Welding and Metal Finish Processes Layout 
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Figure 5.7 shows data collection result for inter workstation transfer time and 
Welding – Metal Finish transfer time. 
 
Figure 5.7 Transfer time data 
5.2.4 Output Standard and Work in Process 
Another data have collected during this stage are output standard and number 
of work in process. Those data are used for system performance variable 
measurement and comparison with proposed model in the later Chapter.  Figure 5.8 
mentioned 15 series of data for daily output standard (Finish product) and number of 
work-in-process (WIP) in buffer area. 
 
Figure 5.8 Output standard and WIP data 
5.3 Data Validation 
The proceeding steps after data collection is data validation.  Data validation 
is the process to ensure the data is valid to be used in the next phase which is model 
transformation.  The term “valid” here is referring to quantitative and qualitative 
standard.  Number of data is need to be quantitatively sufficient and also qualified.  
The data homogeneity used to measure the quality of the data, so that control chart 
was used to determine the data homogeneity.   
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5.3.1 Data Sufficiency Test 
In order to ensure the data sufficiency, the sufficiency test was conducted 
after all the data collected. According to Stevenson (2005), data sufficiency can be 
tested with formula: 
2
1 . ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛= μ
σ
β
zN ,                                                                                      (5.1) 
with: 
N1 = Minimum number of data required 
z   = Index of significant level for (α = 0.05) = 2 
β  = Degree of desired accuracy or precision = 0.09 
σ  = Standard deviation of data series 
μ  = Mean of data series  
 If N1 are same or larger than the number of data provided during data 
collection phase (N), so the data can be assumed quantitatively sufficient to be used 
in proceeding stages.  After all the data were tested as shown in Figure 5.9 it is 
concluded that all primary data that used in modeling phase are quantitatively 
sufficient.  
5.3.2 Data Quality Test 
As mentioned before, the other standard that has to be fulfilled is the data 
quality.  Data homogeneity is the parameter used for data quality, two sigma control 
chart used to examine the data homogeneity.  Walpole and Myers (1997) explained 
two sigma control chart can be developed by determine: 
Lower control limit = μ – (2. σ)  
Center line   = μ 
Upper control limit = μ + (2. σ) 
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With: 
μ = Series data mean 
σ = Series data standard deviation 
 As shown in Appendix M, only not more than 1 data is out of control for each 
data series, so its can be concluded that the data also meet the quality requirements. 
Figure 5.10 shows the examples of Standard time control charts. 
LT ST PT UT NT STT
1 Rear Floor Assembly 0.77 4.60 0.63 6.00 6.85
2 Front Floor Assembly 0.92 5.38 0.40 6.69 7.65
3 Floor Assembly 0.93 5.23 0.45 6.61 7.55
4 Re-Spot Floor 0.40 3.32 0.17 3.88 4.44
5 Back and Roof Assembly 1.32 6.68 0.71 8.72 9.96
6 Main Body Assembly 1.12 5.62 0.66 7.40 8.45
7 Re-Spot Main Body 0.98 4.81 0.73 6.52 7.45
8 CO2 Welding 0.80 11.20 0.15 12.15 13.88
9 Door Assembly 0.54 11.64 12.18 13.92
10 Repairing 2.66 11.97 14.63 16.72
11 Finishing 2.62 11.57 14.19 16.21
2.34
4.75
Z = Index of Significant Level (for alpha = 0.05) = 2
Degree of desired accuracy or precision = 0.09
WS Operation Mean (μ) Stdev (σ) N1 Status
1 Rear Floor Assembly 6.85 0.62 4 Sufficient
2 Front Floor Assembly 7.65 1.13 11 Sufficient
3 Floor Assembly 7.55 0.73 5 Sufficient
4 Re-Spot Floor 4.44 1.01 25 Sufficient
5 Back and Roof Assembly 9.96 0.88 4 Sufficient
6 Main Body Assembly 8.45 0.98 7 Sufficient
7 Re-Spot Main Body 7.45 1.02 9 Sufficient
8 CO2 Welding 13.88 1.27 4 Sufficient
9 Door Assembly 13.92 1.19 4 Sufficient
10 Repairing 16.72 2.03 7 Sufficient
11 Finishing 16.21 1.47 4 Sufficient
2.34 0.51 24 Sufficient
4.75 0.76 13 SufficientWelding - Metal Transfer time
Welding - Metal Transfer time
Inter Workstation Transfer time
Inter Workstation Transfer time
QUANTITATIVE TEST OF DATA SUFFICIENCY
WS Operation Operation Time ( in minute )
2
1 ⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛= μ
σ
β
zN
 
Figure 5.9 Data quantitative sufficiency test 
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Figure 5.10 Example of Workstation’s Standard Time control chart 
5.3.3 Data Probability Distribution Test (Goodness of Fit Test) 
As described earlier in Chapter 2, probability distribution is needed to model 
uncertainty variable of the real system characteristic into computer simulation.  So 
the data is needed to be tested of their probability distribution for input modeling in 
the translation phase.  In this research, because of its capability, easiness of use, and 
(a) Workstation 2 (b) Workstation 3 
(c) Workstation 6 (d) Workstation 7 
(e) Workstation 8 (f) Workstation 10 
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comprehensive methods, Statfit statistical package was chosen to be goodness of fit 
test tools in this project.  Statfit is and Add – inn statistical software of PROMODEL 
simulation package.  At the other hands, as mentioned earlier in Chapter 1 until 3, 
this project is conducted using ARENA Simulation packages, however based on 
personal analysis, ARENA’s statistical add-inn software (Input Analyzer) seemed 
not better that Statfit which is finally chosen for this project.  
Sturgess approach1 is used to draw the data histogram while Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (KS) and Chi-Square (χ2) are applied for Goodness of Fit test methods.  
Results of the Goodness of Fit Test are shown as follows: 
1. WS 1.  Rear Floor Assembly  : Erlang (6, 2., 0.427) 
2. WS 2.  Front Floor Assembly  : Normal (7.65, 1.11) 
3. WS 3.  Flooe Assembly   : Normal (7.55, 0.72) 
4. WS 4.  Re-Spot Floor   : Uniform(2, 6.1) 
5. WS 5.  Back and Roof Assembly  : Triangular (8, 11.6, 10.6) 
6. WS 6.  Main Body Assembly  : Normal (8.45, 0.96) 
7. WS 7.  Re-Spot Main Body   : Triangular (5, 9.47, 7.83) 
8. WS 8.  CO2 Welding Process  : Normal (13.9, 1.25) 
9. WS 9.  Door Assembly   : Normal (13.9, 1.17) 
10. WS 10. Repairing   : Triangular (12, 20.7, 17.5) 
11. WS 11.  Finishing    : Normal (16.2, 1.45)  
12. Welding – Metal Finish Transfer Time : Normal (4.75, 0.749)           
13. Inter Workstation Transfer Time      : Normal (2.34, 0.502)  
Detail of Goodness of Fit test document are attached in Appendix N, while 
Figure 5.11 illustrated the example of histogram of the data with fitted to one 
assigned Probability distribution.  
Base on the test result above, its might be conclude that the data generally 
distributed into four type of probability distribution which are Erlang distribution, 
Normal. Uniform, and Triangular.  The result will be used for input modeling 
processes in the next stages. 
                                                 
1 Number of interval = 1 + 3.3 log N = 1 + 3.3 log 30 = 5.87 = 6 interval class 
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Figure 5.11 Example of Statfit’s Auto generated Histogram of the data Fitted into 
assigned Probability Distribution 
5.4 Chapter Summary 
This Chapter described the data collection result and data validation 
processes.  From the explanation above, it is clearly understood that the data was 
successfully collected and tested.  Based on both of quantitative and qualitative 
validity test, it is concluded that the data is sufficient and qualified to be used for 
input modeling in Model Translation Steps. 
(c) Workstation 3 (d) Workstation 4 
 (a) Workstation 1 (b) Workstation 2 
(e) Workstation 5 (f) Workstation 6 
CHAPTER SIX 
INITIAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND VERIFICATION 
6.1 Introduction 
As mentioned in Chapter 3 and Chapter organization, Chapter six covered 8th 
step in this project which is model translation until model verification in step 10th.  
Generally, this Chapter accommodated two main issues which are model 
development and model verification.  Model development explained the process how 
to translate the real system into computer based simulation model using designated 
simulation application package.  After that, model verification was conducted to 
examine that the translated model is meet the model development requirement.  As 
explained by Banks et al. (2001) model verification is concerned to how make model 
right while model validation is about how to make right model. 
6.2 Model Development 
In this section model development processes is explained trough five steps 
which are application package, interface design, system modeling, animation 
modeling, and source module selection. 
Model development covered modeling or translating the real system into 
computer simulation model.  Whole processes of Body Welding and Metal Finish 
operation were translated to computer model.  Input, process and animation modeling 
is the most important part in model development. Figure 6.1 illustrate the 
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diagrammatic of the Workstation process in Body welding and Metal Finish section, 
while the detail of assembly process diagram stated in Appendix O. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Product assembly process diagram 
6.2.1 Application Package 
As mentioned in earlier Chapter, ARENA version 7.1 standard edition is used 
as simulation package to translate the real system into simulation model.  Arena is 
object oriented simulation package from Rockwell Software that uses SIMAN 
programming language as the code base.  SIMAN (Simulation Manufacturing) is one 
of the basic programming languages beside Dynamo, GPSS, Simcript, and other 
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basic simulation code base.  Figure 6.2 illustrates the ARENA’s welcome window 
interface. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2 ARENA Simulation package welcome windows 
Arena employs an object-oriented design for entirely graphical model 
development. Simulation analysts place graphical objects (called modules) on a 
layout in order to define system components such as machines, operators, and 
material handling devices. ARENA is built on the SIMAN simulation language. 
After creating a simulation model graphically, Arena automatically generates the 
underlying SIMAN model used to perform simulation runs.  The graphical modules 
used by simulation analysts to create models are provided “off-the-shelf” with Arena. 
These modules can also be custom designed by the end user to produce a modeling 
environment that is tailored to a specific application area 
6.2.2 Interface Design 
Interface is one of the important aspects in creating a computer simulation 
model.  An appropriate interface might deliver a comprehensive view for the user 
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about the system modeled and also increase model’s face validity.  In this project, 
generally four interfaces were created in system translation.  
The first window interface, as stated in Figure 6.3, is main menu.  Main menu 
also appears as a welcome windows to the model.  In this menu, users can find 
formations about Model descriptions, model diagrammatic scheme, and associated 
window shortcut. 
 Moreover, the next window interface is the simulation window which are 
correspond with key “1”, ”2”, “3”, “4”, and ”q” as a window view shortcut. This 
window shows the main simulation model that consisted of most model function and 
graphic animation.  
 
 
 
Figure 6.3 Main menu description 
The other important window interface is System Performance window; this 
window can be viewed with press “5” key as a shortcut.  This window illustrated the 
system performance indicator during simulation runs and animated with several 
graphical animation. 
Model diagrammatic scenario 
Window View Shortcut Key 
Model brief description 
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The last window interface is shop floor facility layout.  This window shows 
the facility layout of the manufacturing resource for this particular model scenario.   
Key “f” is the shortcut of this window. 
Figure 6.4 describe the simulation window. To run the simulation, user can 
easily press the button on simulation run toolbar or using shortcut “F5” to start 
simulation running, “esc” key to pause, “alt+F5” for stop the simulation, and 
“shift+F5” key to start over the simulation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.4 Simulation Window descriptions 
In system performance window, the system performance variables are shown 
to describe the system behavior over the time during simulation run as illustrated in 
Figure 6.5.  For the initial model, four system performance indicators are used 
whereby number of finish product, number of input (press part package), number of 
WIP in buffer area, cycle time (system time) and workstation utility.  The system 
indicators are transformed into plot graphic, level graphic and variable counter.  For 
Simulation Run Toolbar View Toolbar Standard Toolbar Drawing Toolbar 
Main model Modeling module  Module template 
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the more detail and comprehensive view of all Interface window can be found in 
Appendix P. 
 
 
Figure 6.5 System Performance Indicator Window view 
6.2.3 System Modeling 
Model translation is conducted using Arena Simulation package and applied 
totally 64 ARENA’s command module that accommodated by 12 different command 
module from three template which are: Common template module, Support template 
module, and Transfer template module.  Description of module functionality is 
shown in the Table 6.1.  All the command modules are placed in ARENA working 
window and also the real system behavior translated into each related command 
module dialog box.  Real system’s events, activity, entity, attribute resource, system 
state, variables, and animation are modeled and collaborate into the appropriate 
Graphic Plot Level Plot Variable Counter 
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command module.  Figure 6.6 depicted unanimated system real that have translated 
into Arena simulation package. 
Table 6.1: Command Module Functionality in modeling the real system 
No. COMMAND MODULE 
MODULE 
TEMPLATE FUNCTION 
RELATED RESOUCE 
(Workstation / WS) 
1. ARRIVE Common Input arrival  
• Sub Assembly WS 1 
• Sub Assembly WS 2 
• Sub Assembly WS 5 
• Sub Assembly WS 6 
2. SERVER Common Workstation with simple logic processes 
• Workstation 2 
• Workstation 4 
• Workstation 7 
• Workstation 8 
• Workstation 9 
• Workstation 10 
• Workstation 11 
3. ENTER Common 
Enter data for workstation 
with advanced logic 
processes 
• Workstation 1 
• Workstation 3 
• Workstation 5 
• Workstation 6 
• Sub Assembly WS 6 
4. PROCESS Common 
Entity processing in 
workstation with advanced 
logic processes 
• Workstation 1 
• Workstation 3 
• Workstation 5 
• Workstation 6 
• Sub Assembly WS 6 
5. BATCH Support 
Entity combine, and 
assembly process from 
several arrival 
• Workstation 1 
• Workstation 3 
• Workstation 5 
• Workstation 6 
• Sub Assembly WS 6 
6. LEAVE Common 
Leave data for workstation 
with advanced logic 
processes 
• Workstation 1 
• Workstation 3 
• Workstation 5 
• Workstation 6 
• Sub Assembly WS 6 
7. ANIMATE Common Animate system behavior using graphical plot • All Workstations 
8. DEPART Common Entity termination from the system 
• System exit to Paint Shop 
Section 
9. STATISTIC Common 
Statistical data collection 
from particular resource 
during simulation runs 
• Output Standard 
• Num of WIP in Buffer Area 
• Cycle Time 
• Num of Input 
10. TRANSPORTER Transfer Transporter / carrier equipment identification 
• Automatic Trolley 
• Manual Trolley 
11. DISTANCE Transfer Transporter distance identification 
• Automatic Trolley 
• Manual Trolley 
12. SIMULATE Common Simulation run characterization • System 
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After all command modules are adjusted, modified and connected to each 
related module base on the real system behavior, the next modeling processes is to 
apply graphical animation to the model.  The animation modeling processes will 
describe in the following section.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.6 Unanimated real system simulation model 
6.2.4 Animation Modeling 
Animation modeling in this project covers the graphical animation for 
Background model (Shop Floor map / layout), entity, resource, and material handling 
equipment.  Shop Floor map was imported from facility layout drawing file while the 
other animation made in Arena’s picture editor menu.   Entity which is the truck 
body was differently animated every workstation as a sign that the process was made 
in particular workstation.  Workstation resource also animated differently during 
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busy and idle.  Table 6.2 illustrates the picture animation modeling for entity and 
resource. 
Table 6.2:  Entity and resource animation modeling 
No. PICTURE SYSTEM ELEMENT 
1. 
 
 
WORKSTATION 1’S ENTITY 
2. 
 
 
WORKSTATION 2’S ENTITY 
3. 
 
 
WORKSTATION 3’S ENTITY 
4. 
 
 
WORKSTATION 4’S ENTITY 
5. 
 
 
SUB ASSEMBLY WORKSTATION 5 AND 
WORKSTATION 5’S ENTITY 
6. 
 
 
SUB ASSEMBLY WORKSTATION 6 AND 
WORKSTATION 6’S ENTITY 
7. 
 
 
WORKSTATION 7’S ENTITY 
8. 
 
 
WORKSTATION 8 AND WORKSTATION 9’S 
ENTITY 
9. 
 
 
WORKSTATION 10 AND WORKSTATION 
11’S ENTITY 
10. 
 
 
WORKSTATION  IDLE 
11. 
 
 
WORKSTATION  BUSY 
12. 
 
 
TRANSPORTER (TROLLEY) 
CHEVROLET
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6.2.5 Source Module 
Model’s source codes is the extraction of 64 ARENA’s command modules 
used which are contained around 700 command lines (source codes) as attached in 
Appendix Q. 
6.3 Model Verification 
As explained before, model verification is concerned to determine that the 
model development processes is meet the requirements of Simulation application 
package format.  Model considered verified if all commands fit to the simulation 
package syntax so that the model can be run without errors message.  This step will 
passed through several phases: error checking, simulation run characterization, and 
warm-up determination. 
6.3.1 Error Checking  
In order to examine the program structure and syntax, ARENA’s automatic 
error checking is activated before running the program.  ARENA’s instant model 
checker will inform the user via dialog box whether the model have errors or not.  
Figure 6.7 illustrated that after the model checked using instant model checker, its 
can be conclude that no errors contain in this model.   
6.3.2 Simulation Runs Characterization 
After ensuring the model is verified, the next step in simulation modeling is 
characterizing the simulation runs.  Simulation run characterization is one of the 
major phase need to be critically analysis in order to set up the proper simulation 
runs for model output analysis.  Characterization of simulation run is concern about 
determining the simulation length, number of replication, system initialization 
scheme, and statistical data collection during simulation.   
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Figure 6.7 ARENA’s instant model checker 
As illustrated earlier in Chapter 2 and as stated by Law and Kelton (2000), 
the simulation termination condition was depending on the nature of the system 
behavior characteristic itself.   If the system categorized as terminating system, so the 
replication and system re-initialization between runs is the best solution to determine 
the simulation termination range.  And the other hands, if the system is considered as 
a non-terminating system; like this project case, the most appropriate termination 
condition is not base on replication, but in length of simulation, so the simulations is 
run only once time with appropriate length until the system passes the transient phase 
and enter the steady-state phase.  Warm-up time is required to be determined to 
accommodate the transient phase.  
This case is considered as a non-terminating system.  Although constrained 
by daily working hours, but the system is still not initialize,  its just like paused (not 
started over) every eight hours per day (working hours) but continued by the next 
day.  For initial length of simulation, the model was run for one month working time 
whereby consisted of 20 days with eight working hours per day.  The statistic is 
collected daily.  Since in the modeling phase minute is determined as time parameter, 
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so the simulation will run initialized for 9600 minute (20 working days).   Because of 
statistical data is daily collected so the simulation length was imitated into 480 
minute (8 hours = 1 day) and 20 number of replication was noted, but since in every 
replication the system is not initialized, so the system is the same with one 
replication with the length of 20 days but paused daily for statistical data collection.  
Figure 6.8 shows the simulation characterization parameter using SIMULATE 
module in ARENA.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.8 Initial System Simulation Run Characterization 
6.3.3 Warm – up Period and Simulation Length Determination 
Warm-up period is determined to expose the transient phase and the steady-
state phase of system. According to Law and Kelton (2000), the non-terminating 
system must be run until the system at least stated in steady-state phase.   Steady-
state phase occurred when the system variable is not significantly fluctuated as in 
transient system and the system variable trends are relatively constant. In this case, 
output standard and number of input are used to determine the warm-up time.   Base 
on the three variable plot which are Output Standard, Number of Input, and Number 
of Additional WIP as shown in Figure 6.9, its clearly can be determined that the 
system entered the steady-state phase in fifth day whereby 2400 minute of simulation 
(a) Initial Simulation run 
characterization 
(b) Simulation runs characterization 
after Warm-up time identification 
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length.  System variable after 2400 minute (day 5) is relatively constant.  Based on 
this situation, the warm-up time of the simulation can be determine as five days 
working hours length or similar with 2400 minutes of simulation length.  Its mean, 
all the data during first 2400 minute simulation length will be neglected and 
truncated from the data output analysis.  
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Figure 6.9 Transient and Steady-State phase identification 
At the end, the initial simulation runs characterization was renewed with the 
warm-up time 2400 minute and 15 replication un-initialized system,  Its mean the 
system is already entered Steady State phase for 7200 minute (15 working days = 
three weeks) after 2400 minute warm up time1.  The statistical data still collected 
daily started the first day after warm-up time completion.    
Next, the other important matters in simulation model verification in 
simulation length determination.  This step is ensuring that length of simulation run 
is enough, which is meant appropriately meet the desired of result accuracy.  As 
explained earlier in Chapter 5 sub section 5.2.2 whereby stated that the chosen 
degree of accuracy / error assumption for this project is 0.09 (9%), so the initial 
                                                 
1 9600 minute – 2400 minute warm up = 7200 minute 
Transient Phase Steady – State / Data Collection Phase 
Warm-up time / 
Initialization Phase 
Data were truncated 
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simulation length which is 15 days with 5 days warm-up time is meet the 
requirement of result accuracy with 9% of maximum error.  If chosen simulation 
result variables errors are not more than 9% so its can be conclude that the initial 
simulation length is enough.  At the other hands, Walpole and Myers (1997) 
explained error as deviation, discrepancies, or gap between the values of certain data 
series to their average value.   
In this project, Output Standard and Number of Input are chosen simulation 
result variables for simulation length sufficiency test.  The test is based on Batch 
Mean Interval Estimation method as explained by Banks et al. (2001).  Figure 6.10 
explains the test result of simulation length sufficiency test.  Simulation run is 
divided into several batch which is in this project is consisted of 15 batch with 480 
minutes length for every batches.  Simulation length is considered sufficient if the 
interval confidence of simulation variable result are meet the desired result accuracy 
whereby represented by the error assumption.  This requirement is explained in the 
formulas as follows: 
αα −=± − 1)( )1.(2 RstiXP R             (6–1)
 while, 
1
2
1
2
−
−
=
∑
=
R
XRXi
S
j
i               (6-2) 
 
With: 
iX  = Batch mean estimation 
1-α  = Level of Significant (95%) 
S = Standard Deviation estimation of all Batches 
R = Number of Batches = 15 
)1.(2 −R
tα = Inverse of Student t distribution with probability α  and degree of 
freedom R-1 
P = Probability  
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Batch     
( Daily )
Batch  
(Delete 5)
Output 
Standard
Numper of 
Input
Ri Ri X1 X2
0 0 0
1 21 32
2 28 35
3 30 36
4 29 39
5 29 33
6 1 29 41
7 2 30 34
8 3 30 33
9 4 29 34
10 5 28 34
11 6 29 33
12 7 30 38
13 8 29 29
14 9 29 35
15 10 28 34
16 11 29 31
17 12 30 34
18 13 29 32
19 14 29 36
20 15 29 35
29.13 34.20 Batch Average
0.64 2.81 Standard Deviation
2.14 2.14 Student t Prob.
0.17 0.73 R = Number of Batch
0.354 1.555 Half Width
28.78 32.64 Lower Limit
29.13 34.20 Batch Average
29.49 35.76 Upper Limit
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Figure 6.10 Batch Mean Interval Estimation for simulation length sufficiency test 
Based from Figure 6.10, its shown that simulation result interval confidence 
is much less than the desired error which is can be conclude that the simulation result 
based on 15 days simulation length have higher accuracy than the desired.  Its can be 
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conclude that the 15 days initial simulation length is sufficient and meet the accuracy 
requirements based on the chosen error assumption. 
The renewed simulation run characterization can be shown in Figure 6.8 (b). 
Finally, 15 statistical output data are generated to be used in data output analysis 
which is explained in the next Chapter.  The final simulation run characterization can 
be summarized as follows: 
1. Simulation length = 15 working days (7200 minute) 
2. Warm up time      = 5 working days (2400 minute) 
3. Data collection cycle  (Batch)    = Daily (480 minute) 
4. Number of Batch      = 15 
5. Starting method during replication  = Not initialized (1 replication) 
6.4 Chapter Summary 
Based on the explanation above, its can be summarized that the simulation 
model have appropriately developed in term of process logic, animation and 
interfaces using ARENA version 7.1 Simulation application package. 
The developed model is meet the all the requirement of ARENA’s model 
verification standard and also the simulation run characterization have been 
determined accordingly fit to non-terminating system behavior characteristic with  
warm-up time, simulation length, data collection cycle, and starting method during 
replication are the parameters. 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
INITIAL MODEL ANALYSIS AND VALIDATION 
7.1 Introduction 
This Chapter explained the initial model simulation result analysis and model 
validation.  Production capacity, finish product cycle time, number of WIP in buffer 
area, and workstation utility are the system variable that used in this project analysis.  
Model validation is conducted using three approaches: face validity, assumption 
validity, and input-output transformation. 
 
7.2 Simulation Result and Analysis 
Referring to previous Chapter, it’s stated the simulation runs was conducted 
in 7200 minutes which is 15 working days with 2400 minutes of warm-up time. 
Since the statistical data was collected in daily basis, so there are 15 series of data 
generated during 7200 minutes simulation run.   
 Actually, ARENA, as chosen simulation package, automatically generates the 
simulation report after model simulation run.  However, the result form ARENA’s 
auto generated simulation report was only used for the sources in the output analysis 
phase.  The analysis is not base on all system variable stated in auto generated report, 
but only several system performance variable as stated earlier above.  The value of 
system variable is taken either from statistic simulation module or auto generated 
report.   Table 7.1 shows the simulation result for initial model. 
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Table 7.1:  Initial Model Simulation Result 
 
Next, based on the table above, interval confidence of this output variables 
were calculated using 2 sigma control interval as mentioned earlier in Chapter 5 sub 
section 5.3.2 as follows: 
1. Output standard : σ.2±xi  =   29.1 ± 1.28  = 27.9 ? ? 30.4 
2. Number of Input : σ.2±xi  =   34.1 ± 5.49 = 28.9 ? ? 39.9 
3. Product cycle time : σ.2±xi  =   22.5 ± 10.11 = 12.4 ? ? 32.6 
4. Additional WIP : σ.2±xi  =   5.1 ± 3.81 = 1.3   ? ?  8.9 
7.2.1 Production Capacity and Input 
The first system performance variable to be measured form simulation result 
is production capacity.  Daily output standard and number of input expressed the 
production capacity of the initial model.  Based on Table 7.1 and Figure 7.1, its can 
be determined the average daily output standard is about 29 units of finish product at 
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the final assembly process in Body Shop while about 34 press part are inputted as the 
material component.   
 The discrepancies between number of inputted and finish product describes 
the less work load balance between processes.  Work in process product was stored 
in buffer arena whereby located between Workstation (WS) 7 and 8.  Imbalanced 
processes occur since the average of standard time between Body Welding 
workstations are significantly lower then Metal Finish workstation.  
 From the explanation above, its simply concluded around 5 WIP are daily 
added to the Buffer area which is accumulated over times.   In a certain time, over 
time for Metal Finish operation is needed to complete the unfinished product in 
buffer area.  The WIP handling management is explained in the following section in 
this Chapter. 
 
Figure 7.1 Daily Output Standard and number of input simulation result 
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7.2.2 Finish Product Cycle Time 
Finish product cycle time is the other variable that used to measure the 
system performance.  Finish product cycle describe the interval time between finish 
product leave the Body shop and Metal Finish section to Paint Shop section.  
Workstation standard time and transfer time is the major factor for finish product 
cycle time.  Because of the process time and inter arrival time variability, every 
single finish product cycle time are also fluctuated over simulation times. 
 Figure 7.2 show the movement of each product cycle time between 
simulation runs.   If the last simulation run, which is the 20th day of simulation run is 
the basis for data collection, the finish product cycle time is about around 18 minutes 
per product.   However, although its might be misleading because considering warm 
up time data, the cumulative average finish product cycle time is about 22 minutes 
per product. 
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Figure 7.2 Finish Product Cycle Time Initial Model Simulation Result 
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7.2.3 Number of Work-in-process in Buffer Area 
The third system variable measured in initial model simulation run is Number 
of WIP in buffer area.  As mentioned before, because of the process imbalanced 
between Body Welding and Metal Finish processes several number of WIP were 
stored in buffer area.   Numbers of WIP were accumulated in Buffer Area until the 
management decided to have an Over Time only for Metal Finish Processes.  
It is needed to be explained that the initial simulation model developed is not 
accommodate the over time mechanism.  However, the over time situation can be 
analytically analyzed from the Figure 7.3.   From Table 7.1 can be highlighted in 
average 5 additional WIP were stored in Buffer area.   
Thin black line in Figure 7.3 indicated the additional WIP stored in Buffer in 
daily basis.   The bold line represents the accumulated WIP for weekly basis over 
time while the daily basis overtime illustrated in dotted line.  The maximum 
accumulated number of WIP in buffer area is occurred in 15th day in third week 
simulation run.  
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Figure 7.3 Number of Work-in-process (WIP) in Buffer area 
Transient Phase 
(Warm-up Time) 
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With 5 additional daily averages WIP in buffer area, the graph showed that 
the buffer area has to accommodate maximum 30 WIP in case of weekly basis over 
time applied.  With 29 daily output standard, so if the management apply weekly 
basis over time, its needs about one full day working hours that possibly done in 
either Saturday or Sunday.   At the other hands, 2 until 3 hours daily over time for 
Metal Finish Processes will capable to wrap all the WIP in Buffer area. 
7.2.4 Workstation Utility 
Finally, workstation utility is the last variable measured in the initial model 
simulation runs.   Workstation utility might give information in more detail on what 
particular operation in imbalanced processes are happened.  In the previous 
explanation stated that imbalance process is occur between Body Welding and Metal 
Finish Processes.   Figure 7.4 stated that the utility of the workstation are spread in 
very wide range between 28.3% in workstation 4 until 100% in workstation 8 and 10.  
Although the total average of the utility from 11 workstations is about 67%, the very 
significant gap between workstation 1-7‘s utility and workstation 8-11 absolutely 
make the total average of the workstation utility is misleading system performance 
measurements.   The average of Body Welding workstations (WS 1 to 7) utility is 
only 51.5% comparing to 96% to the Metal Finish workstations (WS 8 to 11).  This 
situation leads the clear explanation of why the buffer area between workstation 7 
and 8 is needed.  
For this research project, the question why this phenomenon is happened in a 
well recognized Truck assembler company like ISUZU is indeed beyond the scope 
and objectives of the research.  However, this Simulation research project is 
undoubtedly revealed this environment in the real system that might not be seen in 
direct observation.  According to Banks et al. (2001), this is considered as one of the 
value of simulation technique.   
Workstations 8 and 10 have 100% utility which is mean those workstations 
are fully occupied.  This happened to workstation 8 because this workstation is the 
first proceeding workstation after Buffer and workstation 10 is the workstation with 
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the longest operation time.  The detail of the initial model simulation result can be 
found in Appendix R. 
 
Figure 7.4 Initial Model Workstation Utility 
7.3 Initial Model Validation 
Chapter 2, Literature Review, have explained that model validation 
concerned to justify the model’s level of representative to the real system using 
several assigned system variables.  Moreover,  Banks et al. (2001), Law and Kelton 
(2000), and Kelton et al. (2004), stated that model validity might categorized as three 
type of validity which are Face,  Model Assumption, and Input-Output 
Transformation Validity.   The model ideally should meet all requirements of those 
three types of validity to be identified as a VALID model. 
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7.3.1 Face Validity 
Face validity (FV) is related to the physical representative of the model to 
deliver the real system.  A model is “Valid” if can appropriately describe the nature 
of the real system element and behavior.  Since computer simulation is not a physical 
model like a picture, graph, map, or miniature; the physical system representative in 
simulation model can be identified as the graphical animation correspond to the real 
system element and behavior.   Tabel 7.2 illustrated the status of  real system element 
and behavior modeling with the current model animation function. 
Table 7.2:  System element and behavior modeling status 
No. Real system elements and behavior Status 
1. Entity movement Modeled 
2. Shop floor area Modeled 
3. Facility layout and dimension Modeled 
4. Material handling Modeled 
5. Workstation operation Modeled 
6. Entity status change every 
processes 
Modeled 
7. Press part (Raw material) Modeled 
8. Finish product Modeled 
9. Transporter (Trolley) Modeled 
10. System status and variable Modeled 
11. Operator movement Not modeled 
 
Table 7.2 shows not all of the Real system elements are modeled. However, 
10 from 11 system elements and behavior are modeled; so that the model might be 
considered have appropriate face validity.  
7.3.2 Model Assumption Validation 
Model assumption validation concerned about testing all assumption applied 
to the model is appropriately representing the real system assumption.   Ideally, the 
user is the most competence party to justify the assumption validity.   However, most 
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of the system assumptions are seemed modeled appropriately.  Several real system 
assumptions modeled are: 
1. Daily working hours 
2. Non terminating system characteristic 
3. Continuous system change over time 
4. Discrete system variable changes 
5. Probabilistic uncertainty behavior 
At the other hands, there is one assumption that is not modeled.  It is system 
failure rate (Mean time between failures) that might cause the manufacturing line 
stop and reduce the line efficiency. 
Based on the ratio between system assumptions which are modeled and not, it 
can be conclude that the model have a Fair Assumption Validity. 
7.3.3 Input – Output Transformation Validation 
Input – output transformation validation is a quantitative validation method. 
This method related to input-output transformation similarities testing between the 
model and real system. Since the real system input already modeled using probability 
distribution based on Goodness of Fit test which is done in the Input Modeling phase, 
so mainly in this phase the validity test is conducted to examine the output 
similarities between model and the real system. If there are no significant different 
between model and real system output, the transformation can be concluded have an 
appropriate validity.  Referring to Law (2003), Banks et al. (2001) and Law and 
Kelton (2000), statistical sample comparison test is a common technique to be 
applied in this stage.   
The model variable sample is compared to the real system variable sample. In 
this case, output standard and number of WIP in buffer area are the chosen variable 
to be tested.  Those variables are chosen because of the data availability during the 
data collection phase.  15 series of data from each variable are tested of sample 
similarities between the model and primary data with statistical method which is 
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Goodness of Fit Test. At the other side, sample similarity, according to Walpole and 
Myers (1997), is constructed by theirs parameter similarities which are the 
distribution, mean, standard deviation, and also variance.  
In this project, distribution and mean are chosen as sample parameter to be 
applied in sample comparison test.  The test conducted to compare both of 
distribution and means similarities between Model and real system variables.  Chi 
square Goodness of Fit Test is used to test the distribution similarity while Z and T-
test is used to test the Mean similarities.   
Figure 7.5 and 7.6 illustrated that based on the Chi-Square Goodness of Fit 
test, the counted Chi-square probability test are lower that acceptance limit which is 
mean the Null Hypothesis (Both samples are not significantly different) are accepted.  
The distribution of Output standard and Number of WIP between the model sample 
and real system sample are not significantly different, so that might conclude quiet 
similar.  
The other conducted statistical test is Compare mean test.  Since the number 
of data series is lower than 30, where by numbers of statistic expertise categorized as 
a small sample, so the T-Test is also conducted to justified while the Z-test which is 
usually applied for large number of data (Law and Sadowsky, 2004).   Figure 7.7  
and Figure 7.8 identified based on both T and Z-Test for Output standard sample 
compare mean can be conclude that There are no significant difference between 
mean of Output standard between Model’s sample and Real system. 
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Figure 7.5 Output Standard Distribution Similarity Test 
 
Figure 7.6 Number of WIP Distribution Similarity Test 
Null Hypothesis is also accepted in Number of WIP compare mean test result 
as shown in Figure 7.8. It drives a conclusion that the mean of Number of WIP 
sample in the model is quiet similar with the real system data.  
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Figure 7.7 Output Standard Compare Mean T and Z-Test 
 
Figure 7.8 Number of WIP Compare Mean T and Z-Test 
All the statistical tests result identified that the output sample of the model is 
not significant different with the real system data whereby the Input – Output 
transformation of the model can be conclude have an appropriate Validity.  
7.4 Chapter Summary 
The simulation result have collected during 20 simulation runs with four 
major system variables which are Output Standard and number of input, finish 
product cycle time, number of WIP in  buffer area, and workstations utility. 
 Model validation test have conducted with several technique and base on this, 
initial Simulation model developed can be conclude as a VALID model since meet 
all requirements of Face Validity, Assumption Validity, and Input-Output 
Transformation Validity.  
CHAPTER EIGHT 
MANUFACTURING PROCESS RE-ENGINEERING SCENARIO DESIGN 
8.1 Introduction 
Initial system simulation result and analysis in Chapter 7 described the 
current problem of the real system. As mentioned in first Chapter, one of the 
purposes in this project is to improve the initial system performance trough 
Manufacturing Process Re-engineering approaches.  System performances indicator 
might related to several system variables, however the production capacity seemed as 
the most significant factor among the others. 
 This Chapter indicated four Manufacturing Process Re-engineering scenarios 
which are designed to improve the system performances base on several strategies as 
follows: 
1. Line balancing and process grouping approach. 
2. Semi simultaneous / parallel operation with resource enhancement. 
3. Simultaneous / parallel operation with separated automated material 
handling system. 
4. Process standardization with full synchronized automated material 
handling system. 
Each scenario design required a significant changes and adjustment in real 
manufacturing system in term of facility layout, resources, equipments, and 
manufacturing system.  The detail characteristic of each scenario is explained in the 
next following section in this Chapter. 
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8.2 First Improvement Scenario 
The first improvement scenario is designed base on the Line balancing 
method approach. The idea of this scenario is balancing to workload in each 
workstation so that the line efficiency expected can be improved and buffer area can 
be eliminated.  The line balancing methodology is not performed to boost the 
production capacity; however with more line efficiency and workload balance, the 
manufacturing resources are identified to be more effective and efficient.  Figure 8.1 
illustrated the line balancing approach to improve the initial manufacturing 
performance. 
 
Figure 8.1 Line balancing approach applied in First improvement scenario. 
8.2.1 General Concept 
As stated by Groover (2001), one of the methods of line balancing approach 
in order to balance the workloads in each workstation is Ranked Positional Weights 
Method whereby based on process grouping which is firstly introduced by Helgeson 
– Birnie in early eighties.  The Helgeson – Birnie method tried to optimize the 
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manufacturing line efficiency with grouping one or more processes as long as the 
total time of grouped process not exceeding the longest processing time in the line.  
As explained in previous Chapter and Figure 8.1, its might be seen that there 
are significant discrepancies between Metal Finish workstations (8-11) processing 
time and Body Welding workstations (1-7).   The gap leads the need of Buffer area 
between them to store Work-in-process.   With the Helgeson-Birnie Line Balancing 
method, several processes in Body Welding workstations is tried to be combined and 
grouped so that the process time discrepancies might be minimize. With process 
combination and grouping, the number of operators and resource for each grouped 
workstations also can be minimize.   
Workstation 10 with 16.72 minute standard time is considered as the longest 
processing time in the line, so this workstation time is the benchmark to the grouping 
process limit.  The other workstation can be grouped and combined as long as the 
total grouped time is not longer that 16.72 minute.  
Based on the Figure 8.1, the process grouping was conducted for Body 
Welding operations which are from seven workstations grouped into 4 workstations. 
Workstation 1 and 2 are grouped into new workstation A, workstation 3 and 4 are 
combined into new workstation B, and workstations 6 and 7 matched into new 
workstation D while workstation 5 is not grouped but name changed to new 
workstation C.  
The new grouped workstation processing time is the total of processing time 
from each workstation element.  After grouping process, as seen in Figure 8.1, the 
discrepancies between Metal Finish workstation (8-11) standard time and Body 
Welding (A-D) are significantly reduced.  So finally, the line efficiency is expected 
can be improved and manufacturing resources might be reduced. 
The expected significant system performance improvements from this 
scenario are higher manufacturing line efficiency, lower number of machine, lower 
number of operator needed, and buffer area elimination will automatically reduce the 
shop floor size required. 
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8.2.2 Physical Changes 
The major Physical change from this improvement scenario is number of 
Workstation.  From eleven workstations before process grouping, it’s changed into 
only eight workstations.   The other consequences that have to be accommodated are 
the manufacturing facility re-layout and re-dimensioning.   Figure 8.2 shows the 
proposed manufacturing new facility layout for this scenario while the detail layout 
dimension for all Improvement scenarios are attached in Appendix S. 
 
Figure 8.2 Proposed Facility Layout for First Improvement Scenario 
 The other physical change that arrived because of this scenario is number of 
Human Resources elimination to handle the workstation processes.  If each 
workstation assumed need two operators to handle the process, its mean six operators 
can be reduced since three workstations are eliminated from the manufacturing line. 
In summarized, the First scenario is expected to achieve more efficient 
manufacturing line and more optimized resources. 
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8.3 Second Improvement Scenario 
After using Line Balancing approach in first Scenario, the Second scenario is 
based on semi – simultaneous or parallel operation in Metal Finish workstations.  
The basic idea is still similar to the previous scenario which is reducing the 
discrepancies between Body Welding and Metal Finish workstations standard time in 
order to eliminate the buffer area and also improve the system performances.  The 
Body Welding workstations are kept ungrouped as their initial condition but the 
Metal Finish operations are proposed into parallel operations for enhancing the 
capacity in Metal Finish operation.  The other main idea for this scenario is how to 
improve the total production capacity of Body Shop section.  As mentioned before, 
Body Shop section is divided into two major operations which are Body Welding 
whereby translated into workstation 1 to 7 and Metal Finish operations with 
workstation 8 until 11.  
8.3.1 General Concept 
As shown in Figure 8.3, Metal Finish operation (workstation 8 – 11) is 
enhanced to the two identical processing lines.  The Metal Finish processing 
sequence from workstation 8 to workstation 11 are identically reproduced by another 
similar processing sequence. 
 
Figure 8.3 Parallel operations for second improvement scenario 
Product from Body Welding operation will enter the Metal Finish operation 
through either sequence A or B base on the smallest number in queue rule.  With this 
mechanism, although Workstation’s standard time in Metal Finish operation are 
Metal Finish - Sequence A 
Metal Finish - Sequence B 
Body welding 
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much higher that the Body Welding operation, the processing capacity of the Metal 
Finish may accommodate the speed from Body welding so the buffer area might be 
eliminated and Total Production Capacity is expected can be significantly improved. 
There are no major changes in material handling methods and workstation processing 
method in this improvement scenario.  
8.3.2 Physical Changes 
Facility re layout and four additional workstations are exactly the major 
physical changes required to apply this improvement scenario. Four additional 
workstations in Metal Finish operation also need another four additional machine 
related to its processes.  The manufacturing layout is needed to be re design to 
accommodate four new workstations.   Figure 8.4 illustrate the proposed new 
manufacturing Facility Layout to accommodate this improvement scenario. 
 
Figure 8.4 Proposed Facility Layout for second improvement scenario. 
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 The U – shape manufacturing line are proposed as a basis for Facility Layout 
and Resource arrangement to accommodate this scenario.  Two Metal Finish process 
sequences are implemented in the shop floor while semi automatic or manual 
overhead crane are probably the most suitable material handling device in this 
scenario.  
8.4 Third Improvement Scenario 
Basically, the third scenario is the enhancement of the second scenario.  In 
this scenario, the workstation processes and material handling system are 
standardized and automated.  No major layout adjustment needed in this scenario, 
just an enhancement of material handling devices and system and also workstations 
process standardization.   Figure 8.5 illustrated the third improvement scenario in 
diagrammatic form. 
 
Figure 8.5 Separated automatic material handling system and process 
standardization for third improvement scenario 
8.4.1 General Concept 
The manufacturing line in third scenario generally divided into three major 
sections: Body Welding operation, Metal Finish operation – sequence A, and Metal 
Finish operation – sequence B.   Separated automatic material handling systems are 
applied into each operation section with non-accumulating automatic belt/roller 
conveyor with pallet as main material handling device.  Since every workstations in 
Conveyor System 1 
Conveyor System 3 
Metal Finish – Sequence A 
Conveyor System 2 
Metal finish – Sequence B 
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each section are connected to each other with the conveyor, so the processing time in 
each workstation in the same section must be synchronized and standardized.  The 
longest processing time in Metal Finish section is 16 minute which is in Workstation 
10, and because of to parallel sequence in this section, so the average processing time 
might be standardized as if each processes will take about 8 minute in one sequence 
only.  
Since the Metal Finish sections workstation standard time is set up in 8 
minute, so the Body Welding sections is also expected to be set up in 8 minutes of 
workstation standard time.   As shown in Figure 8.5,  almost all of the Body Welding 
workstations standard time is 8 minute, so generally almost all workstation in Body 
Welding section can accommodate the 8 minute benchmark except workstation 5 
which is have almost 10 minutes of standard time.  There are two alternatives for 
reducing this standard time, the first alternative is assumed that the process in 
workstation 5 can be speed up until reach the benchmark time.  The other alternative 
is to break down the task in workstation 5 into two smaller tasks which required 
much less than 8 minute standard time even though this solution drives an additional 
workstation or resource requirements because workstation 5 is broke down into two 
smaller serial workstations with less than 8 minute standard time for each.   Figure 
8.6 illustrated this solution alternative to standardize the workstation standard time. 
8.4.2 Physical Changes 
The main physical change for this scenario comparing to the second scenario 
is the addition of three separated automated material handling as mentioned above. 
Two vertical and L-shape grey areas in Figure 8.6 indicated those three separated 
automatic conveyor system.  Those three conveyor system are locally synchronized 
in each section but still separated system to each other.  For material handling device 
from Body Welding section to Metal Finish sections, manual / semi automatic 
overhead crane still mainly used. 
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 Another physical change in third scenario is one additional workstation for 
workstation 5 that have broken down into two smaller workstations, so totally 16 
workstations are required to accommodate the third improvement scenario. 
 
Figure 8.6 Proposed Facility Layout for third Improvement Scenario 
8.5 Fourth Improvement Scenario 
The Fourth improvement scenario is designed to accommodate of full 
automated assembly processes, so that the standardized accurate standard time in 
each workstation must be achieved consistently.   This scenario fully synchronizing 
the whole assembly operation into one automated workstation process combined 
with one integrated non-accumulating automated conveyor system.   
To accommodate the process standardization and synchronization, processes 
in each workstation of Metal Finish which is station 8, 9 ,10, 11 were broke down 
into two smaller processes each station (8A-8B, 9A-9B, 10A-10B, and 11A-11B) so 
the lower operation time expected can be achieved.   
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Figure 8.7 described the improvement scenario in diagrammatic form as 
follows: 
 
Figure 8.7 Full integrated standardized processes with one non-accumulating 
automated material handling system 
8.5.1 General Concept 
Implementation of one integrated synchronized automated material handling 
required several assumptions to be appropriately applied.   The most important factor 
to support this scenario is workstation process standardization.  The standardized 
processing times in each workstation are the pre-requisite factor to implement full 
synchronized process.   
Since the material handling system will depend on one integrated conveyor 
system, so the process time in each station must be assumed in exact similar time, 
otherwise the conveyor might not be set-up in a certain speed and stop time.  The 
conveyor is non-accumulating; its mean the conveyor will only transfer the product 
in the same time period and frequency.  When the products are processed in certain 
workstations, the conveyor will stop for certain standardized time. During that, the 
workstations must process the product and finished it right before the conveyor start 
again.  After that, conveyor will transfer the product to the proceeding workstation 
with constant speed.  The product is processed on the pallet that is settled up on the 
conveyor surface.  
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Many manufacturing expertise believe that the most significant methods for 
standardizing the process time is automating the workstation processes.  Fully 
automated workstation implementation suggested as the best solution regarding to 
workstation process standardization. 
8.5.2 Physical Changes 
As illustrated above, the main changes of this improvement scenario is the 
implementation of one integrated synchronized automated material handling system. 
Bold dark grey U – shape in Figure 8.8 indicated the conveyor system for this 
scenario.  Automated belt or roller conveyor system with pallet suggested as the 
appropriate material handling system for this scenario.  At the other hands, full 
automated Workstation process will be a major suggested solution to support this 
scenario. 
 
Figure 8.8 Proposed Facility Layout for fourth improvement scenario 
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The other major changes for this scenario comparing to the initial system is 
four additional workstation for accommodate the Metal Finish operation breaking 
down.  Each workstation in Metal Finish section is broke down into two smaller task 
workstations in order to achieve the smaller Workstation Standard Time.   
In summarized, the fourth improvement scenario required a radical changes 
in manufacturing system due to the material handling system, facility layout, and 
also the number on workstation as well as the machine type that are used in each 
workstation operation.  Among the other three scenario, its can be indicated that the 
fourth scenario is the most radical improvement design comparing to the initial 
system. 
8.6 Chapter Summary 
Based on the illustration trough this Chapter, its can be summarized that four 
Manufacturing Process Re-engineering Design have proposed in this Chapter.  Those 
design are translated into four System Improvement Scenario with different 
characteristic each other.  Line efficiency, facility layout, material handling system, 
and workstation operation mode are the fundamental factors in designing the 
Manufacturing Re-engineering / Improvement Scenario. 
Each scenario required several initial system adjustment and changes in term 
of facility layout, material handling system, number of resources, and also the 
operation mode and devices requirement.  The fourth Manufacturing Re-engineering 
/ Improvement scenario is the most radical design comparing to the others.   
Finally, with several improvement Scenarios, the initial system performances 
are expected can be improved significantly. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER NINE 
MANUFACTURING PROCESS RE-ENGINEERING MODEL 
DEVELOPMENT 
9.1 Introduction 
As explained in previous Chapter, there are four Manufacturing Process Re-
engineering scenario have been developed to improve the initial system 
performances.  This Chapter illustrated the general model development processes of 
those scenario bases on interface design, system modeling, animation modeling, and 
programming steps. 
9.2 Interface Design 
In line with initial model interface design, there are four main window 
interface for each Manufacturing Process Re-engineering scenarios model which are 
main menu, simulation view, system performance indicator, and facility layout 
window interfaces.  Main menu windows could be accessed by “m” key shortcut 
while key “f” is for facility layout window and key “5” for system performance 
indicator window.  Key “1, 2, 3, 4 and q” are for simulation window.  Appendix T 
described the detail of interface design for each manufacturing Re-engineering 
scenarios.  
Simulation control might be run in the simulation window with “F5” key for 
run or simulate the model, “Esc” key for pause the simulation runs, “Alt+F5” key for 
stop the simulation, and “Shift+F5” key for start over the simulation run. Figure 9.1 
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until 9.4 describe the all window interface for those four Manufacturing Process Re-
engineering scenarios. 
 
Figure 9.1 First Manufacturing Re-engineering scenario’s Interfaces 
``` 
Figure 9.2 Second Manufacturing Re-engineering scenario’s Interfaces 
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Figure 9.3 Third Manufacturing Re-engineering scenario’s Interfaces 
 
Figure 9.4 Fourth Manufacturing Re-engineering scenario’s Interfaces 
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 Since number of work-in-process product is not the system performance 
indicator taken for Manufacturing Process Re-engineering scenario, so this variable 
is not attached in system performance indicator’s window interfaces.  
9.3 System Modeling 
Basically, the modeling process, methodology, and procedures of 
Manufacturing Process Re-engineering scenario is quiet similar with the initial 
system modeling as stated in Chapter 6.  Even though, the complexity of each 
scenario is relatively different so that required the different modeling elements to be 
applied.   
As shown in Table 9.1, with around 214 system element, the fourth scenario 
can be measured as the most complex system, whereby required the most number of 
system elements to be modeled comparing to the others.  Although only 190 system 
element modeled in second scenario, but it’s required the most of line command to 
be develop with 911 lines of command and 65 blocks while the third scenario used 
the most of different module type with 16 different module types.  
Table 9.1: Modeling elements comparison for Initial Model and 
Manufacturing Process Re-engineering scenarios 
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As illustrated in Chapter 6 and Table 9.1, there are 8 different module types 
used in initial system modeling phase. Since have greater complexity, four different 
types of module are implemented for Manufacturing Process Re-engineering 
scenario development.  Table 9.2 illustrated the functionality of those four additional 
module types. 
Table 9.2: Additional Command Module used for Manufacturing Process Re-
engineering scenario modeling 
No. COMMAND MODULE 
MODULE 
TEMPLATE FUNCTION 
RELATED RESOUCE 
(Workstation / WS) APPLIED IN 
1. ADVANCE SERVER Common 
On – conveyor 
processing activity 
All Workstations with 
conveyor basis material 
handling device  
• 3rd SCENARIO 
• 4th SCENARIO 
2. PICKQ Support 
Pick the following 
workstation base on 
cyclical and smallest 
number if queue basis 
Entity entering the 
parallel processing 
(From Body welding 
operation to Metal 
Finish sequences) 
• 2nd  SCENARIO 
• 3rd  SCENARIO 
3. CONVEYOR Transfer 
Set conveyor data : 
Type, number of cells, 
speed, cell size, etc 
Material handling device 
: Conveyor 
• 3rd SCENARIO 
• 4th SCENARIO 
4. SEGMENT Transfer 
Set conveyor data in 
each workstation 
:Conveyor length, related 
workstations, etc   
All Workstations with 
conveyor basis material 
handling device 
• 3rd SCENARIO 
• 4th SCENARIO 
9.4 Animation Modeling 
Next, animations modeling of Manufacturing Process Re-engineering 
scenario are also relatively similar with animation modeling of initial model. Most of 
the picture animations that are represent the entity and resources are still same with 
the initial models.  
 Several additional animations are made to meet the related scenario 
environment. Conveyors, automated workstations, and pallet are several new 
addition picture animations for re-engineering scenarios.  Table 9.3 described the 
additional entity and resource animation for re-engineering scenario. 
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Table 9.3: Additional Entity and Resource animation modeling for Manufacturing 
Process Re-engineering scenario 
No. PICTURE SYSTEM ELEMENT 
1. 
 
 
AUTOMATED WORKSTATIONS: IDLE 
2. 
 
 
AUTOMATED WORKSTATION: BUSY 
3. 
 
 
STANDARDIZED REPAIRING & FINISHING 
WORKSTATION: IDLE 
4. 
 
 
STANDARDIZED REPAIRING & FINISHING 
WORKSTATION: BUSY 
5. 
 
 
EMPTY PALLET 
6. 
 
 
AUTOMATED MATERIAL HANDLING 
SYSTEM: CONVEYOR  
 
After all system elements are modeled and animated, the next steps is model 
verification or model testing to examine whether the scenario developed are have 
errors or not.  As explained before, ARENA’s instant model checker is used to verify 
the developed re-engineering scenarios.  
Moreover, after all verification / model testing processes were done, the 
animated models are ready to be run and analysis.  Figure 9.5 until 9.8 illustrated the 
full animated reengineering scenario model’s run in simulation window interfaces. 
The animation modeling covered most of system elements: entity, resource, shop 
floor, system variable, events, activity, attribute, and also system state. 
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Figure 9.5 Animated simulation view for the first Re-engineering scenario 
 
Figure 9.6 Animated simulation view for the second Re-engineering scenario 
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Figure 9.7 Animated simulation view for the third Re-engineering scenario 
 
Figure 9.8 Animated simulation view for the fourth Re-engineering scenario 
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9.5 Source Module Used 
Source module used described the entire modeled system element in each 
model as illustrated in Table 9.1.  The source modules that are used to model 
Manufacturing Process Re-engineering Scenarios are attached in Appendix U. 
9.6 Chapter Summary 
Base on the illustration trough this Chapter, its may conclude that four 
Manufacturing Process Re-engineering scenario have been modeled 
comprehensively with different degree of complexity for each model. 
Re-engineering scenario model were developed base on five modeling 
aspects which are interface design, system development (programming), animation 
development, model testing (verification), and also the characteristic of proposed 
system as stated in Chapter 7. 
Based of model testing activity whereby done by ARENA’s instant model 
checker, it is conclude that all developed model are contains no errors and warning 
so that all Manufacturing Process Re-engineering scenario are appropriately to be 
simulated and analyzed.  
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TEN 
MANUFACTURING PROCESS RE-ENGINEEING SCENARIO OUTPUT 
ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON 
10.1 Introduction 
Four Manufacturing Process Re-engineering scenarios have completely 
developed.  All scenarios have run for 20 working days with 5 days of warm-up 
period.  This Chapter explained the simulation result analysis and comparison 
between each Re-engineering scenarios.  System performance indicator which are 
used for output analysis are output standard, finish product cycle time, manufacturing 
line efficiency (workstation average utility), and also other related system 
characteristic variable. 
10.2 Simulation Output Result 
Same as what have been done for initial model output analysis as mentioned 
in Chapter 7, all re-engineering model are run as a single replication with 9600 
minutes simulation length.  The first 2400 minute’s data are truncated as a warm-up 
period and statistical data is collected in daily basis.  From total 20 working day 
simulation length, the first 5 working days data are truncated.  So there are 15 series 
of data for simulation result. All simulation result firstly generated by 
ARENA’s auto generated simulation report and save the result into the file. 
After that, the chosen system performance indicator is re-recorded from the 
auto generated simulation report and processed into Table and graph format 
for analysis.  The detail of Manufacturing Process Re-engineering scenario 
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simulation output result is attached in Appendix V.  Table 10.1 until 10.4 
described the processed re-engineering scenario simulation result that is 
presented in tabular format.  
Table 10.1: First re-engineering scenario simulation result 
 
Table 10.2: Second re-engineering scenario simulation result 
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Table 10.3: Third re-engineering scenario simulation result 
 
Table 10.4: Fourth re-engineering scenario simulation result 
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10.3 System Performance Comparison 
To analyze system performance of each Re-engineering scenario, system 
variable result from each scenario is compared to each other and also to initial model. 
The comparison is based on the chosen system performance variable which are 
output standard, finish product cycle time, and manufacturing line efficiency. 
10.3.1 Output Standard 
First system performance indicator to be compared is output standard. Output 
standard is a general common normal daily production capacity of the manufacturing 
line.  Figure 10.1 described the output standard comparison between initial models 
(0) until fourth re-engineering scenario (4) with interval confidence included.  
 
 
Figure 10.1 Comparison of output standard for each scenario and initial model 
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 The initial model produced 29 products per day while the first re-engineering 
scenario only accommodates 28 units daily.  Although the first scenario might 
possible have higher line efficiency as, but the production capacity is lower than the 
initial model.  The confidence interval for each scenario’s output standard variables 
are also compared as follows: 
 With parallel operation suggestion in second scenario, the output standard 
increased dramatically until 43.5 unit per day or around 50% higher than the initial 
model.  It’s proved that parallel operation in Metal Finish section can significantly 
improve the production capacity.  
 Process standardization and separated automated material handling system in 
third re-engineering scenario might give 6 additional product daily or about 14% 
higher than the second scenario.  With this proposed system, 49.5 unit of daily 
production capacity can be achieved satisfactorily. 
 The fourth re-engineering scenario which is apply a full synchronized 
automated process and material handling system can boost the daily output standard 
at 56 unit per day which is 13%  higher that previous scenario and more than 93% 
higher from the initial model.  This result is also justified that process breaking down 
and process automation might increase the production capacity radically. 
10.3.2 Finish Product Cycle Time 
The other system performance indicator to be compared is product cycle 
time. As explained earlier in the previous Chapter, finish product cycle time is the 
interval time between finish product created at the end of the manufacturing 
processes.  Workstation standard time and transfer time are the most important 
element in finish product cycle time formulation.  Figure 10.2 illustrated the 
comparison of the finish product cycle time for each re-engineering scenarios and 
initial model and also their confidence intervals. 
As stated in Figure 10.2, initial model cycle time is 22.5 minutes per product.  
The re-engineering scenario development seemed can reduce the cycle time form 
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first scenario until fourth scenarios are: 20, 17.9, 9, and 8 minutes per product.  Its 
mean, the finish product cycle time totally might reduce until 60% by fourth re-
engineering scenario. 
Different from output standard comparison, which is the most significant 
improvement is occur in second scenario, for the cycle time third re-engineering 
scenario gave the most significant improvement from 17.9 minute reduced almost 
50% to 9 minute per product.  Since the second scenario mainly apply parallel 
processing and third scenario apply automated process, so its can be determined that 
parallel processing will improve significantly in production capacity, but process 
automation / standardization will mainly effected to the cycle time.  
 
 
Figure 10.2 Comparison of cycle time for each scenario and initial model 
 As stated in figure above, since automated workstation processes are applied 
in the third and fourth scenarios, the cycle time for those two scenarios are fully 
standardized with almost no variability. 
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10.3.3 Manufacturing Line Efficiency 
Another one system performance to be examined and compared between 
initial model and each re-engineering scenario is manufacturing line efficiency. 
Manufacturing efficiency describe the total system utility.  The higher line efficiency 
means that the manufacturing system is more efficient and utilizes, at the same time 
also means less idle time.  Figure 10.3 illustrated the manufacturing line efficiency 
between initial model and each re-engineering scenarios.  
Figure 10.3 likely explained that second re-engineering scenario, which is 
apply Line Balancing with process grouping  approach gave the most significant line 
efficiency improvement from 61.5 % in the initial model until 84.55% in second 
scenario (37.5 % improvement).  The detail of manufacturing line efficiency of each 
model can be found at the end of Appendix V. 
 
Figure 10.3 Comparison of line efficiency (average resource utility) for each 
scenario and initial model. 
10.3.4 Performance Improvement Significance Determination 
Even though several performance indicators of re-engineering scenarios are 
like better than the initial model, but this is not actually represent the significance of 
those improvement.  For ensuring the degree of significance of those improvements 
of re-engineering scenario, an appropriate testing is mainly should be taken.  Banks 
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et al. (2001) used the Bonferroni approach for the test and the other hands Law and 
Kelton (2000) applied pairwise (paired-t) comparison to justify the difference 
significance between two system alternatives.   In this project, mixed Bonferroni and 
pairwise confidence interval comparison test are applied to determine the 
improvement significance of between each re-engineering scenarios and initial 
model.  
Bonferroni test is a method to justify the comparison of several alternatives of 
sample sets by determining the differences between each two sample while pairwise 
comparison is implemented to identify the differences between two sets of samples.  
If there are two samples (e.g. Sample 1 and sample 2) described two 
alternatives of certain simulation result output variables to be compared,  Banks et al. 
(2001) and Law and Kelton (2000) explained that the pairwise comparison interval 
confidence can be calculated using formulas as follows: 
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While: 
1. )12( −x  = differences between sample 2’s value and sample’s 1 
2. )12( −x  = mean estimation for )12( −μ , mean 
3. )12( −s  = standard deviation )12( −σ  
4. R  = number of data / replication / batches (this project : 15) 
5. α−1  = interval confidence (this project: 95%) 
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The differences between samples sets considered significance if the 
calculated interval confidence is only whether in negative range or positive.  The 
higher values in both of negative or positive range indicated the more significance of 
the differences.  At the other hands, if the calculated interval confidence is in the 
range between positive and negative value (values range contains zero) its mean 
there are no significance difference between those two samples sets. 
 In this project, output standard and product cycle time are the chosen system 
variables to be compared between each re-engineering scenarios and initial model.  
Figure 10.4 and 10.5 are illustrated the difference interval confidence calculation 
steps using Bonferroni method to determine the improvement significances of the 
scenarios based on output standard and product cycle time variables whereby Table 
10.5 and 10.6 mentioned the 95% individual interval confidence for all pairwise 
comparison for those simulation variables.  
 
Figure 10.4 System improvement significance determination using Bonferroni 
paired-t confidence interval method for output standard variable 
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 Based on Figure 10.4 can be concluded that among those four re-engineering 
design, only the first scenario that is less significance in terms of output standard 
differences to the initial model.  Its alike that the first scenario’s output standard is 
less than the initial model’s, however it is not very significance. 
Table 10.5: Individual 95 % confidence intervals for all pairwise comparison )12( −x  
for output standard variable 
Paired-t of Re-engineering Scenario 
2x   
1 2 3 4 
0 -0.87 ±  0.43 14.47 ± 0.48 20.47 ± 0.65 26.53 ± 0.37 
1  15.33 ± 0.60 21.33 ± 0.64 27.40 ± 0.36 
2   6.00± 0.75 12.07 ±0.55 1`x  
3    6.07 ± 0.57 
 
Table 10.6: Individual 95 % confidence intervals for all pairwise comparison )12( −x  
for output product cycle time variable 
Paired-t of Re-engineering Scenario 
2x   
1 2 3 4 
0 -2.53 ± 2.83 -4.67 ± 2.9 -13.53 ± 2.9 -14.53 ± 2.9 
1  -2.13 ± 0.52 -11 ± 0.43 -12 ± 0.43 
2   -8.87± 0.3 -9.87 ±0.3 1`x  
3    -1 ± 0 
 
 As shown in Table 10.6 and Figure 10.5, the third and fourth re-engineering 
scenarios gave the highly improvement significances of product cycle time reduce 
between all developed scenarios.  There are no significant difference between the 
first scenario cycle time and the initial model, however there are improvement in the 
second scenario although much less significance that the third and fourth. 
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Figure 10.5 System improvement significance determination using Bonferroni 
paired-t confidence interval method for product cycle time variable 
10.3.5 Other Resources 
Despite of those three system performance indicator as explained earlier, the 
characteristic of each model, operation mode, material handling system and number 
of resource required for each re-engineering scenario and initial model are also 
compared to achieve comprehensive understanding of the general behavior and 
performance of those models. 
As illustrated in previous section and also stated in Table below, the most 
significant improvement of manufacturing line efficiency is achieved by first 
scenario whereby Line Balancing and Process Grouping approach.  At the other 
hand, the most rapid increase of production capacity is achieved by second re-
engineering scenario which is Parallel Processing. Moreover, the third scenario that 
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apply automated process contribute the most massive reduce of finish product cycle 
times. 
Those identification, generally justify that among all Manufacturing Re-
engineering scenario in n this project,  Line Balancing approach is seemed gave the 
best improvement for Manufacturing Line Efficiency, while Parallel Processing for 
production capacity and Standardized / Automated Process is the most significant 
approach to reduce the finish product cycle time.  
However, the fourth scenario, which is apply the combination of Automated 
Processing approach and Synchronized material handling system is exactly give the 
best manufacturing system performances in  term of Production Capacity, Product 
Cycle Time, and also Manufacturing Line Efficiency.  Table 10.7 illustrated the 
comprehensive comparison of each scenarios and initial system. 
Table 10.7: Comparison of whole system characteristic and performance indicator 
between each re-engineering scenarios and initial model 
 
 As shown in Table 10.7, each Manufacturing Process Re-engineering 
scenario despite of giving the system performance improvement also required certain 
of consequences to be applied.  Radical facility layout revision, workstation / 
machine addition, adjustment and implementation of new material handling system, 
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and workstation process mode revision are likely very important factors to be 
considered before applying a new Manufacturing System as proposed. 
 Every changes, revision, or implementation of new manufacturing resources 
and system always collaborate with wider manufacturing aspect like the main 
objectives, resource availability, management policy, and also the corporate culture. 
In this opportunity, it’s necessary to be stated that all those aspects is beyond this 
research project scope which is only in technical aspect of those four Manufacturing 
Process Re-engineering scenarios.  All scenarios are justified as feasible solution for 
manufacturing system performance improvement because all those Re-engineering 
scenarios are technically highly possible to be applied in the real current 
manufacturing system. 
10.4 Chapter Summary 
All four Manufacturing Process Re-engineering scenarios are successfully 
being simulated in 20 working days runs with 5 working days as warm up period.  
Production capacity or output standard, product cycle time, and manufacturing line 
efficiency are the chosen system performance indicator to describe the behavior and 
characteristic of each scenarios.  The performance indicator form each scenario and 
initial model are being compared to give more comprehensive understanding (strong 
and weaknesses) among scenarios and initial model. 
Each Re-engineering scenario significantly contributes to the system 
performance improvement.  The most significant improvement of manufacturing line 
efficiency is achieved by Line Balancing and Process Grouping approach in first 
scenario.  The most rapid increase of production capacity is achieved by second re-
engineering scenario which is Parallel Processing.  Moreover, the third scenario that 
is apply automated process contribute the most massive reduce of finish product 
cycle times.  However, the fourth scenario, with combination of Automated 
Processing approach and Synchronized material handling system is give the best 
manufacturing system performances based on all indicators. 
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 Certain consequences are needed to apply each Re-engineering scenario. 
Radical facility layout revision, workstation process mode revision, machine 
addition, and implementation of new material handling system are likely needed to 
be mainly considered. 
 
 
CHAPTER ELEVEN 
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
11.1 Research Summary 
Simulation is one of tools that have been use widely in several manufacturing 
area and organizations.  Using a valid simulation model may possible give several 
benefit and advantages in creating the better manufacturing design in order to 
improve the performances.  This project is concerning in implementing a computer 
based simulation model to design scenarios for performances improvement. 
Manufacturing process reengineering is designed based on three approaches 
and principles: minimizing imbalance workloads in assembly line, improving 
material handling capabilities through facilities re-layout, and automating the 
manufacturing processes.  Meanwhile, Body Shop and Metal Finish department of 
PMI’s Isuzu N-Series assembly plant is the base of the project’s case study.  Based 
on their current manufacturing plant configuration, there was founded that the 
current manufacturing system still have high probability to be improved.  The project 
location is based at Body shop and Metal Finish section of PMI’ Truck assembly 
plant Jakarta, Indonesia. 
The project outcome is to give the significant contribution to the user or client 
in improving their manufacturing performances in order facing the business 
challenges and dealing with the problem environment. 
Furthermore, many respective research work had been done by distinguish 
researchers and expertise that support and assure this important “position” of  
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simulation in manufacturing problem solving area which is being use as the 
foundation of this project.  
Using a computer based simulation model may possible as the most favorable 
approach in analyzing, evaluating, designing, and implementing the new 
manufacturing process configuration in order to improve its performances, especially 
in automotive assembly line  without taking a high risk probability of experimental 
design in the real system. 
Manufacturing system modeling and improvement framework (project 
methodology) will be conducted based on the discrete event simulation methodology 
with little expansion and modification whereby introduced by Banks et al. (2001). 
Data gathering process was done using observation, document analysis and 
interview tools while the primary data was prioritized.  However, secondary data 
collection and gathering also conducted for certain cases of primary data 
unavailability. 
Some data representation method, such us histogram, diagram, plot and table 
are used in analyzing both of real system and improved alternatives design. 
Statistical test also applied to measure the validity of the model and data as well as to 
justify the alternatives model performances.  
All related data was successfully collected and tested.  Based on both of 
quantitative and qualitative validity test, it is concluded that the data is sufficient and 
qualified to be used for input modeling. 
The initial simulation model has been appropriately developed in term of 
process logic, animation and interfaces using ARENA version 7.1 Simulation 
application package.  The model is meet the all the requirement of ARENA’s model 
verification standard and also the simulation run characterization have been 
determined accordingly fit to non-terminating system behavior characteristic.  
Warm-up time, simulation length, data collection cycle, and starting method during 
replication are the chosen parameters for simulation run characterization. 
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Simulation result have collected during 20 simulation runs with four major 
system variables which are Output Standard and number of input, finish product 
cycle time, number of WIP in  buffer area, and workstations utility. 
 Model validation test have conducted with several technique and base on this, 
initial Simulation model developed can be conclude as a VALID model since meet 
all requirements of Face Validity, Assumption Validity, and Input-Output 
Transformation Validity.  
Next, four Manufacturing Process Re-engineering Design have proposed to 
improve the system performance.  Those designs are translated into four System 
Improvement Scenario with different characteristic each other.  Line efficiency, 
facility layout, material handling system, and workstation operation mode are the 
fundamental factors in designing the Manufacturing Re-engineering / Improvement 
Scenario. 
Each scenario required several initial system adjustment and changes in term 
of facility layout, material handling system, number of resources, and also the 
operation mode and devices requirement.  The fourth Manufacturing Re-engineering 
/ Improvement scenario is the most radical design comparing to the others.   
All Manufacturing Process Re-engineering scenarios have been modeled 
comprehensively with different degree of complexity for each model.  Re-
engineering scenario model were developed base on five modeling aspects which are 
interface design, system development (programming), animation development, 
model testing (verification), and also the characteristic of proposed system. 
Based of model testing activity whereby done by ARENA’s instant model 
checker, it is conclude that all developed model are contains no errors and warning 
so that all Manufacturing Process Re-engineering scenario are appropriately verified 
to be simulated and analyzed.  
All four Manufacturing Process Re-engineering scenarios are successfully 
being simulated in 20 working days runs with 5 working days as warm up period.  
Production capacity or output standard, product cycle time, and manufacturing line 
efficiency are the chosen system performance indicator to describe the behavior and 
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characteristic of each scenarios.  The performance indicator form each scenario and 
initial model are being compared to give more comprehensive understanding (strong 
and weaknesses) among scenarios and initial model. 
Each re-engineering scenario significantly contributes to the system 
performance improvement.  The most significant improvement of manufacturing line 
efficiency is achieved by Line Balancing and Process Grouping approach in first 
scenario.  The most rapid increase of production capacity is achieved by second re-
engineering scenario which is Parallel Processing.  Moreover, the third scenario that 
is apply automated process contribute the most massive reduce of finish product 
cycle times.  However, the fourth scenario, with combination of Automated 
Processing approach and Synchronized material handling system contributed the best 
manufacturing system performances based on all indicators. 
 Certain consequences are needed to apply each re-engineering scenario. 
Radical facility layout revision, workstation process mode revision, machine 
addition, and implementation of new material handling system are likely needed to 
be mainly considered. 
11.2 Conclusions 
Based on the research documentation trough all chapters in this report, 
several conclusions might be determined: 
1. Current real manufacturing system has been translated into discrete event 
computer based simulation model using ARENA simulation package. 
Based on the validity test result, the developed model is appropriately 
meet all of model validity requirements.   
2. Current manufacturing system has been analyzed promptly and 
satisfactorily and based on the analysis using a valid initial simulation 
model and it is concluded that current manufacturing performances are 
still highly possible to be improved. 
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3. Four Manufacturing Process Re-engineering scenarios have developed as 
a proposed system improvement design for the current system.  The 
proposed design scenario characteristic might define as follows: 
• First scenario:  Line Balancing with Process Grouping 
• Second scenario: Parallel processing / simultaneous process for Metal 
Finish Operation  
• Third scenario: Parallel processing for Metal Finish Operation with 
automated workstation and separated automated material handling 
system. 
• Fourth scenario:  Full Automated operation with synchronized 
material handling system 
4. Base on the comparison analysis of re-engineering scenarios 
performances, it is clearly identified that the Fourth Manufacturing 
Process Re-engineering scenario gives the best system performances 
improvement among all proposed design. 
5. Several new manufacturing managerial policy and decision are seemed 
necessary to be enforced in applying the Re-engineering scenario.  
Radical facility layout revision, workstation process mode revision, 
machine addition, and implementation of new material handling system 
are likely the major factor to be considered. 
11.3 Constraint and Challenges 
The major challenge is location of the case study which is in Indonesia.  
There were a problem for data collecting and user verifications. Because of budget 
limitation, the data collection only carried out during semester break in December 
2005 until January 2006, while user verifications only done with on-line 
communication that may possible have less user feedback.  This circumstance drives 
the modeler being in not conducive situation to optimize the model iteratively. 
The next constraint faced of the project is in designing the automated 
workcell model. Since the current processes are still depend on manual and semi-
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automatic, so basically the automated workcell suggested for the improvement 
design.  Since unavailability of primary data about the characteristic of proposed 
automated manufacturing model, proposed automated manufacturing model only 
base on the secondary data and document analysis. 
11.4 Further and Expansion Suggestion 
Based on the result of this project, there are several possibilities of research 
expansion opportunity for those who interested in manufacturing research.  Numbers 
of expansion topic examples of this project can be determined as follows: 
1. Detail design of the automated workstation operation.  Several 
approaches can be applied in automating the workstation operation such 
us: robotic workcell, implementation of microcontroller, PLC, and other 
automated manufacturing based topics. 
2. Detail design of the synchronized material handling system.   
3. Feasibility study of Manufacturing Process Re-engineering scenario 
implementation. 
4. Three dimension manufacturing simulation modeling. 
5. Detail design of ergonomic workstation for manufacturing performance 
improvement. 
6. Tools design for Body Welding or Metal finish operation. 
7. Simulation packages performances comparison (model validity 
comparison of the same case study that developed with different 
simulation packages).  This topic can also defined is comparison of 
several simulation packages validity. 
8. Simulation model optimization using soft computing approach. (How to 
optimize the simulation model using soft computing approach). 
9. Manufacturing quality improvement in body welding and metal finish 
operation of truck assembly line. 
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11.5 Chapter Summary 
Based on the whole Chapters explanation, there might be concluded that this 
project is appropriately meet all objectives and scope.  There are also some constraint 
and challenges that faced, however it is might be reduced with some policy wisely, 
so that the whole project outcome and deliverables are still can be achieved 
appropriately. 
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b. Project 2’s Gantt Chart 
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WORKSTATION NAME : (1) REAR FLOOR ASSEMBLY
OPERATION TECHNIQUE : SEMI - AUTOMATIC
Time Unit : Minutes
N LT ST PT UT CT/NT STT
1 0.54 4.87 0.26 5.66 6.47 6.85
2 0.60 4.77 0.10 5.47 6.25 6.85
3 0.73 4.23 0.87 5.83 6.66 6.85
4 0.89 4.88 1.38 7.15 8.17 6.85
5 0.83 4.32 0.36 5.51 6.30 6.85
6 0.81 4.56 0.49 5.86 6.69 6.85
7 0.78 4.35 0.93 6.05 6.92 6.85
8 0.92 4.91 0.47 6.30 7.20 6.85
9 0.89 4.65 1.56 7.11 8.12 6.85
10 0.87 4.80 0.49 6.16 7.04 6.85
11 0.73 4.71 0.47 5.91 6.76 6.85
12 0.72 4.91 0.26 5.89 6.73 6.85
13 0.86 4.80 0.16 5.83 6.66 6.85
14 0.81 4.88 0.50 6.20 7.08 6.85
15 0.76 4.25 0.45 5.47 6.25 6.85
16 0.61 4.34 1.59 6.54 7.48 6.85
17 0.69 4.46 0.54 5.70 6.51 6.85
18 0.78 4.51 0.13 5.42 6.20 6.85
19 0.72 4.58 0.28 5.57 6.37 6.85
20 0.72 4.71 2.26 7.70 8.80 6.85
21 1.01 4.26 0.45 5.73 6.55 6.85
22 0.80 5.32 0.06 6.18 7.06 6.85
23 0.70 4.29 0.67 5.67 6.48 6.85
24 0.58 4.72 0.38 5.68 6.49 6.85
25 0.60 4.83 0.92 6.35 7.26 6.85
26 0.78 4.29 1.03 6.10 6.97 6.85
27 0.82 4.42 0.54 5.78 6.61 6.85
28 0.83 4.64 0.07 5.54 6.33 6.85
29 0.83 4.31 0.96 6.10 6.97 6.85
30 0.83 4.38 0.25 5.46 6.24 6.85
Statistical Summary :
Average : 0.77 4.60 0.63 6.00 6.85
Standart Deviation : 0.110 0.270 0.518 0.542 0.62
Maximum : 1.01 5.32 2.26 7.70 8.80
Minimum : 0.54 4.23 0.06 5.42 6.20
Median : 0.78 4.61 0.48 5.84 6.68
N : Sequence of data CT/NT: Cycle Time / Normal Time
LT : Load Time STT: Standart Time
ST : Set-up Time Manual Operation : CT = LT + ST + PT + UT
PT : Process Time Semi Automatic Operation : CT = LT + PT + UT
UT: Un-load Time Automatic Operation : CT = PT
DATA COLLECTION RESULT : OPERATION TIME
APPENDIX M
STANDARD TIME DATA COLLECTION RESULT AND CONTROL CHART
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2 sigma Control Chart of the data :
WORKSTATION NAME : (1) REAR FLOOR ASSEMBLY
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APPENDIX M
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WORKSTATION NAME : (2) FRONT FLOOR ASSEMBLY
OPERATION TECHNIQUE : SEMI - AUTOMATIC
Time Unit : Minutes
N LT ST PT UT CT/NT STT
1 0.30 4.76 0.21 5.28 6.03 7.65
2 1.15 6.15 0.46 7.76 8.87 7.65
3 1.03 5.67 0.43 7.13 8.15 7.65
4 0.92 5.25 0.40 6.56 7.50 7.65
5 1.16 6.18 0.47 7.81 8.92 7.65
6 0.95 5.36 0.41 6.72 7.68 7.65
7 0.87 5.05 0.38 6.30 7.20 7.65
8 1.07 5.85 0.44 7.37 8.42 7.65
9 0.81 4.80 0.36 5.97 6.83 7.65
10 0.93 5.28 0.40 6.61 7.55 7.65
11 0.71 4.40 0.33 5.44 6.21 7.65
12 1.12 6.03 0.45 7.60 8.68 7.65
13 0.84 4.93 0.37 6.14 7.02 7.65
14 0.48 5.49 0.26 6.24 7.13 7.65
15 1.32 6.82 0.51 8.66 9.89 7.65
16 0.92 5.25 0.40 6.57 7.51 7.65
17 1.17 6.23 0.47 7.87 8.99 7.65
18 1.19 6.32 0.48 7.99 9.13 7.65
19 0.73 4.50 0.34 5.57 6.37 7.65
20 1.14 6.12 0.46 7.72 8.82 7.65
21 0.82 4.82 0.36 6.00 6.86 7.65
22 1.18 6.27 0.47 7.93 9.06 7.65
23 0.94 5.32 0.40 6.66 7.61 7.65
24 0.74 4.54 0.34 5.63 6.43 7.65
25 0.88 5.07 0.38 6.33 7.23 7.65
26 1.01 5.62 0.42 7.05 8.06 7.65
27 0.72 4.43 0.34 5.49 6.27 7.65
28 0.61 4.00 0.30 4.92 5.62 7.65
29 1.16 6.22 0.47 7.85 8.97 7.65
30 0.75 4.57 0.35 5.66 6.47 7.65
Statistical Summary :
Average : 0.92 5.38 0.40 6.69 7.65
Standart Deviation : 0.230 0.723 0.069 0.987 1.13
Maximum : 1.32 6.82 0.51 8.66 9.89
Minimum : 0.30 4.00 0.21 4.92 5.62
Median : 0.93 5.30 0.40 6.59 7.53
N : Sequence of data CT/NT: Cycle Time / Normal Time
LT : Load Time STT: Standart Time
ST : Set-up Time Manual Operation : CT = LT + ST + PT + UT
PT : Process Time Semi Automatic Operation : CT = LT + PT + UT
UT: Un-load Time Automatic Operation : CT = PT
DATA COLLECTION RESULT : OPERATION TIME
APPENDIX M
STANDARD TIME DATA COLLECTION RESULT AND CONTROL CHART
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2 sigma Control Chart of the data :
WORKSTATION NAME : (2) FRONT FLOOR ASSEMBLY
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APPENDIX M
STANDARD TIME DATA COLLECTION RESULT AND CONTROL CHART
200
WORKSTATION NAME : (3) FLOOR ASSEMBLY
OPERATION TECHNIQUE : SEMI - AUTOMATIC
Time Unit : Minutes
N LT ST PT UT CT/NT STT
1 0.60 4.55 0.32 5.47 6.25 7.55
2 1.13 4.87 0.38 6.38 7.30 7.55
3 1.04 4.99 0.40 6.43 7.35 7.55
4 0.93 4.98 0.40 6.30 7.20 7.55
5 1.14 4.86 0.38 6.38 7.29 7.55
6 0.96 5.68 0.53 7.17 8.19 7.55
7 0.87 5.39 0.48 6.73 7.70 7.55
8 1.08 5.67 0.53 7.29 8.33 7.55
9 0.80 5.90 0.56 7.26 8.30 7.55
10 0.94 5.13 0.43 6.50 7.42 7.55
11 0.70 4.75 0.37 5.82 6.65 7.55
12 1.12 5.98 0.57 7.67 8.76 7.55
13 0.83 4.41 0.34 5.58 6.37 7.55
14 0.61 5.37 0.47 6.45 7.37 7.55
15 1.19 5.58 0.51 7.27 8.31 7.55
16 0.93 4.46 0.34 5.73 6.54 7.55
17 1.15 5.69 0.53 7.37 8.42 7.55
18 1.16 5.31 0.46 6.93 7.92 7.55
19 0.72 4.94 0.40 6.06 6.92 7.55
20 1.13 5.48 0.49 7.11 8.13 7.55
21 0.80 5.62 0.52 6.94 7.93 7.55
22 1.15 5.16 0.43 6.75 7.71 7.55
23 0.95 4.25 0.33 5.52 6.31 7.55
24 0.73 5.23 0.45 6.41 7.32 7.55
25 0.87 6.10 0.58 7.55 8.63 7.55
26 1.03 4.36 0.34 5.72 6.54 7.55
27 0.71 5.91 0.56 7.18 8.20 7.55
28 0.64 5.45 0.49 6.58 7.52 7.55
29 1.14 4.85 0.38 6.38 7.29 7.55
30 0.74 5.96 0.57 7.26 8.30 7.55
Statistical Summary :
Average : 0.93 5.23 0.45 6.61 7.55
Standart Deviation : 0.189 0.530 0.083 0.640 0.73
Maximum : 1.19 6.10 0.58 7.67 8.76
Minimum : 0.60 4.25 0.32 5.47 6.25
Median : 0.93 5.27 0.45 6.54 7.47
N : Sequence of data CT/NT: Cycle Time / Normal Time
LT : Load Time STT: Standart Time
ST : Set-up Time Manual Operation : CT = LT + ST + PT + UT
PT : Process Time Semi Automatic Operation : CT = LT + PT + UT
UT: Un-load Time Automatic Operation : CT = PT
DATA COLLECTION RESULT : OPERATION TIME
APPENDIX M
STANDARD TIME DATA COLLECTION RESULT AND CONTROL CHART
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2 sigma Control Chart of the data :
WORKSTATION NAME : (3) FLOOR ASSEMBLY
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APPENDIX M
STANDARD TIME DATA COLLECTION RESULT AND CONTROL CHART
202
WORKSTATION NAME : (4) RE-SPOT FLOOR
OPERATION TECHNIQUE : SEMI - AUTOMATIC
Time Unit : Minutes
N LT ST PT UT CT/NT STT
1 0.15 3.05 0.10 3.30 3.77 4.44
2 0.27 2.81 0.13 3.21 3.67 4.44
3 0.31 2.97 0.14 3.42 3.91 4.44
4 0.30 2.96 0.14 3.40 3.89 4.44
5 0.27 2.80 0.13 3.20 3.65 4.44
6 0.55 3.90 0.21 4.65 5.31 4.44
7 0.45 3.51 0.18 4.14 4.73 4.44
8 0.54 3.89 0.21 4.64 5.31 4.44
9 0.61 4.20 0.22 5.03 5.74 4.44
10 0.35 3.17 0.16 3.68 4.20 4.44
11 0.24 2.65 0.12 3.02 3.45 4.44
12 0.62 4.30 0.23 5.15 5.89 4.44
13 0.18 2.20 0.11 2.49 2.85 4.44
14 0.44 3.48 0.18 4.09 4.68 4.44
15 0.51 3.76 0.20 4.47 5.11 4.44
16 0.19 2.27 0.11 2.57 2.94 4.44
17 0.55 3.92 0.21 4.68 5.34 4.44
18 0.42 3.41 0.17 4.00 4.57 4.44
19 0.29 2.91 0.14 3.34 3.82 4.44
20 0.48 3.64 0.19 4.31 4.92 4.44
21 0.53 3.82 0.20 4.55 5.20 4.44
22 0.36 3.21 0.16 3.73 4.26 4.44
23 0.17 1.99 0.11 2.26 2.58 4.44
24 0.39 3.29 0.16 3.85 4.40 4.44
25 0.65 4.46 0.24 5.34 6.10 4.44
26 0.18 2.14 0.11 2.42 2.77 4.44
27 0.61 4.20 0.22 5.03 5.75 4.44
28 0.47 3.58 0.19 4.24 4.84 4.44
29 0.27 2.79 0.13 3.19 3.64 4.44
30 0.62 4.26 0.23 5.11 5.84 4.44
Statistical Summary :
Average : 0.40 3.32 0.17 3.88 4.44
Standart Deviation : 0.157 0.688 0.043 0.882 1.01
Maximum : 0.65 4.46 0.24 5.34 6.10
Minimum : 0.15 1.99 0.10 2.26 2.58
Median : 0.40 3.35 0.17 3.92 4.48
N : Sequence of data CT/NT: Cycle Time / Normal Time
LT : Load Time STT: Standart Time
ST : Set-up Time Manual Operation : CT = LT + ST + PT + UT
PT : Process Time Semi Automatic Operation : CT = LT + PT + UT
UT: Un-load Time Automatic Operation : CT = PT
2 sigma Control Chart of the data :
DATA COLLECTION RESULT : OPERATION TIME
APPENDIX M
STANDARD TIME DATA COLLECTION RESULT AND CONTROL CHART
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WORKSTATION NAME : (4) RE-SPOT FLOOR
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APPENDIX M
STANDARD TIME DATA COLLECTION RESULT AND CONTROL CHART
204
WORKSTATION NAME : (5) BACK AND ROOF ASSEMBLY
OPERATION TECHNIQUE : SEMI - AUTOMATIC
Time Unit : Minutes
N LT ST PT UT CT/NT STT
1 1.18 7.72 0.54 9.44 10.79 9.96
2 1.25 6.19 0.62 8.06 9.22 9.96
3 1.27 7.06 0.64 8.98 10.26 9.96
4 1.27 6.31 0.64 8.23 9.40 9.96
5 1.25 6.18 0.62 8.05 9.20 9.96
6 1.41 7.10 0.81 9.32 10.65 9.96
7 1.35 6.78 0.74 8.87 10.14 9.96
8 1.41 7.10 0.81 9.31 10.64 9.96
9 1.45 7.35 0.85 9.64 11.02 9.96
10 1.30 6.49 0.68 8.47 9.68 9.96
11 1.23 6.06 0.60 7.89 9.02 9.96
12 1.46 7.44 0.86 9.75 11.15 9.96
13 1.20 5.68 0.56 7.44 8.50 9.96
14 1.35 6.75 0.73 8.83 10.09 9.96
15 1.39 6.98 0.78 9.16 10.47 9.96
16 1.20 5.74 0.57 7.51 8.58 9.96
17 1.41 7.12 0.81 9.34 10.67 9.96
18 1.34 6.69 0.72 8.75 10.00 9.96
19 1.26 6.28 0.64 8.18 9.34 9.96
20 1.37 6.88 0.76 9.02 10.31 9.96
21 1.40 7.03 0.79 9.23 10.54 9.96
22 1.30 6.52 0.68 8.51 9.73 9.96
23 1.19 5.50 0.55 7.25 8.28 9.96
24 1.32 6.60 0.70 8.62 9.85 9.96
25 1.47 7.57 0.87 9.91 11.33 9.96
26 1.20 5.63 0.56 7.38 8.44 9.96
27 1.45 7.36 0.85 9.65 11.03 9.96
28 1.36 6.84 0.75 8.96 10.24 9.96
29 1.25 6.17 0.62 8.04 9.19 9.96
30 1.45 7.41 0.86 9.72 11.10 9.96
Statistical Summary :
Average : 1.32 6.68 0.71 8.72 9.96
Standart Deviation : 0.092 0.609 0.106 0.771 0.88
Maximum : 1.47 7.72 0.87 9.91 11.33
Minimum : 1.18 5.50 0.54 7.25 8.28
Median : 1.33 6.76 0.71 8.85 10.11
N : Sequence of data CT/NT: Cycle Time / Normal Time
LT : Load Time STT: Standart Time
ST : Set-up Time Manual Operation : CT = LT + ST + PT + UT
PT : Process Time Semi Automatic Operation : CT = LT + PT + UT
UT: Un-load Time Automatic Operation : CT = PT
DATA COLLECTION RESULT : OPERATION TIME
APPENDIX M
STANDARD TIME DATA COLLECTION RESULT AND CONTROL CHART
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2 sigma Control Chart of the data :
WORKSTATION NAME : (5) BACK AND ROOF ASSEMBLY
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APPENDIX M
STANDARD TIME DATA COLLECTION RESULT AND CONTROL CHART
206
WORKSTATION NAME : (6) MAIN BODY ASSEMBLY
OPERATION TECHNIQUE : SEMI - AUTOMATIC
Time Unit : Minutes
N LT ST PT UT CT/NT STT
1 0.80 5.44 0.50 6.74 7.71 8.45
2 0.95 6.31 0.76 8.02 9.17 8.45
3 1.00 5.28 0.61 6.89 7.87 8.45
4 0.99 5.96 0.72 7.68 8.78 8.45
5 0.95 6.21 0.75 7.91 9.04 8.45
6 1.30 6.72 0.79 8.81 10.07 8.45
7 1.18 5.93 0.72 7.83 8.94 8.45
8 1.30 5.57 0.66 7.53 8.61 8.45
9 1.38 6.19 0.75 8.32 9.51 8.45
10 1.06 7.36 0.80 9.22 10.54 8.45
11 0.92 4.79 0.55 6.25 7.15 8.45
12 1.40 6.27 0.76 8.43 9.64 8.45
13 0.84 5.35 0.62 6.81 7.79 8.45
14 1.17 5.56 0.66 7.38 8.44 8.45
15 1.26 3.94 0.50 5.71 6.52 8.45
16 0.85 4.72 0.54 6.11 6.98 8.45
17 1.31 5.26 0.61 7.18 8.20 8.45
18 1.14 5.70 0.68 7.53 8.60 8.45
19 0.98 5.27 0.61 6.86 7.84 8.45
20 1.22 4.25 0.51 5.99 6.84 8.45
21 1.28 5.29 0.61 7.18 8.21 8.45
22 1.07 5.20 0.60 6.88 7.86 8.45
23 0.82 6.66 0.79 8.28 9.46 8.45
24 1.10 6.26 0.76 8.12 9.28 8.45
25 1.43 6.07 0.74 8.24 9.41 8.45
26 0.84 5.92 0.72 7.48 8.55 8.45
27 1.38 4.72 0.54 6.64 7.59 8.45
28 1.20 5.65 0.67 7.52 8.60 8.45
29 0.95 6.15 0.75 7.84 8.96 8.45
30 1.40 4.58 0.53 6.51 7.44 8.45
Statistical Summary :
Average : 1.12 5.62 0.66 7.40 8.45
Standart Deviation : 0.200 0.764 0.096 0.857 0.98
Maximum : 1.43 7.36 0.80 9.22 10.54
Minimum : 0.80 3.94 0.50 5.71 6.52
Median : 1.12 5.61 0.67 7.50 8.57
N : Sequence of data CT/NT: Cycle Time / Normal Time
LT : Load Time STT: Standart Time
ST : Set-up Time Manual Operation : CT = LT + ST + PT + UT
PT : Process Time Semi Automatic Operation : CT = LT + PT + UT
UT: Un-load Time Automatic Operation : CT = PT
DATA COLLECTION RESULT : OPERATION TIME
APPENDIX M
STANDARD TIME DATA COLLECTION RESULT AND CONTROL CHART
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2 sigma Control Chart of the data :
WORKSTATION NAME : (6) MAIN BODY ASSEMBLY
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APPENDIX M
STANDARD TIME DATA COLLECTION RESULT AND CONTROL CHART
208
WORKSTATION NAME : (7) RE-SPOT MAIN BODY
OPERATION TECHNIQUE : SEMI - AUTOMATIC
Time Unit : Minutes
N LT ST PT UT CT/NT STT
1 0.74 4.78 0.60 6.12 7.00 7.45
2 1.05 5.09 0.76 6.90 7.89 7.45
3 1.20 5.71 0.85 7.77 8.87 7.45
4 0.75 3.30 0.60 4.65 5.32 7.45
5 1.04 5.06 0.76 6.85 7.83 7.45
6 1.21 5.74 0.85 7.81 8.92 7.45
7 1.10 5.26 0.79 7.15 8.17 7.45
8 1.09 5.24 0.79 7.12 8.14 7.45
9 0.93 4.68 0.70 6.31 7.21 7.45
10 0.84 4.32 0.66 5.82 6.65 7.45
11 0.83 4.26 0.65 5.73 6.55 7.45
12 1.22 5.82 0.86 7.90 9.03 7.45
13 1.15 5.48 0.82 7.45 8.52 7.45
14 0.76 3.57 0.61 4.94 5.64 7.45
15 0.93 4.68 0.70 6.31 7.21 7.45
16 1.08 5.19 0.78 7.05 8.06 7.45
17 1.05 5.09 0.76 6.90 7.88 7.45
18 0.77 3.78 0.62 5.16 5.90 7.45
19 0.92 4.64 0.69 6.25 7.14 7.45
20 0.92 4.65 0.70 6.26 7.16 7.45
21 0.76 3.63 0.61 5.00 5.71 7.45
22 1.22 5.82 0.86 7.90 9.03 7.45
23 1.02 4.99 0.75 6.75 7.72 7.45
24 1.10 5.28 0.79 7.18 8.20 7.45
25 0.93 4.70 0.70 6.34 7.25 7.45
26 0.96 4.79 0.72 6.47 7.39 7.45
27 1.01 4.97 0.74 6.72 7.68 7.45
28 0.78 3.94 0.62 5.35 6.12 7.45
29 1.03 5.03 0.75 6.82 7.79 7.45
30 1.01 4.95 0.74 6.70 7.65 7.45
Statistical Summary :
Average : 0.98 4.81 0.73 6.52 7.45
Standart Deviation : 0.152 0.668 0.081 0.891 1.02
Maximum : 1.22 5.82 0.86 7.90 9.03
Minimum : 0.74 3.30 0.60 4.65 5.32
Median : 1.01 4.96 0.74 6.71 7.67
N : Sequence of data CT/NT: Cycle Time / Normal Time
LT : Load Time STT: Standart Time
ST : Set-up Time Manual Operation : CT = LT + ST + PT + UT
PT : Process Time Semi Automatic Operation : CT = LT + PT + UT
UT: Un-load Time Automatic Operation : CT = PT
DATA COLLECTION RESULT : OPERATION TIME
APPENDIX M
STANDARD TIME DATA COLLECTION RESULT AND CONTROL CHART
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2 sigma Control Chart of the data :
WORKSTATION NAME : (7) RE-SPOT MAIN BODY
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APPENDIX M
STANDARD TIME DATA COLLECTION RESULT AND CONTROL CHART
210
WORKSTATION NAME : (8) CO2 WELDING
OPERATION TECHNIQUE : SEMI - AUTOMATIC
Time Unit : Minutes
N LT ST PT UT CT/NT STT
1 0.50 11.01 0.08 11.59 13.24 13.88
2 0.88 12.24 0.19 13.31 15.21 13.88
3 1.08 11.64 0.17 12.89 14.73 13.88
4 0.51 11.11 0.15 11.76 13.44 13.88
5 0.87 12.28 0.19 13.34 15.24 13.88
6 1.09 11.25 0.15 12.49 14.28 13.88
7 0.94 10.86 0.13 11.94 13.65 13.88
8 0.94 11.87 0.18 12.98 14.84 13.88
9 0.73 10.55 0.12 11.40 13.03 13.88
10 0.63 11.15 0.15 11.92 13.63 13.88
11 0.61 10.04 0.10 10.76 12.29 13.88
12 1.10 12.08 0.18 13.37 15.28 13.88
13 1.02 10.71 0.13 11.85 13.55 13.88
14 0.52 8.91 0.08 9.52 10.88 13.88
15 0.74 13.08 0.20 14.01 16.02 13.88
16 0.92 11.11 0.15 12.18 13.92 13.88
17 0.88 12.34 0.19 13.41 15.33 13.88
18 0.54 12.45 0.19 13.18 15.06 13.88
19 0.72 10.17 0.10 10.99 12.57 13.88
20 0.72 12.19 0.19 13.10 14.98 13.88
21 0.52 10.58 0.12 11.22 12.83 13.88
22 1.10 12.39 0.19 13.69 15.64 13.88
23 0.85 11.20 0.15 12.19 13.93 13.88
24 0.95 10.22 0.11 11.28 12.89 13.88
25 0.74 10.89 0.13 11.76 13.44 13.88
26 0.77 11.57 0.17 12.51 14.30 13.88
27 0.84 10.09 0.10 11.03 12.61 13.88
28 0.56 9.55 0.09 10.20 11.65 13.88
29 0.86 12.32 0.19 13.37 15.28 13.88
30 0.83 10.26 0.11 11.20 12.80 13.88
Statistical Summary :
Average : 0.80 11.20 0.15 12.15 13.88
Standart Deviation : 0.190 0.993 0.038 1.110 1.27
Maximum : 1.10 13.08 0.20 14.01 16.02
Minimum : 0.50 8.91 0.08 9.52 10.88
Median : 0.83 11.13 0.15 12.06 13.78
N : Sequence of data CT/NT: Cycle Time / Normal Time
LT : Load Time STT: Standart Time
ST : Set-up Time Manual Operation : CT = LT + ST + PT + UT
PT : Process Time Semi Automatic Operation : CT = LT + PT + UT
UT: Un-load Time Automatic Operation : CT = PT
DATA COLLECTION RESULT : OPERATION TIME
APPENDIX M
STANDARD TIME DATA COLLECTION RESULT AND CONTROL CHART
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2 sigma Control Chart of the data :
WORKSTATION NAME : (8) CO2 WELDING
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APPENDIX M
STANDARD TIME DATA COLLECTION RESULT AND CONTROL CHART
212
WORKSTATION NAME : (9) DOOR ASSEMBLY
OPERATION TECHNIQUE : SEMI AUTOMATIC
Time Unit : Minutes
N LT ST PT UT CT/NT STT
1 0.35 11.56 11.91 13.61 13.92
2 0.66 12.65 13.32 15.22 13.92
3 0.61 11.18 11.79 13.47 13.92
4 0.54 12.16 12.70 14.52 13.92
5 0.66 12.51 13.18 15.06 13.92
6 0.56 13.24 13.80 15.77 13.92
7 0.51 12.11 12.62 14.42 13.92
8 0.63 11.60 12.23 13.98 13.92
9 0.46 12.49 12.95 14.80 13.92
10 0.55 13.16 13.71 15.67 13.92
11 0.41 10.49 10.90 12.46 13.92
12 0.65 12.60 13.25 15.14 13.92
13 0.49 11.28 11.77 13.45 13.92
14 0.36 11.58 11.94 13.65 13.92
15 0.69 9.27 9.97 11.39 13.92
16 0.54 10.38 10.92 12.48 13.92
17 0.67 11.16 11.82 13.51 13.92
18 0.67 11.79 12.46 14.24 13.92
19 0.42 11.17 11.59 13.25 13.92
20 0.66 9.72 10.38 11.86 13.92
21 0.47 11.20 11.67 13.33 13.92
22 0.67 11.08 11.75 13.42 13.92
23 0.55 13.16 13.72 15.68 13.92
24 0.43 12.58 13.01 14.87 13.92
25 0.51 12.31 12.82 14.65 13.92
26 0.60 12.11 12.71 14.52 13.92
27 0.41 10.39 10.80 12.34 13.92
28 0.38 11.71 12.08 13.81 13.92
29 0.67 12.42 13.09 14.96 13.92
30 0.43 10.19 10.62 12.14 13.92
Statistical Summary :
Average : 0.54 11.64 12.18 13.92
Standart Deviation : 0.110 1.026 1.037 1.19
Maximum : 0.69 13.24 13.80 15.77
Minimum : 0.35 9.27 9.97 11.39
Median : 0.54 11.65 12.16 13.89
N : Sequence of data CT/NT: Cycle Time / Normal Time
LT : Load Time STT: Standart Time
ST : Set-up Time Manual Operation : CT = LT + ST + PT + UT
PT : Process Time Semi Automatic Operation : CT = LT + PT + UT
UT: Un-load Time Automatic Operation : CT = PT
DATA COLLECTION RESULT : OPERATION TIME
APPENDIX M
STANDARD TIME DATA COLLECTION RESULT AND CONTROL CHART
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2 sigma Control Chart of the data :
WORKSTATION NAME : (9) DOOR ASSEMBLY
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APPENDIX M
STANDARD TIME DATA COLLECTION RESULT AND CONTROL CHART
214
WORKSTATION NAME : (10) REPAIRING
OPERATION TECHNIQUE : MANUAL
Time Unit : Minutes
N LT ST PT UT CT/NT STT
1 2.30 11.96 14.26 16.30 16.72
2 2.73 12.69 15.41 17.62 16.72
3 2.67 10.84 13.51 15.44 16.72
4 2.47 13.97 16.44 18.79 16.72
5 2.68 12.79 15.47 17.67 16.72
6 2.46 12.31 14.77 16.88 16.72
7 3.04 11.71 14.74 16.85 16.72
8 2.59 14.67 17.25 19.72 16.72
9 2.98 14.07 17.04 19.48 16.72
10 2.80 13.59 16.39 18.73 16.72
11 2.42 10.71 13.13 15.00 16.72
12 2.99 14.34 17.33 19.81 16.72
13 2.91 13.40 16.31 18.64 16.72
14 2.73 12.46 15.20 17.37 16.72
15 2.59 11.48 14.07 16.08 16.72
16 2.45 8.49 10.94 12.51 16.72
17 2.30 10.00 12.30 14.06 16.72
18 2.89 11.78 14.67 16.76 16.72
19 2.69 10.51 13.20 15.09 16.72
20 2.68 10.65 13.33 15.24 16.72
21 2.36 14.49 16.86 19.26 16.72
22 2.52 12.15 14.68 16.78 16.72
23 2.99 10.28 13.27 15.17 16.72
24 2.53 8.72 11.25 12.86 16.72
25 2.85 8.14 10.98 12.55 16.72
26 2.62 11.84 14.46 16.53 16.72
27 2.65 12.54 15.19 17.36 16.72
28 2.77 12.72 15.49 17.71 16.72
29 2.65 12.86 15.51 17.73 16.72
30 2.57 12.89 15.46 17.67 16.72
Statistical Summary :
Average : 2.66 11.97 14.63 16.72
Standart Deviation : 2.68 1.738 1.778 2.03
Maximum : 2.67 14.67 17.33 19.81
Minimum : 2.67 8.14 10.94 12.51
Median : 2.68 12.23 14.76 16.86
N : Sequence of data CT/NT: Cycle Time / Normal Time
LT : Load Time STT: Standart Time
ST : Set-up Time Manual Operation : CT = LT + ST + PT + UT
PT : Process Time Semi Automatic Operation : CT = LT + PT + UT
UT: Un-load Time Automatic Operation : CT = PT
DATA COLLECTION RESULT : OPERATION TIME
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2 sigma Control Chart of the data :
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WORKSTATION NAME : (11) FINISHING
OPERATION TECHNIQUE : MANUAL
Time Unit : Minutes
N LT ST PT UT CT/NT STT
1 2.10 11.51 13.61 15.55 16.21
2 2.31 12.12 14.43 16.49 16.21
3 2.71 13.36 16.07 18.37 16.21
4 2.85 8.54 11.40 13.02 16.21
5 2.21 12.05 14.26 16.30 16.21
6 2.58 13.43 16.01 18.30 16.21
7 2.22 12.46 14.68 16.78 16.21
8 2.30 12.43 14.73 16.83 16.21
9 3.04 11.30 14.34 16.39 16.21
10 2.37 10.59 12.96 14.81 16.21
11 2.25 10.45 12.70 14.52 16.21
12 3.06 13.58 16.64 19.01 16.21
13 2.23 12.89 15.12 17.28 16.21
14 2.71 9.08 11.79 13.48 16.21
15 2.89 11.30 14.20 16.23 16.21
16 2.37 12.33 14.70 16.80 16.21
17 2.80 12.12 14.92 17.05 16.21
18 3.05 9.49 12.54 14.33 16.21
19 2.75 11.22 13.97 15.97 16.21
20 3.10 11.24 14.34 16.39 16.21
21 2.95 9.20 12.15 13.88 16.21
22 2.35 13.58 15.93 18.20 16.21
23 2.96 11.92 14.88 17.01 16.21
24 2.89 12.51 15.39 17.59 16.21
25 2.73 11.35 14.08 16.09 16.21
26 2.19 11.52 13.71 15.67 16.21
27 2.91 11.87 14.78 16.89 16.21
28 2.75 9.83 12.58 14.38 16.21
29 2.15 12.00 14.15 16.17 16.21
30 2.74 11.84 14.58 16.67 16.21
Statistical Summary :
Average : 2.62 11.57 14.19 16.21
Standart Deviation : 2.64 1.336 1.287 1.47
Maximum : 2.65 13.58 16.64 19.01
Minimum : 2.64 8.54 11.40 13.02
Median : 2.64 11.86 14.34 16.39
N : Sequence of data CT/NT: Cycle Time / Normal Time
LT : Load Time STT: Standart Time
ST : Set-up Time Manual Operation : CT = LT + ST + PT + UT
PT : Process Time Semi Automatic Operation : CT = LT + PT + UT
UT: Un-load Time Automatic Operation : CT = PT
DATA COLLECTION RESULT : OPERATION TIME
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2 sigma Control Chart of the data :
WORKSTATION NAME : (11) FINISHING
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Time Unit : Minute
N LT ST PT UT CT/NT STT
1.02 1 1.0 2.34
2.56 2 2.6 2.34
2.97 3 3.0 2.34
1.37 4 1.4 2.34
2.54 5 2.5 2.34
3.00 6 3.0 2.34
2.67 7 2.7 2.34
2.66 8 2.7 2.34
2.29 9 2.3 2.34
2.05 10 2.0 2.34
2.00 11 2.0 2.34
3.05 12 3.0 2.34
2.82 13 2.8 2.34
1.55 14 1.5 2.34
2.29 15 2.3 2.34
2.63 16 2.6 2.34
2.56 17 2.6 2.34
1.68 18 1.7 2.34
2.26 19 2.3 2.34
2.27 20 2.3 2.34
1.59 21 1.6 2.34
3.05 22 3.0 2.34
2.49 23 2.5 2.34
2.69 24 2.7 2.34
2.30 25 2.3 2.34
2.36 26 2.4 2.34
2.48 27 2.5 2.34
1.80 28 1.8 2.34
2.52 29 2.5 2.34
2.47 30 2.5 2.34
Statistical Summary :
Average : 2.34
Standart Deviation : 0.51
Maximum : 3.00
Minimum : 1.00
Median : 2.50
N : Sequence of data CT/NT: Cycle Time / Normal Time
LT : Load Time STT: Standart Time
ST : Set-up Time Manual Operation : CT = LT + ST + PT + UT
PT : Process Time Semi Automatic Operation : CT = LT + PT + UT
UT: Un-load Time Automatic Operation : CT = PT
DATA COLLECTION RESULT : INTER STATION TRANSFER TIME
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2 sigma Control Chart of the data :
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Time Unit : Minute
N LT ST PT UT CT/NT STT
2.78 1 5.1 4.75
5.09 2 5.2 4.75
5.71 3 5.1 4.75
3.30 4 3.8 4.75
5.06 5 4.6 4.75
5.74 6 5.0 4.75
5.26 7 5.3 4.75
5.24 8 5.2 4.75
4.68 9 4.7 4.75
4.32 10 4.3 4.75
4.26 11 5.7 4.75
5.82 12 3.3 4.75
5.48 13 5.1 4.75
3.57 14 5.7 4.75
4.68 15 5.0 4.75
5.19 16 5.3 4.75
5.09 17 4.7 4.75
3.78 18 4.8 4.75
4.64 19 4.3 4.75
4.65 20 5.8 4.75
3.63 21 5.5 4.75
5.82 22 3.6 4.75
4.99 23 4.7 4.75
5.28 24 4.6 4.75
4.70 25 2.8 4.75
4.79 26 3.6 4.75
4.97 27 5.8 4.75
3.94 28 3.9 4.75
5.03 29 5.0 4.75
4.95 30 5.0 4.75
Statistical Summary :
Average : 4.75
Standart Deviation : 0.76
Maximum : 5.80
Minimum : 2.80
Median : 5.00
N : Sequence of data CT/NT: Cycle Time / Normal Time
LT : Load Time STT: Standart Time
ST : Set-up Time Manual Operation : CT = LT + ST + PT + UT
PT : Process Time Semi Automatic Operation : CT = LT + PT + UT
UT: Un-load Time Automatic Operation : CT = PT
DATA COLLECTION RESULT : WELDING - METAL FINISH TRANSFER TIME
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2 sigma Control Chart of the data :
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WS1 WS2 WS3 WS4 WS6 WS7
1 6.47 6.03 6.25 3.77 7.71 7.00 12.50 10.02 10.79 14.71
2 6.25 8.87 7.30 3.67 9.17 7.89 15.12 10.97 9.22 17.06
3 6.66 8.15 7.35 3.91 7.87 8.87 14.81 11.26 10.26 16.74
4 8.17 7.50 7.20 3.89 8.78 5.32 15.67 11.09 9.40 14.10
5 6.30 8.92 7.29 3.65 9.04 7.83 15.22 10.94 9.20 16.87
6 6.69 7.68 8.19 5.31 10.07 8.92 14.37 13.50 10.65 18.99
7 6.92 7.20 7.70 4.73 8.94 8.17 14.12 12.43 10.14 17.11
8 7.20 8.42 8.33 5.31 8.61 8.14 15.62 13.63 10.64 16.75
9 8.12 6.83 8.30 5.74 9.51 7.21 14.95 14.04 11.02 16.72
10 7.04 7.55 7.42 4.20 10.54 6.65 14.60 11.63 9.68 17.19
11 6.76 6.21 6.65 3.45 7.15 6.55 12.97 10.09 9.02 13.70
12 6.73 8.68 8.76 5.89 9.64 9.03 15.41 14.65 11.15 18.67
13 6.66 7.02 6.37 2.85 7.79 8.52 13.68 9.22 8.50 16.30
14 7.08 7.13 7.37 4.68 8.44 5.64 14.21 12.05 10.09 14.08
15 6.25 9.89 8.31 5.11 6.52 7.21 16.14 13.42 10.47 13.73
16 7.48 7.51 6.54 2.94 6.98 8.06 14.98 9.48 8.58 15.04
17 6.51 8.99 8.42 5.34 8.20 7.88 15.50 13.77 10.67 16.09
18 6.20 9.13 7.92 4.57 8.60 5.90 15.33 12.49 10.00 14.50
19 6.37 6.37 6.92 3.82 7.84 7.14 12.74 10.75 9.34 14.98
20 8.80 8.82 8.13 4.92 6.84 7.16 17.62 13.05 10.31 14.00
21 6.55 6.86 7.93 5.20 8.21 5.71 13.41 13.13 10.54 13.92
22 7.06 9.06 7.71 4.26 7.86 9.03 16.12 11.98 9.73 16.89
23 6.48 7.61 6.31 2.58 9.46 7.72 14.09 8.90 8.28 17.18
24 6.49 6.43 7.32 4.40 9.28 8.20 12.92 11.72 9.85 17.49
25 7.26 7.23 8.63 6.10 9.41 7.25 14.50 14.73 11.33 16.66
26 6.97 8.06 6.54 2.77 8.55 7.39 15.03 9.31 8.44 15.94
27 6.61 6.27 8.20 5.75 7.59 7.68 12.88 13.96 11.03 15.27
28 6.33 5.62 7.52 4.84 8.60 6.12 11.95 12.36 10.24 14.72
29 6.97 8.97 7.29 3.64 8.96 7.79 15.95 10.93 9.19 16.75
30 6.24 6.47 8.30 5.84 7.44 7.65 12.71 14.14 11.10 15.09
6.85 7.65 7.55 4.44 8.45 7.45 14.50 11.99 9.96 15.91
0.620 1.128 0.732 1.009 0.979 1.019 1.321 1.713 0.882 1.467
8.80 9.89 8.76 6.10 10.54 9.03 17.62 14.73 11.33 18.99
6.20 5.62 6.25 2.58 6.52 5.32 11.95 8.90 8.28 13.70
6.68 7.53 7.47 4.48 8.57 7.67 14.70 12.01 10.11 16.19
PROCESS GROUPING STANDARD TIME CALCULATION
Median
Parameter V  a  l  u  e
Average
Standard Deviation
Maximum
Minimum
B C      (WS5) DN
A B C A
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APPENDIX N   
GOODNESS OF FIT TEST SUMMARY 
 
WS 1. REAR FLOOR ASSEMBLY  : Erlang (6, 2., 0.427) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WS 2. FRONT FLOOR ASSEMBLY  : Normal (7.65, 1.11) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WS 3. FLOOR ASSEMBLY   : Normal (7.55, 0.72) 
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APPENDIX N   
GOODNESS OF FIT TEST SUMMARY 
 
WS 4. RE-SPOT FLOOR    : Uniform(2, 6.1) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WS 5. BACK AND ROOF ASSEMBLY  : Triangular (8, 11.6, 10.6) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WS 6. MAIN BODY ASSEMBLY   : Normal (8.45, 0.96) 
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APPENDIX N   
GOODNESS OF FIT TEST SUMMARY 
 
WS 7. RE-SPOT MAIN BODY   : Triangular (5, 9.47, 7.83) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WS 8. CO2 WELDING PROCESS  : Normal (13.9, 1.25) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WS 9. DOOR ASSEMBLY    : Normal (13.9, 1.17) 
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APPENDIX N   
GOODNESS OF FIT TEST SUMMARY 
 
WS 10. REPAIRING    : Triangular (12, 20.7, 17.5) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WS 11. FINISHING     : Normal (16.2, 1.45)  
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APPENDIX N   
GOODNESS OF FIT TEST SUMMARY 
 
 
INTER STATION TRANSFER TIME     : Normal (2.34, 0.502)  
  
 
 
 
WELDING – METAL FINISH TRANSFER TIME:   Normal (4.75, 0.749)           
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APPENDIX O 
PRODUCT ASSEMBLY PROCESS DIAGRAM 
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APPENDIX P 
INITIAL MODEL INTERFACE 
Main Menu 
 
 
Simulation View 
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System indicator 
 
 
All View 
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APPENDIX Q 
INITIAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT MODULE  
AND SOURCE CODE 
 
a. Source Module 
 
PROJECT,      Initial System,Arya Wirabhuana,11/05/2006; 
 
ATTRIBUTES:   QueueTime: 
              __ActionLabel; 
 
STORAGES:     Sub Assembly 6_S1: 
              WS6_S1: 
              WS5_S1: 
              WS3_S1: 
              WS1_S1; 
 
QUEUES:       WS2_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS4_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS7_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS8_R_Q,FIFO: 
              Process Sub Assembly 6_Q,FIFO: 
              Process WS1_Q,FIFO: 
              WS9_R_Q,FIFO: 
              Process WS3_Q,FIFO: 
              Process WS5_Q,FIFO: 
              Process WS6_Q,FIFO: 
              WS10_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS11_R_Q,FIFO; 
 
PICTURES:     PSub Asm 1_1: 
              PSub Asm 1_2: 
              PSub Asm 1_3: 
              PSub Asm 2: 
              PWS1: 
              PWS10: 
              Default: 
              PSub Asm 5_1: 
              PWS2: 
              PWS11: 
              PSub Asm 5_2: 
              PSub Asm 6_1: 
              PWS3: 
              PSub Asm 6_2: 
              PWS4: 
              PSub Asm 6: 
              PWS5: 
              PWS6: 
              PWS7: 
              PWS8: 
              Buffer: 
              PWS9; 
 
RESOURCES:    Process WS1,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS11_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              Process Sub Assembly 6,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              Process WS3,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              Process WS5,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              Process WS6,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS2_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS4_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS7_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS8_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS9_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
 235
              WS10_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary; 
 
STATIONS:     Sub Assembly 5_1: 
              Sub Assembly 5_2: 
              Sub Assembly 6_1: 
              WS1: 
              Sub Assembly 6_2: 
              WS2: 
              WS3: 
              WS4: 
              Sub Assembly 2: 
              WS5: 
              WS6: 
              WS7: 
              WS8: 
              Sub Assembly 6: 
              WS9: 
              WS10: 
              Troley 1 End: 
              WS11: 
              Sub Assembly 1_1: 
              Troley 2 End: 
              Sub Assembly 1_2: 
              Sub Assembly 1_3: 
              Troley 1 Begin: 
              To Paint Shop: 
              Troley 2 Begin; 
 
DISTANCES:    Transporter 2_Dst,Troley 2 Begin-Troley 2 End-100: 
              Transporter 1_Dst,Troley 1 Begin-Troley 1 End-100; 
 
TRANSPORTERS: Transporter 2,1,DISTANCE(Transporter 2_Dst),4: 
              Transporter 1,1,DISTANCE(Transporter 1_Dst),4; 
 
COUNTERS:     Process WS1_C,,Replicate,"Press part.dat": 
              To Paint Shop_C,,Replicate,"Finish.dat"; 
 
TALLIES:      To Paint Shop_Ta,"Cycle Time.dat": 
              WS2_R_Q Queue Time: 
              Process Sub Assembly 6_Q Queue Time: 
              Process WS1_Q Queue Time: 
              WS7_R_Q Queue Time: 
              Process WS3_Q Queue Time: 
              Process WS5_Q Queue Time: 
              Process WS6_Q Queue Time: 
              WS8_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS4_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS10_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS9_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS11_R_Q Queue Time; 
 
DSTATS:       NQ(Process Sub Assembly 6_Q),# in Process Sub Assembly 6_Q: 
              MR(WS7_R),WS7_R Available: 
              NR(WS7_R)/MAX(MR(WS7_R),NR(WS7_R),1),WS7 Util,"WS7.dat": 
              NR(Process WS6),Process WS6 Busy: 
              NQ(Process WS1_Q),# in Process WS1_Q: 
              MR(WS11_R),WS11_R Available: 
              NR(WS2_R),WS2_R Busy: 
              NR(Process WS5),Process WS5 Busy: 
              MR(WS10_R),WS10_R Available: 
              MR(WS4_R),WS4_R Available: 
              NR(Process WS5)/MAX(MR(Process WS5),NR(Process WS5),1),WS5 
Util,"WS5.dat": 
              NR(Process WS3),Process WS3 Busy: 
              NT(Transporter 2),Transporter 2 Busy: 
              MR(Process Sub Assembly 6),Process Sub Assembly 6 Available: 
              NT(Transporter 1),Transporter 1 Busy: 
              MR(WS2_R),WS2_R Available: 
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              NR(Process WS1),Process WS1 Busy: 
              NR(WS11_R),WS11_R Busy: 
              NR(WS2_R)/MAX(MR(WS2_R),NR(WS2_R),1),WS2 Util,"WS2.dat": 
              NR(WS10_R),WS10_R Busy: 
              NR(Process WS3)/MAX(MR(Process WS3),NR(Process WS3),1),WS3 
Util,"WS3.dat": 
              NR(Process Sub Assembly 6),Process Sub Assembly 6 Busy: 
              NQ(WS9_R_Q),# in WS9_R_Q: 
              NR(WS9_R)/MAX(MR(WS9_R),NR(WS9_R),1),WS9 Util,"WS9.dat": 
              NQ(WS8_R_Q),# in WS8_R_Q,"WIP in Buffer.dat": 
              MR(Process WS6),Process WS6 Available: 
              NQ(WS11_R_Q),# in WS11_R_Q: 
              NQ(WS7_R_Q),# in WS7_R_Q: 
              MT(Transporter 2),Transporter 2 Active: 
              NR(WS10_R)/MAX(MR(WS10_R),NR(WS10_R),1),WS10 Util,"WS10.dat": 
              NR(Process WS6)/MAX(MR(Process WS6),NR(Process WS6),1),WS6 
Util,"WS6.dat": 
              MR(Process WS5),Process WS5 Available: 
              MT(Transporter 1),Transporter 1 Active: 
              NR(WS9_R),WS9_R Busy: 
              NQ(WS10_R_Q),# in WS10_R_Q: 
              NR(WS11_R)/MAX(MR(WS11_R),NR(WS11_R),1),WS11 Util,"WS11.dat": 
              NR(Process WS1)/MAX(MR(Process WS1),NR(Process WS1),1),WS1 
Util,"WS1.dat": 
              NR(WS8_R),WS8_R Busy: 
              NR(WS8_R)/MAX(MR(WS8_R),NR(WS8_R),1),WS8 Util,"WS8.dat": 
              NQ(Process WS6_Q),# in Process WS6_Q: 
              MR(Process WS3),Process WS3 Available: 
              NR(WS7_R),WS7_R Busy: 
              NQ(WS4_R_Q),# in WS4_R_Q: 
              NQ(Process WS5_Q),# in Process WS5_Q: 
              NR(WS4_R)/MAX(MR(WS4_R),NR(WS4_R),1),WS4 Util,"WS4.dat": 
              NQ(WS2_R_Q),# in WS2_R_Q: 
              MR(WS9_R),WS9_R Available: 
              NQ(Process WS3_Q),# in Process WS3_Q: 
              MR(WS8_R),WS8_R Available: 
              NR(WS4_R),WS4_R Busy; 
 
REPLICATE,    15,0.0,480,No,Yes,2400; 
 
 
 
b. Source Code 
 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Arrive 1 
; 
91$           CREATE,        1,1:EXPO(14 ):MARK(QueueTime):NEXT(52$); 
 
52$           STATION,       Sub Assembly 1_2; 
100$          TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to system at station Sub Assembly 1_2\n":; 
55$           ASSIGN:        Picture=PSub Asm 1_2; 
76$           DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(105$); 
 
105$          TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station WS1\n":; 
78$           ROUTE:         Norm(2.34, 0.5),WS1; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Server 4 
; 
 
0$            STATION,       WS4; 
207$          TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to station WS4\n":; 
170$          DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(139$); 
 
139$          ASSIGN:        Picture=PWS4; 
214$          TRACE,         -1,"-Waiting for resource WS4_R\n":; 
131$          QUEUE,         WS4_R_Q:MARK(QueueTime); 
132$          SEIZE,         1,Other: 
                             WS4_R,1:NEXT(241$); 
 
241$          BRANCH,        1: 
                             If,RTYP(WS4_R).eq.2,242$,Yes: 
                             If,RTYP(WS4_R).eq.1,144$,Yes; 
 237
242$          MOVE:          WS4_R,WS4; 
144$          TALLY:         WS4_R_Q Queue Time,INT(QueueTime),1; 
251$          DELAY:         0.0,,Other; 
              TRACE,         -1,"-Delay for processing time UNIF( 2 , 6.1 )\n":; 
133$          DELAY:         UNIF( 2 , 6.1 ),,Other:NEXT(215$); 
 
215$          TRACE,         -1,"-Releasing resource\n":; 
134$          RELEASE:       WS4_R,1; 
198$          DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(220$); 
 
220$          TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station WS6\n":; 
138$          ROUTE:         2,WS6; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Server 7 
; 
 
2$            STATION,       WS7; 
328$          TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to station WS7\n":; 
291$          DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(260$); 
 
260$          ASSIGN:        Picture=PWS7; 
335$          TRACE,         -1,"-Waiting for resource WS7_R\n":; 
252$          QUEUE,         WS7_R_Q:MARK(QueueTime); 
253$          SEIZE,         1,Other: 
                             WS7_R,1:NEXT(362$); 
362$          BRANCH,        1: 
                             If,RTYP(WS7_R).eq.2,363$,Yes: 
                             If,RTYP(WS7_R).eq.1,265$,Yes; 
363$          MOVE:          WS7_R,WS7; 
265$          TALLY:         WS7_R_Q Queue Time,INT(QueueTime),1; 
372$          DELAY:         0.0,,Other; 
              TRACE,         -1,"-Delay for processing time TRIA( 5 , 7.8 , 9.5 )\n":; 
254$          DELAY:         TRIA( 5 , 7.8 , 9.5 ),,Other:NEXT(336$); 
 
336$          TRACE,         -1,"-Releasing resource\n":; 
255$          RELEASE:       WS7_R,1; 
319$          DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(263$); 
 
263$          ASSIGN:        Picture=Buffer; 
341$          TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station WS8\n":; 
259$          ROUTE:         Norm(4.75, 0.75),WS8; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Server 8 
; 
 
4$            STATION,       WS8; 
449$          TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to station WS8\n":; 
412$          DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(381$); 
 
381$          ASSIGN:        Picture=Buffer; 
456$          TRACE,         -1,"-Waiting for resource WS8_R\n":; 
373$          QUEUE,         WS8_R_Q:MARK(QueueTime); 
374$          SEIZE,         1,Other: 
                             WS8_R,1:NEXT(483$); 
 
483$          BRANCH,        1: 
                             If,RTYP(WS8_R).eq.2,484$,Yes: 
                             If,RTYP(WS8_R).eq.1,386$,Yes; 
484$          MOVE:          WS8_R,WS8; 
386$          TALLY:         WS8_R_Q Queue Time,INT(QueueTime),1; 
493$          DELAY:         0.0,,Other; 
              TRACE,         -1,"-Delay for processing time TRIA( 12 , 17 , 20 )\n":; 
375$          DELAY:         TRIA( 12 , 17 , 20 ),,Other:NEXT(457$); 
 
457$          TRACE,         -1,"-Releasing resource\n":; 
376$          RELEASE:       WS8_R,1; 
440$          DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(384$); 
 
384$          ASSIGN:        Picture=PWS8; 
462$          TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station WS9\n":; 
380$          ROUTE:         Norm(2.34, 0.5),WS9; 
 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Server 9 
; 
 
6$            STATION,       WS9; 
570$          TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to station WS9\n":; 
533$          DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(502$); 
 
502$          ASSIGN:        Picture=PWS9; 
577$          TRACE,         -1,"-Waiting for resource WS9_R\n":; 
494$          QUEUE,         WS9_R_Q:MARK(QueueTime); 
495$          SEIZE,         1,Other: 
                             WS9_R,1:NEXT(604$); 
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604$          BRANCH,        1: 
                             If,RTYP(WS9_R).eq.2,605$,Yes: 
                             If,RTYP(WS9_R).eq.1,507$,Yes; 
605$          MOVE:          WS9_R,WS9; 
507$          TALLY:         WS9_R_Q Queue Time,INT(QueueTime),1; 
614$          DELAY:         0.0,,Other; 
              TRACE,         -1,"-Delay for processing time NORM( 13.8 , 1.27 )\n":; 
496$          DELAY:         NORM( 13.8 , 1.27 ),,Other:NEXT(578$); 
 
578$          TRACE,         -1,"-Releasing resource\n":; 
497$          RELEASE:       WS9_R,1; 
561$          DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(583$); 
 
583$          TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station WS10\n":; 
501$          ROUTE:         Norm(2.34, 0.5),WS10; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Server 10 
; 
 
8$            STATION,       WS10; 
691$          TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to station WS10\n":; 
654$          DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(623$); 
 
623$          ASSIGN:        Picture=PWS10; 
698$          TRACE,         -1,"-Waiting for resource WS10_R\n":; 
615$          QUEUE,         WS10_R_Q:MARK(QueueTime); 
616$          SEIZE,         1,Other: 
                             WS10_R,1:NEXT(725$); 
 
725$          BRANCH,        1: 
                             If,RTYP(WS10_R).eq.2,726$,Yes: 
                             If,RTYP(WS10_R).eq.1,628$,Yes; 
726$          MOVE:          WS10_R,WS10; 
628$          TALLY:         WS10_R_Q Queue Time,INT(QueueTime),1; 
735$          DELAY:         0.0,,Other; 
              TRACE,         -1,"-Delay for processing time TRIA( 12 , 17 , 20 )\n":; 
617$          DELAY:         TRIA( 12 , 17 , 20 ),,Other:NEXT(699$); 
 
699$          TRACE,         -1,"-Releasing resource\n":; 
618$          RELEASE:       WS10_R,1; 
682$          DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(704$); 
 
704$          TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station WS11\n":; 
622$          ROUTE:         Norm(2.34, 0.5),WS11; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Server 11 
; 
 
10$           STATION,       WS11; 
812$          TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to station WS11\n":; 
775$          DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(744$); 
 
744$          ASSIGN:        Picture=PWS11; 
819$          TRACE,         -1,"-Waiting for resource WS11_R\n":; 
736$          QUEUE,         WS11_R_Q:MARK(QueueTime); 
737$          SEIZE,         1,Other: 
                             WS11_R,1:NEXT(846$); 
 
846$          BRANCH,        1: 
                             If,RTYP(WS11_R).eq.2,847$,Yes: 
                             If,RTYP(WS11_R).eq.1,749$,Yes; 
847$          MOVE:          WS11_R,WS11; 
749$          TALLY:         WS11_R_Q Queue Time,INT(QueueTime),1; 
856$          DELAY:         0.0,,Other; 
              TRACE,         -1,"-Delay for processing time NORM( 16 , 1.5 )\n":; 
738$          DELAY:         NORM( 16 , 1.5 ),,Other:NEXT(820$); 
 
820$          TRACE,         -1,"-Releasing resource\n":; 
739$          RELEASE:       WS11_R,1; 
803$          DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(747$); 
 
747$          ASSIGN:        Picture=PWS10; 
825$          TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station To Paint Shop\n":; 
743$          ROUTE:         Norm(2.34, 0.5),To Paint Shop; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Depart 1 
; 
 
12$           STATION,       To Paint Shop; 
887$          TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to station To Paint Shop\n":; 
857$          DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(879$); 
 
879$          COUNT:         To Paint Shop_C,1; 
884$          TALLY:         To Paint Shop_Ta,Interval(QueueTime),1; 
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894$          TRACE,         -1,"-Disposing entity\n":; 
886$          DISPOSE:       Yes; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Arrive 9 
; 
 
935$          CREATE,        1:Expo(60):NEXT(896$); 
 
 
896$          STATION,       Troley 1 Begin; 
944$          TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to system at station Troley 1 Begin\n":; 
899$          ASSIGN:        Picture=Default; 
952$          TRACE,         -1,"-Waiting for transporter Transporter 1\n":; 
917$          REQUEST,       1:Transporter 1(RAN); 
946$          TRACE,         -1,"-Delay for loading time 2\n":; 
920$          DELAY:         2,,Other:NEXT(949$); 
 
949$          TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station Troley 1 End\n":; 
924$          TRANSPORT:     ,Troley 1 End; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Depart 8 
; 
 
13$           STATION,       Troley 1 End; 
1005$         TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to station Troley 1 End\n":; 
1006$         TRACE,         -1,"-Delay for unloading time 2\n":; 
975$          DELAY:         2,,Other:NEXT(1010$); 
 
1010$         TRACE,         -1,"-Freeing transporter\n":; 
981$          FREE; 
1013$         SIGNAL:        -999; 
1012$         TRACE,         -1,"-Disposing entity\n":; 
1004$         DISPOSE:       Yes; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Transporter 1 
; 
Transporter 1_Req1 REQUEST,  1:Transporter 1(SDS):NEXT(__ActionLabel); 
 
Transporter 1_Req2 REQUEST,  1:Transporter 1(SDS):NEXT(__ActionLabel); 
 
Transporter 1_Free FREE:     Transporter 1; 
1078$         SIGNAL:        -999:NEXT(__ActionLabel); 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Arrive 10 
; 
 
1119$         CREATE,        1,80:Expo(60):NEXT(1080$); 
 
 
1080$         STATION,       Troley 2 Begin; 
1128$         TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to system at station Troley 2 Begin\n":; 
1083$         ASSIGN:        Picture=Default; 
1136$         TRACE,         -1,"-Waiting for transporter Transporter 2\n":; 
1101$         REQUEST,       1:Transporter 2(RAN); 
1130$         TRACE,         -1,"-Delay for loading time 2\n":; 
1104$         DELAY:         2,,Other:NEXT(1133$); 
 
1133$         TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station Troley 2 End\n":; 
1108$         TRANSPORT:     ,Troley 2 End; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Depart 9 
; 
 
14$           STATION,       Troley 2 End; 
1189$         TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to station Troley 2 End\n":; 
1190$         TRACE,         -1,"-Delay for unloading time 2\n":; 
1159$         DELAY:         2,,Other:NEXT(1194$); 
 
1194$         TRACE,         -1,"-Freeing transporter\n":; 
1165$         FREE; 
1197$         SIGNAL:        -999; 
1196$         TRACE,         -1,"-Disposing entity\n":; 
1188$         DISPOSE:       Yes; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Transporter 2 
; 
Transporter 2_Req1 REQUEST,  1:Transporter 2(SDS):NEXT(__ActionLabel); 
 
Transporter 2_Req2 REQUEST,  1:Transporter 2(SDS):NEXT(__ActionLabel); 
 
Transporter 2_Free FREE:     Transporter 2; 
1262$         SIGNAL:        -999:NEXT(__ActionLabel); 
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; 
;     Model statements for module:  Arrive 13 
; 
 
1303$         CREATE,        1,1:EXPO(14 ):NEXT(1264$); 
 
 
1264$         STATION,       Sub Assembly 1_1; 
1312$         TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to system at station Sub Assembly 1_1\n":; 
1267$         ASSIGN:        Picture=PSub Asm 1_1; 
1288$         DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(1317$); 
 
1317$         TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station WS1\n":; 
1290$         ROUTE:         Norm(2.34, 0.5),WS1; 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Arrive 14 
; 
 
1382$         CREATE,        1,1:EXPO(14 ):NEXT(1343$); 
 
 
1343$         STATION,       Sub Assembly 1_3; 
1391$         TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to system at station Sub Assembly 1_3\n":; 
1346$         ASSIGN:        Picture=PSub Asm 1_3; 
1367$         DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(1396$); 
 
1396$         TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station WS1\n":; 
1369$         ROUTE:         Norm(2.34, 0.5),WS1; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Enter 2 
; 
 
15$           STATION,       WS1; 
1443$         TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to station WS1\n":; 
1423$         STORE:         WS1_S1; 
1422$         DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(1437$); 
 
1437$         UNSTORE; 
1431$         ASSIGN:        Picture=PWS1:NEXT(17$); 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Batch 1 
; 
17$           TRACE,         -1,"-Waiting for batch size of 3\n":; 
1452$         COMBINE:       3,Last; 
1456$         TRACE,         -1,"-Formed a permanent batch of size 3\n":; 
1459$         ASSIGN:        Picture=PWS1; 
1453$         DELAY:         0.000,,Other:NEXT(19$); 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Process 1 
; 
19$           QUEUE,         Process WS1_Q:MARK(QueueTime); 
1464$         SEIZE,         1,Other: 
                             Process WS1,1:NEXT(1550$); 
 
1550$         BRANCH,        1: 
                             If,RTYP(Process WS1).eq.2,1551$,Yes: 
                             If,RTYP(Process WS1).eq.1,1509$,Yes; 
1551$         MOVE:          ,m; 
1509$         TALLY:         Process WS1_Q Queue Time,INT(QueueTime),1; 
1560$         DELAY:         0.0,,Other; 
              TRACE,         -1,"-Delay for processing time expo(6)\n":; 
1476$         DELAY:         expo(6),,Other:NEXT(1483$); 
 
1483$         RELEASE:       Process WS1,1; 
1527$         DELAY:         0.000,,Other:NEXT(1537$); 
 
1537$         DELAY:         0.0,,Other:NEXT(21$); 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Leave 1 
; 
21$           DELAY:         0.00,,Other:NEXT(1587$); 
 
1587$         ASSIGN:        M=WS1; 
1572$         DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(1603$); 
 
1603$         COUNT:         Process WS1_C,1; 
1598$         TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station WS3\n":; 
1574$         ROUTE:         Norm(2.34, 0.5),WS3; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Arrive 15 
; 
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1651$         CREATE,        1,2:EXPO(14 ):NEXT(1612$); 
 
 
1612$         STATION,       Sub Assembly 2; 
1660$         TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to system at station Sub Assembly 2\n":; 
1615$         ASSIGN:        Picture=PSub Asm 2; 
1636$         DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(1665$); 
 
1665$         TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station WS2\n":; 
1638$         ROUTE:         Norm(2.34, 0.5),WS2; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Enter 3 
; 
 
22$           STATION,       WS3; 
1712$         TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to station WS3\n":; 
1692$         STORE:         WS3_S1; 
1691$         DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(1706$); 
 
1706$         UNSTORE; 
1700$         ASSIGN:        Picture=PWS3:NEXT(24$); 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Batch 2 
; 
24$           TRACE,         -1,"-Waiting for batch size of 2\n":; 
1721$         COMBINE:       2,Last; 
1725$         TRACE,         -1,"-Formed a permanent batch of size 2\n":; 
1722$         DELAY:         0.000,,Other:NEXT(26$); 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Process 2 
; 
26$           QUEUE,         Process WS3_Q:MARK(QueueTime); 
1733$         SEIZE,         1,Other: 
                             Process WS3,1:NEXT(1819$); 
 
1819$         BRANCH,        1: 
                             If,RTYP(Process WS3).eq.2,1820$,Yes: 
                             If,RTYP(Process WS3).eq.1,1778$,Yes; 
1820$         MOVE:          ,m; 
1778$         TALLY:         Process WS3_Q Queue Time,INT(QueueTime),1; 
1829$         DELAY:         0.0,,Other; 
              TRACE,         -1,"-Delay for processing time NORM( 7.5 , 0.72 )\n":; 
1745$         DELAY:         NORM( 7.5 , 0.72 ),,Other:NEXT(1752$); 
 
1752$         RELEASE:       Process WS3,1; 
1796$         DELAY:         0.000,,Other:NEXT(1806$); 
 
1806$         DELAY:         0.0,,Other:NEXT(28$); 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Leave 2 
; 
28$           DELAY:         0.00,,Other:NEXT(1856$); 
 
1856$         ASSIGN:        M=WS3; 
1841$         DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(1867$); 
 
1867$         TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station WS4\n":; 
1843$         ROUTE:         Norm(2.34, 0.5),WS4; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Server 12 
; 
 
29$           STATION,       WS2; 
1957$         TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to station WS2\n":; 
1920$         DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(1889$); 
 
1889$         ASSIGN:        Picture=PWS2; 
1964$         TRACE,         -1,"-Waiting for resource WS2_R\n":; 
1881$         QUEUE,         WS2_R_Q:MARK(QueueTime); 
1882$         SEIZE,         1,Other: 
                             WS2_R,1:NEXT(1991$); 
 
1991$         BRANCH,        1: 
                             If,RTYP(WS2_R).eq.2,1992$,Yes: 
                             If,RTYP(WS2_R).eq.1,1894$,Yes; 
1992$         MOVE:          WS2_R,WS2; 
1894$         TALLY:         WS2_R_Q Queue Time,INT(QueueTime),1; 
2001$         DELAY:         0.0,,Other; 
              TRACE,         -1,"-Delay for processing time NORM( 7.6 , 1.1 )\n":; 
1883$         DELAY:         NORM( 7.6 , 1.1 ),,Other:NEXT(1965$); 
 
1965$         TRACE,         -1,"-Releasing resource\n":; 
1884$         RELEASE:       WS2_R,1; 
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1948$         DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(1970$); 
 
1970$         TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station WS3\n":; 
1888$         ROUTE:         Norm(2.34, 0.5),WS3; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Arrive 16 
; 
 
2041$         CREATE,        1,12:EXPO(14 ):NEXT(2002$); 
 
 
2002$         STATION,       Sub Assembly 5_2; 
2050$         TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to system at station Sub Assembly 5_2\n":; 
2005$         ASSIGN:        Picture=PSub Asm 5_2; 
2026$         DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(2055$); 
 
2055$         TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station WS5\n":; 
2028$         ROUTE:         Norm(2.34, 0.5),WS5; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Enter 4 
; 
 
31$           STATION,       WS6; 
2102$         TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to station WS6\n":; 
2082$         STORE:         WS6_S1; 
2081$         DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(2096$); 
 
2096$         UNSTORE; 
2090$         ASSIGN:        Picture=PWS6:NEXT(33$); 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Batch 3 
; 
33$           TRACE,         -1,"-Waiting for batch size of 3\n":; 
2111$         COMBINE:       3,Last; 
2115$         TRACE,         -1,"-Formed a permanent batch of size 3\n":; 
2112$         DELAY:         0.000,,Other:NEXT(35$); 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Process 3 
; 
35$           QUEUE,         Process WS6_Q:MARK(QueueTime); 
2123$         SEIZE,         1,Other: 
                             Process WS6,1:NEXT(2209$); 
 
2209$         BRANCH,        1: 
                             If,RTYP(Process WS6).eq.2,2210$,Yes: 
                             If,RTYP(Process WS6).eq.1,2168$,Yes; 
2210$         MOVE:          ,m; 
2168$         TALLY:         Process WS6_Q Queue Time,INT(QueueTime),1; 
2219$         DELAY:         0.0,,Other; 
              TRACE,         -1,"-Delay for processing time NORM( 8.5 , 0.92 )\n":; 
2135$         DELAY:         NORM( 8.5 , 0.92 ),,Other:NEXT(2142$); 
 
2142$         RELEASE:       Process WS6,1; 
2186$         DELAY:         0.000,,Other:NEXT(2196$); 
 
2196$         DELAY:         0.0,,Other:NEXT(37$); 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Leave 4 
; 
37$           DELAY:         0.00,,Other:NEXT(2246$); 
 
2246$         ASSIGN:        M=WS6; 
2231$         DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(2257$); 
 
2257$         TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station WS7\n":; 
2233$         ROUTE:         Norm(2.34, 0.5),WS7; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Enter 6 
; 
 
38$           STATION,       Sub Assembly 6; 
2292$         TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to station Sub Assembly 6\n":; 
2272$         STORE:         Sub Assembly 6_S1; 
2271$         DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(2286$); 
 
2286$         UNSTORE; 
2280$         ASSIGN:        Picture=PSub Asm 6:NEXT(40$); 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Batch 4 
; 
40$           TRACE,         -1,"-Waiting for batch size of 2\n":; 
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2301$         COMBINE:       2,Last; 
2305$         TRACE,         -1,"-Formed a permanent batch of size 2\n":; 
2302$         DELAY:         0.000,,Other:NEXT(42$); 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Process 4 
; 
42$           QUEUE,         Process Sub Assembly 6_Q:MARK(QueueTime); 
2313$         SEIZE,         1,Other: 
                             Process Sub Assembly 6,1:NEXT(2399$); 
 
2399$         BRANCH,        1: 
                             If,RTYP(Process Sub Assembly 6).eq.2,2400$,Yes: 
                             If,RTYP(Process Sub Assembly 6).eq.1,2358$,Yes; 
2400$         MOVE:          ,m; 
2358$         TALLY:         Process Sub Assembly 6_Q Queue Time,INT(QueueTime),1; 
2409$         DELAY:         0.0,,Other; 
              TRACE,         -1,"-Delay for processing time NORM( 8.5 , 0.92 )\n":; 
2325$         DELAY:         NORM( 8.5 , 0.92 ),,Other:NEXT(2332$); 
 
2332$         RELEASE:       Process Sub Assembly 6,1; 
2376$         DELAY:         0.000,,Other:NEXT(2386$); 
 
2386$         DELAY:         0.0,,Other:NEXT(44$); 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Leave 6 
; 
44$           DELAY:         0.00,,Other:NEXT(2436$); 
 
2436$         ASSIGN:        M=Sub Assembly 6; 
2421$         DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(2447$); 
 
2447$         TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station WS6\n":; 
2423$         ROUTE:         Norm(2.34, 0.5),WS6; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Arrive 17 
; 
 
2500$         CREATE,        1,12:EXPO(14 ):NEXT(2461$); 
 
 
2461$         STATION,       Sub Assembly 6_1; 
2509$         TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to system at station Sub Assembly 6_1\n":; 
2464$         ASSIGN:        Picture=PSub Asm 6_1; 
2485$         DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(2514$); 
 
2514$         TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station Sub Assembly 6\n":; 
2487$         ROUTE:         Norm(2.34, 0.5),Sub Assembly 6; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Arrive 18 
; 
 
2579$         CREATE,        1,12:EXPO(14 ):NEXT(2540$); 
 
 
2540$         STATION,       Sub Assembly 6_2; 
2588$         TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to system at station Sub Assembly 6_2\n":; 
2543$         ASSIGN:        Picture=PSub Asm 6_2; 
2564$         DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(2593$); 
 
2593$         TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station Sub Assembly 6\n":; 
2566$         ROUTE:         Norm(2.34, 0.5),Sub Assembly 6; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Enter 7 
; 
 
45$           STATION,       WS5; 
2640$         TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to station WS5\n":; 
2620$         STORE:         WS5_S1; 
2619$         DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(2634$); 
 
2634$         UNSTORE; 
2628$         ASSIGN:        Picture=PWS5:NEXT(47$); 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Batch 5 
; 
47$           TRACE,         -1,"-Waiting for batch size of 2\n":; 
2649$         COMBINE:       2,Last; 
2653$         TRACE,         -1,"-Formed a permanent batch of size 2\n":; 
2650$         DELAY:         0.000,,Other:NEXT(49$); 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Process 5 
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; 
49$           QUEUE,         Process WS5_Q:MARK(QueueTime); 
2661$         SEIZE,         1,Other: 
                             Process WS5,1:NEXT(2747$); 
 
2747$         BRANCH,        1: 
                             If,RTYP(Process WS5).eq.2,2748$,Yes: 
                             If,RTYP(Process WS5).eq.1,2706$,Yes; 
2748$         MOVE:          ,m; 
2706$         TALLY:         Process WS5_Q Queue Time,INT(QueueTime),1; 
2757$         DELAY:         0.0,,Other; 
              TRACE,         -1,"-Delay for processing time TRIA( 8 , 10.6 , 11.6 )\n":; 
2673$         DELAY:         TRIA( 8 , 10.6 , 11.6 ),,Other:NEXT(2680$); 
 
2680$         RELEASE:       Process WS5,1; 
2724$         DELAY:         0.000,,Other:NEXT(2734$); 
 
2734$         DELAY:         0.0,,Other:NEXT(51$); 
 
 
; 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Leave 7 
; 
51$           DELAY:         0.00,,Other:NEXT(2784$); 
 
2784$         ASSIGN:        M=WS5; 
2769$         DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(2795$); 
 
2795$         TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station WS6\n":; 
2771$         ROUTE:         Norm(2.34, 0.5),WS6; 
 
; 
;     Model statements for module:  Arrive 19 
; 
 
2848$         CREATE,        1,12:EXPO(14 ):NEXT(2809$); 
 
 
2809$         STATION,       Sub Assembly 5_1; 
2857$         TRACE,         -1,"-Arrived to system at station Sub Assembly 5_1\n":; 
2812$         ASSIGN:        Picture=PSub Asm 5_1; 
2833$         DELAY:         0.,,Other:NEXT(2862$); 
 
2862$         TRACE,         -1,"-Transferred to station WS5\n":; 
2835$         ROUTE:         Norm(2.34, 0.5),WS5; 
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Example of Auto – Generated Simulation Report for Initial Model  
 
                            ARENA Simulation Results 
                       Arya Wirabhuana - License #9400000 
 
                        Summary for Replication 1 of 20 
 
Project:  Initial System                       Run execution date :   5/11/2006 
Analyst:  Arya Wirabhuana                      Model revision date:  11/ 5/2006 
 
Replication ended at time      : 480.0 
 
                                 TALLY VARIABLES 
Identifier              Average   Half Width  Minimum    Maximum   Observations 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
To Paint Shop_Ta        18.937     (Insuf)    16.152     22.401         21     
WS2_R_Q Queue Time      2.0861     (Insuf)    .00000     12.889         41     
Process Sub Assembly 6  1.9566     (Insuf)    .00000     12.462         35     
Process WS1_Q Queue Ti  2.4037     (Insuf)    .00000     18.180         33     
WS7_R_Q Queue Time      .03118     (Insuf)    .00000     .58534         31     
Process WS3_Q Queue Ti  .69061     (Insuf)    .00000     6.1667         36     
Process WS5_Q Queue Ti  2.0039     (Insuf)    .00000     9.9685         28     
Process WS6_Q Queue Ti  .06289     (Insuf)    .00000     2.0123         32     
WS8_R_Q Queue Time      25.200     (Insuf)    .00000     53.590         26     
WS4_R_Q Queue Time      .00000     (Insuf)    .00000     .00000         35     
WS10_R_Q Queue Time     10.413     (Insuf)    .00000     24.677         23     
WS9_R_Q Queue Time      .04343     (Insuf)    .00000     .68439         25     
WS11_R_Q Queue Time     .61350     (Insuf)    .00000     3.3168         22     
 
                           DISCRETE-CHANGE VARIABLES 
Identifier              Average   Half Width  Minimum    Maximum   Final Value 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
# in Process Sub Assem  .15511     (Insuf)    .00000     2.0000     1.0000     
WS7_R Available         1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS7 Util                .49853     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     .00000     
Process WS6 Busy        .56020     .08950     .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
# in Process WS1_Q      .18939     (Insuf)    .00000     2.0000     1.0000     
WS11_R Available        1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS2_R Busy              .64989     .09918     .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
Process WS5 Busy        .59311     .11797     .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS10_R Available        1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS4_R Available         1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS5 Util                .59311     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
Process WS3 Busy        .55760     .09644     .00000     1.0000     .00000     
Transporter 2 Busy      .38518     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
Process Sub Assembly 6  1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
Transporter 1 Busy      .81202     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS2_R Available         1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
Process WS1 Busy        .50954     .13773     .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS11_R Busy             .71134     (Corr)     .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS2 Util                .64989     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS10_R Busy             .77750     (Corr)     .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS3 Util                .55760     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     .00000     
Process Sub Assembly 6  .62578     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
# in WS9_R_Q            .00226     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     .00000     
WS9 Util                .70877     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
# in WS8_R_Q            1.5976     (Insuf)    .00000     5.0000     4.0000     
Process WS6 Available   1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
# in WS11_R_Q           .02812     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     .00000     
# in WS7_R_Q            .00201     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     .00000     
Transporter 2 Active    1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS10 Util               .77750     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS6 Util                .56020     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
Process WS5 Available   1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
Transporter 1 Active    1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS9_R Busy              .70877     (Corr)     .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
# in WS10_R_Q           .50258     (Insuf)    .00000     2.0000     1.0000     
WS11 Util               .71134     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS1 Util                .50954     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS8_R Busy              .87297     (Corr)     .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS8 Util                .87297     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
# in Process WS6_Q      .00419     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     .00000     
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Process WS3 Available   1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS7_R Busy              .49853     (Corr)     .00000     1.0000     .00000     
# in WS4_R_Q            .00000     (Insuf)    .00000     .00000     .00000     
# in Process WS5_Q      .11826     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS4 Util                .28035     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     .00000     
# in WS2_R_Q            .17819     (Insuf)    .00000     2.0000     .00000     
WS9_R Available         1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
# in Process WS3_Q      .05180     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     .00000     
WS8_R Available         1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS4_R Busy              .28035     .05428     .00000     1.0000     .00000     
 
                                   COUNTERS 
                    Identifier                Count   Limit 
                    _________________________________________ 
 
                    Process WS1_C                32  Infinite 
                    To Paint Shop_C              21  Infinite 
 
 
Beginning replication 20 of 20 
 
                            ARENA Simulation Results 
                       Arya Wirabhuana - License #9400000 
 
                        Summary for Replication 20 of 20 
 
Project:  Initial System                       Run execution date :   5/11/2006 
Analyst:  Arya Wirabhuana                      Model revision date:  11/ 5/2006 
 
Replication ended at time      : 9600.0 
Statistics were cleared at time: 9120.0 
Statistics accumulated for time: 480.0 
 
                                 TALLY VARIABLES 
Identifier              Average   Half Width  Minimum    Maximum   Observations 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
To Paint Shop_Ta        18.921     (Insuf)    15.762     26.235         28     
WS2_R_Q Queue Time      2.3466     (Insuf)    .00000     9.9693         28     
Process Sub Assembly 6  3.2379     (Insuf)    .00000     12.959         31     
Process WS1_Q Queue Ti  2.3853     (Insuf)    .00000     17.352         36     
WS7_R_Q Queue Time      .03098     (Insuf)    .00000     .55293         32     
Process WS3_Q Queue Ti  .32777     (Insuf)    .00000     4.0875         32     
Process WS5_Q Queue Ti  2.9990     (Insuf)    .00000     22.380         35     
Process WS6_Q Queue Ti  .00727     (Insuf)    .00000     .23996         33     
WS8_R_Q Queue Time      1353.3     (Insuf)    1331.6     1398.2         30     
WS4_R_Q Queue Time      .00000     (Insuf)    .00000     .00000         32     
WS10_R_Q Queue Time     23.753     (Insuf)    11.859     37.747         29     
WS9_R_Q Queue Time      .32091     (Insuf)    .00000     2.9247         29     
WS11_R_Q Queue Time     1.1412     (Insuf)    .00000     9.6710         28     
 
                           DISCRETE-CHANGE VARIABLES 
Identifier              Average   Half Width  Minimum    Maximum   Final Value 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
# in Process Sub Assem  .20912     (Insuf)    .00000     2.0000     .00000     
WS7_R Available         1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS7 Util                .49442     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     .00000     
Process WS6 Busy        .56734     .07863     .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
# in Process WS1_Q      .18416     (Insuf)    .00000     2.0000     1.0000     
WS11_R Available        1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS2_R Busy              .42920     .11871     .00000     1.0000     .00000     
Process WS5 Busy        .73194     .10685     .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS10_R Available        1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS4_R Available         1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS5 Util                .73194     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
Process WS3 Busy        .49361     .09623     .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
Transporter 2 Busy      1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
Process Sub Assembly 6  1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
Transporter 1 Busy      .76588     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS2_R Available         1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
Process WS1 Busy        .52264     (Corr)     .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS11_R Busy             .93886     (Corr)     .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS2 Util                .42920     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     .00000     
WS10_R Busy             1.0000     .00000     .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS3 Util                .49361     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
Process Sub Assembly 6  .55167     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
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# in WS9_R_Q            .01939     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     .00000     
WS9 Util                .85045     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     .00000     
# in WS8_R_Q            97.490     (Insuf)    95.000     100.00     98.000     
Process WS6 Available   1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
# in WS11_R_Q           .08788     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
# in WS7_R_Q            .00207     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     .00000     
Transporter 2 Active    1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS10 Util               1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS6 Util                .56734     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
Process WS5 Available   1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
Transporter 1 Active    1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS9_R Busy              .85045     .04063     .00000     1.0000     .00000     
# in WS10_R_Q           1.4527     (Insuf)    .00000     3.0000     2.0000     
WS11 Util               .93886     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS1 Util                .52264     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS8_R Busy              1.0000     .00000     .00000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS8 Util                1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
# in Process WS6_Q      4.9992E-04 (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     .00000     
Process WS3 Available   1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS7_R Busy              .49442     .07279     .00000     1.0000     .00000     
# in WS4_R_Q            .00000     (Insuf)    .00000     .00000     .00000     
# in Process WS5_Q      .19952     (Insuf)    .00000     2.0000     2.0000     
WS4 Util                .24777     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     .00000     
# in WS2_R_Q            .12766     (Insuf)    .00000     2.0000     .00000     
WS9_R Available         1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
# in Process WS3_Q      .02185     (Insuf)    .00000     1.0000     .00000     
WS8_R Available         1.0000     (Insuf)    1.0000     1.0000     1.0000     
WS4_R Busy              .24777     .04869     .00000     1.0000     .00000     
 
                                   COUNTERS 
                    Identifier                Count   Limit 
                    _________________________________________ 
 
                    Process WS1_C                35  Infinite 
                    To Paint Shop_C              28  Infinite 
 
 
Simulation run time: 5.52 minutes. 
Simulation run complete. 
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APPENDIX S 
MANUFACTURING PROCESS RE-ENGINEERING SCENARIO:  
FACILITY LAYOUT AND DIMENSION 
 
1. 1ST SCENARIO ( Line Balancing ) 
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2. 2nd SCENARIO ( Semi Simultaneous Parallel Processing ) 
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3. 3rd SCENARIO ( 3rd scenario plus Automated Material Handling and Process 
Standardization ) 
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4. 4th SCENARIO ( Full Synchronous Automated Processing and Material 
Handling ) 
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APPENDIX T 
MANUFACTURING PROCESS RE-ENGINEERING SCENARIOS: 
INTERFACE DESIGN 
 
1. 1ST SCENARIO ( Line Balancing ) 
Main Menu 
 
 
 
Simulation View 
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System Indicator 
 
 
 
2. 2nd SCENARIO ( Semi Simultaneous Parallel Processing ) 
 
Main Menu 
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Simulation View 
 
 
System Indicator 
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3. 3rd SCENARIO ( 3rd scenario plus Automated Material Handling and Process 
Standardization ) 
 
Main Menu 
 
 
Simulation View 
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System Indicator 
 
 
4. 4th SCENARIO ( Full Synchronous Automated Processing and Material 
Handling ) 
 
Main Menu 
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Simulation View 
 
 
System Indicator 
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APPENDIX U 
MANUFACTURING PROCESS RE-ENGINEERING SCENARIOS:  
SOURCE MODULE USED 
 
 
1. 1ST SCENARIO ( Line Balancing ) 
 
PROJECT,      1st Development Scenario,Arya Wirabhuana,11/05/2006; 
 
ATTRIBUTES:   QueueTime: 
              __ActionLabel; 
 
STORAGES:     Sub Assembly D_S1: 
              Station D_S1: 
              Station A_S1; 
 
QUEUES:       Station B_R_Q,FIFO: 
              Station C_R_Q,FIFO: 
              Process Station A_Q,FIFO: 
              Process Sub Asm D_Q,FIFO: 
              WS8_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS9_R_Q,FIFO: 
              Process Station D_Q,FIFO: 
              WS10_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS11_R_Q,FIFO; 
 
PICTURES:     Sub Asm D1: 
              Sub Asm D2: 
              Sub Asm A1: 
              PWS10: 
              Default: 
              Sub Asm A2: 
              PWS11: 
              Prestation D: 
              Sub Asm A3: 
              PStation A: 
              PStation B: 
              PStation C: 
              PStation D: 
              PWS8: 
              Station D Finish: 
              Sub Asm C: 
              PWS9: 
              Sub Asm D; 
 
RESOURCES:    WS11_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              Station B_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              Process Sub Asm D,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              Station C_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              Process Station A,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS8_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS9_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS10_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              Process Station D,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary; 
 
STATIONS:     Automatic Trolley End: 
              Station A: 
              Sub Assembly D1: 
              Station B: 
              Sub Assembly D2: 
              Station C: 
              Automatic Trolley2 Begin: 
              Station D: 
              Sub Assembly A1: 
              Sub Assembly C: 
              Sub Assembly A2: 
              Sub Assembly A3: 
              Sub Assembly D: 
              Manual Trolley Begin: 
              WS8: 
              Automatic Trolley Begin: 
              WS9: 
              WS10: 
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              Manual Trolley End: 
              WS11: 
              Automatic Trolley2 End: 
              To Paint Shop; 
 
DISTANCES:    Automatic Trolley2_Dst,Automatic Trolley2 Begin-Automatic Trolley2 End- 
30: 
              Manual Trolley_Dst,Manual Trolley Begin-Manual Trolley End-60: 
              Automatic Trolley_Dst,Automatic Trolley Begin-Automatic Trolley End- 
100; 
 
TRANSPORTERS: Manual Trolley,1,DISTANCE(Manual Trolley_Dst),2: 
              Automatic Trolley2,1,DISTANCE(Automatic Trolley2_Dst),1: 
              Automatic Trolley,1,DISTANCE(Automatic Trolley_Dst),3; 
 
COUNTERS:     Sub Assembly D_C: 
              Sub Assembly A1_C: 
              Sub Assembly A2_C,,Replicate,"Press Part_C.": 
              Sub Assembly A3_C: 
              Station A_C: 
              Station B_C: 
              To Paint Shop_C,,Replicate,"Finish_C.dat": 
              Station C_C: 
              Sub Assembly D1_C: 
              Station D_C: 
              WS8_C: 
              Sub Assembly C_C: 
              Sub Assembly D2_C; 
 
TALLIES:      To Paint Shop_Ta,"Cycle Time.dat": 
              Process Sub Asm D_Q Queue Time: 
              Process Station A_Q Queue Time: 
              Station B_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS8_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS10_R_Q Queue Time: 
              Process Station D_Q Queue Time: 
              Station C_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS9_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS11_R_Q Queue Time; 
 
DSTATS:       NR(Process Station D)/MAX(MR(Process Station D),NR(Process Station  
       D),1),WS D Util,"WS D.dat": 
              MR(Station B_R),Station B_R Available: 
              NQ(Process Station A_Q),# in Process Station A_Q: 
              MR(WS11_R),WS11_R Available: 
              MR(WS10_R),WS10_R Available: 
              NR(Process Sub Asm D),Process Sub Asm D Busy: 
              NR(Station C_R)/MAX(MR(Station C_R),NR(Station C_R),1),WS C Util,"WS  
C.dat": 
              MT(Manual Trolley),Manual Trolley Active: 
              NT(Automatic Trolley2),Automatic Trolley2 Busy: 
              NR(WS11_R),WS11_R Busy: 
              NR(WS10_R),WS10_R Busy: 
              NQ(WS9_R_Q),# in WS9_R_Q: 
              NR(Process Station D),Process Station D Busy: 
              NT(Manual Trolley),Manual Trolley Busy: 
              NR(WS9_R)/MAX(MR(WS9_R),NR(WS9_R),1),WS 9 Util,"WS 9.dat": 
              NQ(Station C_R_Q),# in Station C_R_Q: 
              NQ(WS8_R_Q),# in WS8_R_Q: 
              NR(Station C_R),Station C_R Busy: 
              MR(Process Sub Asm D),Process Sub Asm D Available: 
              NQ(Station B_R_Q),# in Station B_R_Q: 
              NR(Station B_R),Station B_R Busy: 
              NQ(WS11_R_Q),# in WS11_R_Q: 
              NR(WS10_R)/MAX(MR(WS10_R),NR(WS10_R),1),WS 10 Util,"WS 10.dat": 
              NR(Process Station A)/MAX(MR(Process Station A),NR(Process Station  
A),1),WS A Util,"WS A.dat": 
              NQ(WS10_R_Q),# in WS10_R_Q: 
              NR(WS9_R),WS9_R Busy: 
              NR(Process Station A),Process Station A Busy: 
              NR(WS11_R)/MAX(MR(WS11_R),NR(WS11_R),1),WS 11 Util,"WS 11.dat": 
              NR(WS8_R),WS8_R Busy: 
              MT(Automatic Trolley2),Automatic Trolley2 Active: 
              NR(WS8_R)/MAX(MR(WS8_R),NR(WS8_R),1),WS 8 Util,"WS 8.dat": 
              NQ(Process Sub Asm D_Q),# in Process Sub Asm D_Q: 
              NQ(Process Station D_Q),# in Process Station D_Q: 
              MR(Process Station A),Process Station A Available: 
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              MR(WS9_R),WS9_R Available: 
              MR(WS8_R),WS8_R Available: 
              NR(Station B_R)/MAX(MR(Station B_R),NR(Station B_R),1),WS B Util,"WS  
B.dat"; 
 
REPLICATE,    15,0.0,480,No,Yes,2400; 
 
 
 
2. 2nd SCENARIO (Semi Simultaneous Parallel Processing, Enhanced Resoutrces) 
 
PROJECT,      2nd DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO,Arya Wirabhuana,11/05/2006; 
 
ATTRIBUTES:   QueueTime: 
              __ActionLabel; 
 
STORAGES:     Sub Assembly 6_S1: 
              WS6_S1: 
              WS3_S1: 
              WS1_S1: 
              Loading_S1; 
 
QUEUES:       WS2_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS4_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS5_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS7_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS11A_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS10A_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS9A_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS11B_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS8A_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS10B_R_Q,FIFO: 
              Process WS1_Q,FIFO: 
              WS9B_R_Q,FIFO: 
              Process Sub Assembly 6_Q,FIFO: 
              WS8B_R_Q,FIFO: 
              Process WS3_Q,FIFO: 
              Process WS6_Q,FIFO: 
              Loading 8A_Q,FIFO: 
              Loading 8B_Q,FIFO; 
 
PICTURES:     PSub Asm 1_1: 
              PSub Asm 1_2: 
              PSub Asm 2: 
              PWS1: 
              PWS10: 
              Default: 
              PWS2: 
              PWS11: 
              PWS3: 
              PSub Asm 5: 
              PSub Asm 6_1: 
              PWS4: 
              PSub Asm 6_2: 
              PSub Asm 6: 
              PWS5: 
              PWS6: 
              PWS7: 
              PWS8: 
              PWS9: 
              Final Product; 
 
RESOURCES:    Process WS1,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              Process Sub Assembly 6,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              Process WS3,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              Process WS6,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS2_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS9A_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS4_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS8A_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS9B_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS5_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS8B_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS7_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
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              WS11A_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              Loading 8A,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS10A_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS11B_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              Loading 8B,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS10B_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary; 
 
STATIONS:     Automatic Trolley End: 
              WS11A: 
              WS1: 
              WS10A: 
              WS11B: 
              Sub Assembly 6_1: 
              WS2: 
              WS10B: 
              Sub Assembly 6_2: 
              Loading: 
              WS3: 
              WS9A: 
              WS4: 
              WS8A: 
              WS9B: 
              WS5: 
              WS8B: 
              Sub Assembly 2: 
              WS6: 
              WS7: 
              Sub Assembly 5: 
              Automatic Trolley Begin: 
              Sub Assembly 6: 
              Sub Assembly 1_1: 
              Sub Assembly 1_2: 
              To Paint Shop; 
 
DISTANCES:    Automatic Traolley_Dst,Automatic Trolley Begin-Automatic Trolley End- 
30; 
 
TRANSPORTERS: Automatic Traolley,1,DISTANCE(Automatic Traolley_Dst),2; 
 
COUNTERS:     Sub Assembly 6_C: 
              WS1_C,,Replicate,"Press Part.dat": 
              WS2_C: 
              WS3_C: 
              WS4_C: 
              WS5_C: 
              WS6_C: 
              To Paint Shop_C,,Replicate,"Finish.dat": 
              WS7_C; 
 
TALLIES:      To Paint Shop_Ta,"Cycle Time.dat": 
              WS11B_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS9B_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS2_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS10A_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS8A_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS7_R_Q Queue Time: 
              Process Sub Assembly 6_Q Queue Time: 
              Process WS1_Q Queue Time: 
              Process WS3_Q Queue Time: 
              Loading 8A_Q Queue Time: 
              WS10B_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS8B_R_Q Queue Time: 
              Loading 8B_Q Queue Time: 
              Process WS6_Q Queue Time: 
              WS4_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS5_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS11A_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS9A_R_Q Queue Time; 
 
DSTATS:       NR(WS7_R)/MAX(MR(WS7_R),NR(WS7_R),1),WS 7 Util,"WS7.dat": 
              MR(WS7_R),WS7_R Available: 
              NQ(Process Sub Assembly 6_Q),# in Process Sub Assembly 6_Q: 
              NQ(WS9A_R_Q),# in WS9A_R_Q: 
              MT(Automatic Traolley),Automatic Traolley Active: 
              NR(WS2_R),WS2_R Busy: 
              NQ(Process WS1_Q),# in Process WS1_Q: 
              NR(Process WS6),Process WS6 Busy: 
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              MR(WS5_R),WS5_R Available: 
              NQ(Loading 8B_Q),# in Loading 8B_Q: 
              MR(WS4_R),WS4_R Available: 
              NQ(Loading 8A_Q),# in Loading 8A_Q: 
              NR(WS11B_R)/MAX(MR(WS11B_R),NR(WS11B_R),1),WS 11 Util,"WS11.dat": 
              NR(WS10B_R)/MAX(MR(WS10B_R),NR(WS10B_R),1),WS 10 Util,"WS10.dat": 
              NR(WS9B_R)/MAX(MR(WS9B_R),NR(WS9B_R),1),WS 9 Util,"WS9.dat": 
              NR(Process WS3),Process WS3 Busy: 
              NQ(WS11B_R_Q),# in WS11B_R_Q: 
              MR(WS2_R),WS2_R Available: 
              MR(Process Sub Assembly 6),Process Sub Assembly 6 Available: 
              NQ(WS10B_R_Q),# in WS10B_R_Q: 
              NR(WS2_R)/MAX(MR(WS2_R),NR(WS2_R),1),WS 2 Util,"WS2.dat": 
              NQ(WS10A_R_Q),# in WS10A_R_Q: 
              NR(Process WS1),Process WS1 Busy: 
              NR(WS10B_R),WS10B_R Busy: 
              NQ(WS11A_R_Q),# in WS11A_R_Q: 
              MR(Loading 8B),Loading 8B Available: 
              NR(Process WS3)/MAX(MR(Process WS3),NR(Process WS3),1),WS 3  
Util,"WS3.dat": 
              NR(WS11B_R),WS11B_R Busy: 
              NR(WS10A_R),WS10A_R Busy: 
              NR(Loading 8B),Loading 8B Busy: 
              MR(Loading 8A),Loading 8A Available: 
              NR(Process Sub Assembly 6),Process Sub Assembly 6 Busy: 
              NR(WS11A_R),WS11A_R Busy: 
              MR(WS8B_R),WS8B_R Available: 
              NR(Loading 8A),Loading 8A Busy: 
              NR(WS5_R)/MAX(MR(WS5_R),NR(WS5_R),1),WS 5 Util,"WS5.dat": 
              MR(WS8A_R),WS8A_R Available: 
              MR(WS9B_R),WS9B_R Available: 
              NR(Process WS6)/MAX(MR(Process WS6),NR(Process WS6),1),WS 6  
Util,"WS6.dat": 
              NQ(WS7_R_Q),# in WS7_R_Q: 
              MR(Process WS6),Process WS6 Available: 
              MR(WS9A_R),WS9A_R Available: 
              NR(Process WS1)/MAX(MR(Process WS1),NR(Process WS1),1),WS 1  
Util,"WS1.dat": 
              NT(Automatic Traolley),Automatic Traolley Busy: 
              MR(WS10B_R),WS10B_R Available: 
              MR(WS11B_R),WS11B_R Available: 
              NQ(WS5_R_Q),# in WS5_R_Q: 
              MR(WS10A_R),WS10A_R Available: 
              NQ(WS4_R_Q),# in WS4_R_Q: 
              MR(Process WS3),Process WS3 Available: 
              NR(WS7_R),WS7_R Busy: 
              MR(WS11A_R),WS11A_R Available: 
              NQ(Process WS6_Q),# in Process WS6_Q: 
              NR(WS8B_R),WS8B_R Busy: 
              NR(WS4_R)/MAX(MR(WS4_R),NR(WS4_R),1),WS 4 Util,"WS4.dat": 
              NR(WS9B_R),WS9B_R Busy: 
              NR(WS8A_R),WS8A_R Busy: 
              NR(WS8B_R)/MAX(MR(WS8B_R),NR(WS8B_R),1),WS 8 Util,"WS8.dat": 
              MR(Process WS1),Process WS1 Available: 
              NQ(WS8B_R_Q),# in WS8B_R_Q: 
              NR(WS5_R),WS5_R Busy: 
              NR(WS9A_R),WS9A_R Busy: 
              NQ(WS2_R_Q),# in WS2_R_Q: 
              NR(WS4_R),WS4_R Busy: 
              NQ(WS9B_R_Q),# in WS9B_R_Q: 
              NQ(WS8A_R_Q),# in WS8A_R_Q: 
              NQ(Process WS3_Q),# in Process WS3_Q; 
 
REPLICATE,    15,0.0,480,No,Yes,2400; 
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3. 3rd SCENARIO ( 3rd scenario plus Automated Material Handling and Process 
Standardization ) 
 
PROJECT,      3rd DEVELOPMENT,Arya Wirabhuana,15/05/2006; 
 
ATTRIBUTES:   QueueTime: 
              __ActionLabel; 
 
STORAGES:     WS9A_S4: 
              WS6_S1: 
              WS10B_S1: 
              WS10A_S1: 
              WS4_S1: 
              WS6_S3: 
              WS10B_S3: 
              WS3_S1: 
              WS11B_S3: 
              WS6_S4: 
              WS10A_S3: 
              WS10B_S4: 
              WS4_S3: 
              WS11A_S3: 
              WS11B_S4: 
              WS10A_S4: 
              WS3_S3: 
              WS4_S4: 
              WS11A_S4: 
              WS1_S1: 
              WS3_S4: 
              WS1_S3: 
              WS1_S4: 
              WS8B_S1: 
              WS9B_S1: 
              WS8A_S1: 
              WS9A_S1: 
              WS8B_S3: 
              WS9B_S3: 
              WS8A_S3: 
              WS8B_S4: 
              WS9A_S3: 
              WS9B_S4: 
              WS8A_S4; 
 
QUEUES:       To WS8B_Q,FIFO: 
              WS1_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS2_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS3_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS4_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS6_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS11A_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS10A_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS9A_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS11B_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS8A_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS10B_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS9B_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS8B_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS5A_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS5B_R_Q,FIFO: 
              To WS8A_Q,FIFO; 
 
PICTURES:     Sub Asm 5: 
              PWS5A: 
              PWS5B: 
              PWS10: 
              PWS1: 
              PWS11: 
              PWS2: 
              PWS3: 
              PWS4: 
              PWS6: 
              PWS7: 
              PWS8: 
              Sub Asm 1: 
              Final Product: 
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              PWS9: 
              Sub Asm 2; 
 
RESOURCES:    To WS8A,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              To WS8B,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS1_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS2_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS3_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS9A_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS4_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS8A_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS9B_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS5_R: 
              WS8B_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS6_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS5A_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS7_R: 
              WS5B_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS11A_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS10A_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS11B_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS10B_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary; 
 
STATIONS:     WS11A: 
              To WS3: 
              WS1: 
              WS10A: 
              WS11B: 
              WS2: 
              WS10B: 
              WS3: 
              WS9A: 
              Sub Assembly  1: 
              To WS6: 
              Sub Assembly  2: 
              WS4: 
              WS8A: 
              WS9B: 
              WS8B: 
              WS6: 
              WS5A: 
              WS7: 
              WS5B: 
              Sub Assembly 5: 
              To Paint Shop; 
 
SEGMENTS:     Conveyor 3_Seg,WS7,WS8B-10, 
              WS9B-5, 
              WS10B-5, 
              WS11B-5: 
              Conveyor 2_Seg,WS7,WS8A-10, 
              WS9A-5, 
              WS10A-5, 
              WS11A-5: 
              Conveyor 1_Seg,WS1,WS3-5, 
              WS4-10, 
              WS6-5, 
              WS7-5; 
 
CONVEYORS:    Conveyor 1,Conveyor 1_Seg,3,5,Active,1,Nonaccumulating: 
              Conveyor 2,Conveyor 2_Seg,3,5,Active,1,Nonaccumulating: 
              Conveyor 3,Conveyor 3_Seg,5,5,Active,1,Nonaccumulating; 
 
COUNTERS:     To WS3_C: 
              To WS6_C: 
              WS1_C,,Replicate,"Press Part.dat": 
              WS3_C: 
              WS6_C: 
              To Paint Shop_C,,Replicate,"Finish.dat"; 
 
TALLIES:      WS1_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS6_R_Q Queue Time: 
              To Paint Shop_Ta,"Cycle Time.dat": 
              WS11B_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS9B_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS2_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS5A_R_Q Queue Time: 
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              WS10A_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS8A_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS3_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS5B_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS10B_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS8B_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS4_R_Q Queue Time: 
              To WS8A_Q Queue Time: 
              To WS8B_Q Queue Time: 
              WS11A_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS9A_R_Q Queue Time; 
 
DSTATS:       NR(WS3_R),WS3_R Busy: 
              NQ(WS9A_R_Q),# in WS9A_R_Q: 
              NR(WS2_R),WS2_R Busy: 
              MR(WS6_R),WS6_R Available: 
              NR(To WS8B),To WS8B Busy: 
              NR(To WS8A),To WS8A Busy: 
              NR(WS1_R),WS1_R Busy: 
              MR(WS4_R),WS4_R Available: 
              NEC(Conveyor 3),# Conveying on Conveyor 3: 
              MR(WS3_R),WS3_R Available: 
              LEC(Conveyor 3),Length Conveying on Conveyor 3: 
              MR(WS5B_R),WS5B_R Available: 
              MR(WS2_R),WS2_R Available: 
              NQ(WS11B_R_Q),# in WS11B_R_Q: 
              LEC(Conveyor 2),Length Conveying on Conveyor 2: 
              NQ(WS10B_R_Q),# in WS10B_R_Q: 
              NEC(Conveyor 2),# Conveying on Conveyor 2: 
              MR(WS5A_R),WS5A_R Available: 
              MR(WS1_R),WS1_R Available: 
              MR(To WS8B),To WS8B Available: 
              NQ(WS10A_R_Q),# in WS10A_R_Q: 
              NQ(To WS8B_Q),# in To WS8B_Q: 
              NR(WS10B_R),WS10B_R Busy: 
              NQ(WS11A_R_Q),# in WS11A_R_Q: 
              LEC(Conveyor 1),Length Conveying on Conveyor 1: 
              NEC(Conveyor 1),# Conveying on Conveyor 1: 
              NQ(To WS8A_Q),# in To WS8A_Q: 
              MR(To WS8A),To WS8A Available: 
              NR(WS11B_R),WS11B_R Busy: 
              NR(WS10A_R),WS10A_R Busy: 
              NR(WS11A_R),WS11A_R Busy: 
              MR(WS8B_R),WS8B_R Available: 
              MR(WS8A_R),WS8A_R Available: 
              MR(WS9B_R),WS9B_R Available: 
              NR(WS5B_R),WS5B_R Busy: 
              MR(WS9A_R),WS9A_R Available: 
              NR(WS5A_R),WS5A_R Busy: 
              NQ(WS6_R_Q),# in WS6_R_Q: 
              MR(WS10B_R),WS10B_R Available: 
              MR(WS11B_R),WS11B_R Available: 
              MR(WS10A_R),WS10A_R Available: 
              NQ(WS5B_R_Q),# in WS5B_R_Q: 
              NQ(WS4_R_Q),# in WS4_R_Q: 
              NR(WS7_R),WS7_R Busy: 
              MR(WS11A_R),WS11A_R Available: 
              NR(WS8B_R),WS8B_R Busy: 
              NQ(WS5A_R_Q),# in WS5A_R_Q: 
              NR(WS6_R),WS6_R Busy: 
              NR(WS9B_R),WS9B_R Busy: 
              NQ(WS3_R_Q),# in WS3_R_Q: 
              NR(WS8A_R),WS8A_R Busy: 
              NQ(WS2_R_Q),# in WS2_R_Q: 
              NQ(WS8B_R_Q),# in WS8B_R_Q: 
              NR(WS5_R),WS5_R Busy: 
              NR(WS9A_R),WS9A_R Busy: 
              NR(WS4_R),WS4_R Busy: 
              NQ(WS1_R_Q),# in WS1_R_Q: 
              NQ(WS9B_R_Q),# in WS9B_R_Q: 
              NQ(WS8A_R_Q),# in WS8A_R_Q; 
 
REPLICATE,    15,0.0,480,No,Yes,2400; 
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4. 4th SCENARIO ( Full Synchronous Automated Processing and Material 
Handling ) 
 
PROJECT,      4th DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO,Arya Wirabhuana,14/05/2006; 
 
ATTRIBUTES:   QueueTime: 
              __ActionLabel; 
 
STORAGES:     WS9A_S4: 
              WS7_S1: 
              WS10B_S1: 
              WS6_S1: 
              WS10A_S1: 
              WS7_S3: 
              WS5_S1: 
              WS10B_S3: 
              WS6_S3: 
              WS11A_S1: 
              WS4_S1: 
              WS7_S4: 
              WS10B_S4: 
              WS10A_S3: 
              WS6_S4: 
              WS11B_S3: 
              WS3_S1: 
              WS5_S3: 
              WS10A_S4: 
              WS11B_S4: 
              WS11A_S3: 
              WS4_S3: 
              WS2_S1: 
              WS5_S4: 
              WS1_S1: 
              WS11A_S4: 
              WS4_S4: 
              WS3_S3: 
              WS3_S4: 
              WS2_S3: 
              WS1_S3: 
              WS2_S4: 
              WS1_S4: 
              WS8B_S1: 
              WS8A_S1: 
              WS9B_S1: 
              WS8B_S3: 
              WS9A_S1: 
              WS8B_S4: 
              WS8A_S3: 
              WS9B_S3: 
              WS8A_S4: 
              WS9B_S4: 
              WS9A_S3; 
 
QUEUES:       WS1_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS2_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS3_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS4_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS5_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS6_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS11A_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS7_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS11B_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS9A_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS10A_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS9B_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS10B_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS8A_R_Q,FIFO: 
              WS8B_R_Q,FIFO; 
 
PICTURES:     Pallet: 
              Sub Asm 5: 
              PWS1: 
              PWS10: 
              PWS11: 
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              PWS2: 
              PWS3: 
              PWS4: 
              PWS5: 
              PWS6: 
              PWS7: 
              Sub Asm 1: 
              PWS8: 
              Sub Asm 2: 
              PWS9: 
              Final Product; 
 
RESOURCES:    WS1_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS2_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS9A_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS3_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS9B_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS8A_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS4_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS8B_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS5_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS6_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS7_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS11A_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS11B_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS10A_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary: 
              WS10B_R,Capacity(1,),-,Stationary; 
 
STATIONS:     To WS3: 
              WS11A: 
              WS11B: 
              WS10A: 
              WS1: 
              WS10B: 
              WS2: 
              To WS6: 
              Sub Assembly  1: 
              WS9A: 
              WS3: 
              WS9B: 
              WS8A: 
              WS4: 
              Sub Assembly  2: 
              WS5: 
              WS8B: 
              Empty Pallet End: 
              WS6: 
              WS7: 
              Sub Assembly 5: 
              Empty Pallet Begin: 
              To Paint Shop; 
 
SEGMENTS:     Conveyor 2_Seg,Sub Assembly  2,WS2-5, 
              To WS3-5: 
              Conveyor 1_Seg,Sub Assembly  1,WS1-5, 
              WS3-5, 
              WS4-5, 
              WS6-5, 
              WS7-5, 
              WS8A-5, 
              WS8B-10, 
              WS9A-10, 
              WS9B-5, 
              WS10A-5, 
              WS10B-5, 
              WS11A-5, 
              WS11B-5: 
              Conveyor 3_Seg,Sub Assembly 5,WS5-5, 
              To WS6-5; 
 
CONVEYORS:    Conveyor 1,Conveyor 1_Seg,8,5,Active,1,Nonaccumulating: 
              Conveyor 2,Conveyor 2_Seg,8,1,Active,1,Nonaccumulating: 
              Conveyor 3,Conveyor 3_Seg,8,1,Active,1,Nonaccumulating; 
 
COUNTERS:     To WS3_C: 
              To WS6_C: 
              Empty Pallet End_C: 
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              WS1_C,,Replicate,"Press Part.dat": 
              WS3_C: 
              WS5_C: 
              To Paint Shop_C,,Replicate,"Finish.dat": 
              WS6_C; 
 
TALLIES:      WS1_R_Q Queue Time: 
              To Paint Shop_Ta,"Cycle Time.dat": 
              WS6_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS9B_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS11B_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS2_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS8A_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS10A_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS7_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS3_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS8B_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS10B_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS4_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS5_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS9A_R_Q Queue Time: 
              WS11A_R_Q Queue Time; 
 
DSTATS:       NQ(WS9A_R_Q),# in WS9A_R_Q: 
              NR(WS3_R),WS3_R Busy: 
              MR(WS7_R),WS7_R Available: 
              MR(WS6_R),WS6_R Available: 
              NR(WS2_R),WS2_R Busy: 
              NR(WS1_R),WS1_R Busy: 
              MR(WS5_R),WS5_R Available: 
              MR(WS4_R),WS4_R Available: 
              MR(WS3_R),WS3_R Available: 
              LEC(Conveyor 3),Length Conveying on Conveyor 3: 
              NEC(Conveyor 3),# Conveying on Conveyor 3: 
              NQ(WS10B_R_Q),# in WS10B_R_Q: 
              NQ(WS11B_R_Q),# in WS11B_R_Q: 
              MR(WS2_R),WS2_R Available: 
              LEC(Conveyor 2),Length Conveying on Conveyor 2: 
              NEC(Conveyor 2),# Conveying on Conveyor 2: 
              NEC(Conveyor 1),# Conveying on Conveyor 1: 
              LEC(Conveyor 1),Length Conveying on Conveyor 1: 
              NQ(WS11A_R_Q),# in WS11A_R_Q: 
              NR(WS10B_R),WS10B_R Busy: 
              NQ(WS10A_R_Q),# in WS10A_R_Q: 
              MR(WS1_R),WS1_R Available: 
              NR(WS10A_R),WS10A_R Busy: 
              NR(WS11B_R),WS11B_R Busy: 
              MR(WS8B_R),WS8B_R Available: 
              NR(WS11A_R),WS11A_R Busy: 
              MR(WS9B_R),WS9B_R Available: 
              MR(WS8A_R),WS8A_R Available: 
              MR(WS9A_R),WS9A_R Available: 
              NQ(WS7_R_Q),# in WS7_R_Q: 
              MR(WS10B_R),WS10B_R Available: 
              NQ(WS6_R_Q),# in WS6_R_Q: 
              MR(WS10A_R),WS10A_R Available: 
              MR(WS11B_R),WS11B_R Available: 
              NQ(WS5_R_Q),# in WS5_R_Q: 
              NR(WS8B_R),WS8B_R Busy: 
              MR(WS11A_R),WS11A_R Available: 
              NR(WS7_R),WS7_R Busy: 
              NQ(WS4_R_Q),# in WS4_R_Q: 
              NR(WS8A_R),WS8A_R Busy: 
              NQ(WS3_R_Q),# in WS3_R_Q: 
              NR(WS9B_R),WS9B_R Busy: 
              NR(WS6_R),WS6_R Busy: 
              NR(WS9A_R),WS9A_R Busy: 
              NR(WS5_R),WS5_R Busy: 
              NQ(WS8B_R_Q),# in WS8B_R_Q: 
              NQ(WS2_R_Q),# in WS2_R_Q: 
              NQ(WS8A_R_Q),# in WS8A_R_Q: 
              NQ(WS9B_R_Q),# in WS9B_R_Q: 
              NQ(WS1_R_Q),# in WS1_R_Q: 
              NR(WS4_R),WS4_R Busy; 
 
REPLICATE,    15,0.0,480,No,Yes,2400; 
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APPENDIX V 
MANUFACTURING PROCESS RE-ENGINEERING SCENARIOS: 
SIMULATION RESULT 
 
1. 1ST SCENARIO ( Line Balancing ) 
 
Output Standard for 20 days run 
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Workstation Utility 
 
 
 
 
Finish Product Cycle Time 
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Product Cycle Time Histogram 
 
 
Output Standard 
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2. 2nd SCENARIO ( Semi Simultaneous Parallel Processing ) 
 
Output Standard for 20 days run 
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Workstation Utility 
 
 
 
 
Finish Product Cycle Time 
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Finish Product Cycle Time Histogram 
 
 
Output Standard for 20 days run 
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3. 3rd SCENARIO ( 3rd scenario plus Automated Material Handling and Process 
Standardization ) 
 
Output Standard for 20 days run 
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Finish Product cycle time for 20 days run 
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Workstation Utility 
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Finish Product cycle time 
 
Finish Product cycle time histogram 
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Output Standard 
 
 
4. 4th SCENARIO ( Full Synchronous Automated Processing and Material 
Handling ) 
 
Output Standard for 20 days run 
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Finish Product cycle time for 20 days run 
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Manufacturing Process Re-engineering  scenario’s Line Efficiency calculation 
 
 
 
